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A classification of the equilibrium states of superfluid liquids with scalar and tensor order
parameters, based on the concept of quasi-averages, is presented. The condition of unbroken
symmetry is generalized to inhomogeneous equilibrium states. The admissible conditions
of spatial symmetry are found in terms of integrals of the motion. A connection between these
symmetry conditions and the helicoidal structure of the spin and spatial anisotropy vectors
is established. Under certain restrictions it is shown that the equilibrium structure of the order
parameter can be represented as a product of a homogeneous part of the order parameter
and a part that depends on the spatial coordinates. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Research on superfluidity phenomena in3He has led to
the prediction and discovery of a number of superflu
phases. Among these is the isotropic state described
Balian and Werthamer,1 which has come to be called theB
phase. The stability of the state predicted by Anderson
Morel,2 corresponding to theA phase, is explained by th
influence of spin fluctuations, which stabilize the anisotro
state of the superfluid liquid. When a magnetic field is a
plied, a stableA1 phase is observed.3 A number of other
phases states that have been predicted previously, such a
polar phase,4 the a, b, d, and« phases,5 and the 2D phase,6

have not been observed experimentally. A common prop
of the states mentioned above is their translational inv
ance. Analysis and classification of such states in3He have
been carried out in Refs. 5, 7–10, and 11 on the basis of
Ginzburg–Landau theory or with the use of group-theoret
methods. The relation between the collective modes and
irreducible representations of the symmetry group of
equilibrium state was studied in Ref. 12. It is known that
a certain region of variation of the thermodynamic para
eters the homogeneous state loses stability and the supe
phase undergoes a transition to an inhomogeneous state
inhomogeneous equilibrium states in superfluid3He were
considered in Refs. 13–16. In those studies the stability c
ditions of the helicoidal structures were investigated us
model expressions for the free energy. A refinement of
stability conditions for the states over a wider range of te
peratures was made in Refs. 17 and 18. Interest in this p
lem has risen in view of its intimate connection with th
problem of critical velocities in superfluid3He. However, a
classification of the equilibrium inhomogeneous states
not been done.

The goal of the present study is to classify the superfl
phases for singlet or triplet pairing on the basis of the c
cept of quasi-averages19 with allowance for the possibility
2271063-777X/2002/28(4)/8/$22.00
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that inhomogeneous equilibrium structures can arise. I
microscopic approach, in Refs. 20–23 the equilibrium st
of magnetic and superfluid systems with broken symme
with respect to spin rotations and phase transitions was
vestigated, and the thermodynamics of helicoid structure
condensed media of this kind was examined. In the pres
paper a condition of unbroken symmetry of the equilibriu
state and a compatible condition of spatial symmetry
formulated. A physical interpretation of the additional the
modynamic parameters arising as a result of this genera
tion of the symmetry conditions is given. Inhomogeneo
structures of the order parameter are found, and it is sho
that under certain restrictions such a structure can be re
sented in the form a product of a homogeneous part of
order parameter and an inhomogeneous part that depend
the spatial coordinates. Here the problem of classification
the homogeneous part of the order parameter effectively
duces to that for a translationally invariant case.

2. EQUILIBRIUM. NORMAL PHASE OF A FERMI LIQUID

Let us consider the equilibrium state of normal co
densed matter, a state describable by the density ma
~Gibbs statistical operator!

ŵ5exp~V2Y0Ĥ2Y4N̂!. ~2.1!

Here Ĥ is the Hamiltonian, andN̂ is the particle number
operator. The thermodynamic potentialV is determined from
the normalization condition Trŵ51. The set of thermody-
namic forces includes the temperatureT[Y0

21 and the
chemical potentialmk[2Y4 /Y0 . For convenience we con
sider the condensed medium in the rest frame and we ass
that the effective magnetic field is equal to zero. The ext
mum properties of the equilibrium density matrix~2.1! have
the form

@ŵ,P̂k#50, @ŵ,Ĥ#50, @ŵ,N̂#50,
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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@ŵ,Ŝa#50, @ŵ,L̂i #50, ~2.2!

whereP̂k is the momentum operator, andŜa andL̂i are the
spin and orbital angular momentum operators, respectiv
The first three relations reflect the spatial translational inv
ance and the phase invariance. The properties of symm
with respect to rotations in spin space and configurat
space mean that we are neglecting the weak dipole and s
orbit interactions in the characteristic of the equilibriu
state. The total symmetry group of the normal equilibriu
state of a Fermi liquid has the form

G5@SO~3!#S3@SO~3!#L3@U~1!#w

3@T~3!#3@T~1!#. ~2.3!

Here@SO(3)#S and@SO(3)#L are the symmetry groups wit
respect to rotations in spin space and configuration sp
@T(3)# and @T(1)# are the translation groups in space a
time, and@U(1)#w is the phase symmetry group. Each e
ment of a group is a unitary operatorU[expiĜg ~g is a
parameter of the transformation! which leaves the Gibbs dis
tribution invariant:

UŵU15ŵ. ~2.4!

The generators of the transformations~2.4! are linear combi-
nations of the operators$Ŝ,L̂,N̂,P̂,Ĥ%. Averages of the
form Tr ŵ@Ĝ,b̂(x)# vanish for an arbitrary quasilocal oper
tor b̂(x) for Ĝ«(P̂k ,N̂,Ŝa ,L̂k). This, in particular, is valid
for the order parameter operatorsb̂(x)[D̂a(x), which do
not commute with the integrals of the motionĜ. The sub-
scripta reflects the tensor dimension of the order parame
As we shall see below, the commutators@Ĝ,D̂a(x)# are lin-
ear and homogeneous with respect to the order param
operatorsD̂a(x), and that leads to the vanishing of the eq
librium averages of the order parameters in the normal st
Tr ŵD̂a(x)50.

3. EQUILIBRIUM. SINGLET PAIRING OF A SUPERFLUID
FERMI LIQUID

The quasi-average value of a quantity,a(x)5^â(x)&, in
a state of statistical equilibrium with broken symmetry
defined by the formula19

^â~x!&5 lim
n→0

lim
V→`

Tr ŵnâ~x!, ~3.1!

where

ŵn[exp~Vn2Y0Ĥ2Y4N̂2nY0F̂ ! ~3.2!

and in general depends on the structure of the sourcF̂
breaking the symmetry; this source is chosen in the form
a linear functional of the order parameter operator. Fo
superfluid Fermi liquid with singlet pairing the equilibrium
state is characterized by a scalar order parameter,

D̂~x![~ i /2!ĉ~x!s2ĉ~x!, ~3.3!

whereĉ(x) is the Fermi field operator for annihilation of
particle at pointx, ands2 is a Pauli matrix. The order pa
rameter operator satisfies the commutation relations:
ly.
i-
try
n
n–

e,

-

r.

ter
-
e:

f
a

@N̂,D̂~x!#522D̂~x!, i @Ŝa ,D̂~x!#50,

i @P̂k,D̂~x!#52¹kD̂~x!, i @L̂i ,D̂~x!#

52« iklxk¹lD̂~x!. ~3.4!

The operatorF̂ has the symmetry of the given phase of t
condensed medium and lifts the degeneracy of the equ
rium state:

F̂5E d3x~ f ~x,t !D̂~x!1h.c.!5F̂~ t !. ~3.5!

Here f (x,t) is some function of the coordinates and tim
which is conjugate to the order parameter operator and wh
specifies its equilibrium averages in the sense of qu
averagesD(x,t)5^D̂(x)&. The coordinate and time depen
denceD5D(x,t) is due to the fact that the introduction of
sourceF̂ breaks the invariance of the equilibrium dens
matrix with respect to translations in space and time, i

@ŵ,P̂#Þ0, @ŵ,Ĥ#Þ0. The equilibrium density matrix
ŵ(Y,F̂(t))[ŵ(t) satisfies the von Neumann condition, an
as a result,

e2 iĤtŵ~ t !e2 iĤt5ŵ~ t1t! ~3.6!

~for normal systems the operatorŵ is independent of the
time t!.

Let us consider the translationally invariant subgroupsH
of the total symmetry groupG and establish the possibl
equilibrium structures of the scalar order parameter. Tran
tional invariance means that the equilibrium density mat
satisfies the symmetry relation

@ŵ,P̂k#50. ~3.7!

Analysis of the translationally invariant subgroups of t
unbroken symmetry of the equilibrium states is done in
cordance with Ref. 7 by proceeding from the relation

@ŵ,T̂#50, ~3.8!

where the generatorT̂ of the unbroken symmetry is a linea
combination of integrals of the motion~generators of the
subgroupH!

T̂[aiL̂i1baŜa1cN̂[T̂~j! ~3.9!

with certain real numerical parameters (ai ,ba ,c[j). The
unitary transformationsU(j)5expiT̂(j) form a continuous
subgroup of the unbroken symmetriesU(j)U(j8)
5U(j9(j,j8)) of the equilibrium state. For translationall
invariant equilibrium states the order parameter and the fu
tion f are, by virtue of~3.4!, independent of the coordinate

D~x!5Tr ŵD̂~x!5D~0,Y0 ,Y4!, f ~x!5 f ~0!. ~3.10!

According to ~3.2!, ~3.4!, and ~3.8! we have @ŵ,Ŝa#50,

@ŵ,L̂i #50. Thereforec50 and thusD(x)Þ0. The generator
of the unbroken symmetry takes the form

T̂[aiL̂i1baŜa . ~3.11!

Hence we find the order parameter in the equilibrium st
for this case:
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^D̂~x!&5h~Y0 ,Y4!expiw.

Here h is the modulus of the order parameter, andw is the
superfluid phase.

For further refinement of the symmetry properties of t
equilibrium state it is necessary to invoke order parame
that do not possess the property of invariance with respe
rotations in spin or configuration space. By doing an ana
gous procedure of classification with these order parame
one can determine the possible equilibrium states dis
guished by anisotropic properties and investigate the q
tion of the coexistence of several nonzero order parame
However, we shall not discuss that topic here.

Consider the equilibrium states that do not possess
property of translational invariance~3.8!. In a degenerate
condensed medium there can exist various physical poss
ties for breaking the translational invariance of the equil
rium state. This can occur as a result of breaking of the ph
invariance~if the superfluid momentum is nonzero!. Other
possible mechanisms for the breaking of translational inv
ance are also possible. These include breaking of the s
metry with respect to rotations of the spins~a nonzero
magnetic-helix vector! and of the symmetry with respect t
rotations in configuration space~nonzero cholesteric-helix
vector!. Let us consider all of the indicated mechanisms
the onset of spatially inhomogeneous structures and asce
the consequences of each in the equilibrium structure of
order parameter. We assume that the spatial symmetr
equilibrium states of this kind can be specified by the re
tion

@ŵ,P̂k#50, P̂k[P̂k2pkN̂2qkaŜa2tk jL̂j , ~3.12!

wherepk , qka , andtk j are certain real parameters. The ge
erator of the unbroken symmetry of such states now inclu
a momentum operator

T̂[aiL̂i1baŜa1cN̂1diP̂i . ~3.13!

According to ~3.4! and ~3.12!, we arrive at the equation
relating the parameters of the generator of the spatial s
metry:

tk j« juvpv50, ¹kD~x!52ipkD~x!. ~3.14!

Identity ~3.9! with Eqs. ~3.4! and ~3.13! taken into account
will lead to an equation relating the parameters of the g
erator of the unbroken symmetry:

ai« iklxk2iplD~x!12icD~x!1di2ipiD~x!50.

From this we obtain the relations

ai« ikl pl50, c1d"p50, ~3.15!

which are compatible with a nonzero equilibrium value
the order parameterD(x).

Using the Jacobi identity, we establish additional re
tions between the parameters introduced by relations~3.12!
and ~3.13!. Taking relations~3.12! and ~3.13! into account,
we find that the operatorsŵ, T̂, and P̂ satisfy the relation
Tr @ŵ,@ T̂,P̂k##D̂(x)50. Hence, taking~3.15! into account,
we obtain

pipl tkl2p2t ik50. ~3.16!
rs
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Using the Jacobi identity, we obtain for the operatorsŵ, P̂i ,
andP̂k the relation Tr@ŵ,@ P̂i ,P̂k##D̂(x)50. This implies the
relation

~ t i j tkl2t i l tk j!pl50. ~3.17!

We seektk j in the formtk j5tdk j1t i« ik j1tk f
s , wheretk j

s is a
symmetric and traceless tensor. Multiplying~3.16! by d ik ,
we find t5 l i l j t i j

s /2, wherel[p/p. Further multiplying~3.16!
by « ik j l j , we see thatt' l. Multiplying the first relation in
~3.14! by «kul , we obtaint i5 l i( l•t), and thereforet50. We
parametrize the symmetric and traceless matrixt ik

s by the
relation

t ik
s 5Anink1Bmimk2~A1B!d ik/3, ~3.18!

wheren andm are mutually orthogonal unit vectors. Usin
this representation and relation~3.14!, we easily see thatl
5m3n. Further, by virtue of~3.16! and ~3.18! it is easily
shown thatA5B and, hence,t52A/3. Thus the matrixt ik

has the form

t ik5Ali l k . ~3.19!

Formulas~3.14!–~3.17! and ~3.19! establish the admis
sible structure of the generators of the unbroken and sp
symmetry of a quantum liquid with singlet pairing:

T̂[aliL̂i1baŜa1di~P̂i2pli N̂!,

P̂k[P̂k2plkN̂2qkaŜa2Alkl jL̂j . ~3.20!

We see that the structure of the commutation relations for
scalar order parameter~3.4! and the symmetry propertie
~3.9!, ~3.12! retain considerable arbitrariness in the para
eters of the generators of the unbroken and spatial symm
To narrow down this arbitrariness one must consider eit
the order parameters that relate to the spin or orbital deg
of freedom or the simultaneous existence of order parame
connected with the degrees of freedom indicated above
addition to the singlet pairing order parameter.

The particular caseqka50 andA50 was considered in
Ref. 20. The generator of the unbroken symmetry takes
form ~3.11!. In accordance with the idea of Bose conden
tion, the thermodynamic parameterpk has the meaning o
superfluid momentum. The condition of spatial symmetry

@ŵ,P̂k#50, P̂k[P̂k2pkN̂ ~3.21!

means that a macroscopically large number of particles
be found in a state with momentump. The symmetry of the
equilibrium state with respect to rotations in configurati
space and spin space is not broken and is specified by
formulas

@ŵ,L̂k#50, @ŵ,Ŝa#50. ~3.22!

We note further that@ŵn ,Y0Ĥ1Y4N̂1nF̂#50. Since
by virtue of the canonical commutation relations the opera

@ F̂,â(x)# is also quasilocal, and the average of a quasilo
operator is assumed finite, we have

lim
n→0

lim
V→`

nTr ŵn@ F̂,â~x!#50.

Thus we arrive at the condition of stationarity:
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@ŵn ,Ĥ#50, Ĥ[Ĥ1p0N̂, p0[Y4 /Y0 . ~3.23!

The subgroup of unbroken symmetry of the superfluid s
of a Fermi liquid with singlet pairing has the form

H5@SO~3!#s3@SO~3!#L3@T~3!#3@T~1!#,G.
~3.24!

Here the generators of the unitary transformations should
understood to be operators defined in the sense of rela
~3.21! and ~3.23!.

The density matrixŵ satisfies the von Neumann cond
tion ~3.6!. Using the stationarity condition~3.23!, we obtain

ŵ~11t!5eip0N̂tŵ~ t !e2 ip0N̂t. ~3.25!

The conditions of spatial homogeneity~3.21! and sta-
tionarity ~3.23! lead to the following coordinate and tim
dependence of the functionf (x,t):

f ~x,t !5expi2w~x,t !, w~x,t !5p"x2p0t1w~0,0!.
~3.26!

Relations~3.21! and~3.23! also permit one to find the coor
dinate and time dependence of the equilibrium value of
order parameter:

D~x,t !5Tr ŵ~ t !D̂~x!5h~Y,p!exp 2iw~x,t !. ~3.27!

4. TRANSLATIONALLY INVARIANT EQUILIBRIUM STATES
OF SUPERFLUID 3He

The order parameter of a superfluid liquid with tripl
pairing contains the spin indexa51,2,3, which correspond
to the spin angular momentums51, and the vector index
k51,2,3, which corresponds, by virtue of the Pauli exclus
principle, to an orbital angular momentuml 51. Further-
more, the triplet order parameter operator should be c
plex. This fact reflects the circumstance that in the case
der discussion the symmetry with respect to ph
transformations is lost on account of the formation of Coo
pairs. It is convenient to choose the operatorD̂ak(x) in the
form20

D̂ak~x![ĉ~x!s2sa¹kĉ~x!2¹kĉ~x!s2saĉ~x!. ~4.1!

Here sa are the Pauli matrices. The matrices (s2sa)mn

5(s2sa)nm are symmetric with respect to indicesm andn.
In accordance with this definition and the canonical comm
tation relations for Fermi operators, we see that the follow
relations are valid:

i @Ŝa ,D̂b i~x!#52«abgD̂g i~x!,

@N̂,D̂b i~x!#522D̂b i~x!,

i @P̂k ,D̂a i~x!#52¹kD̂a i~x!,

i @L̂k ,D̂a i~x!#52«k j lxj¹lD̂a i~x!2«kilD̂a l~x!. ~4.2!

In terms of the concept of quasi-averages, the equi
rium density matrix of the Fermi liquid under discussion
determined by equation~3.2!. The operator that breaks th
symmetry of the equilibrium state is a linear functional of t
order parameter operator:
te

e
ns

e

n

-
n-
e
r

-
g

-

F̂5E d3x~D̂ak~x! f ka~x,t !1h.c.!. ~4.3!

The quasi-average value of the order parameter i
function of the thermodynamic parameters and a functio
of f ka(x,t):

Dak~x,t !5Tr ŵ~ t !D̂ak~x!5Dak~Y, f ~x,t !!. ~4.4!

In the case when the thermodynamic forces conjugate to
additive integrals of the motionP̂i and Ŝa vanish, i.e.,Yi

50 and Ya50, the translationally invariant (@ŵ,P̂i #50)
density matrix and the sourceF̂ have the same unbroke
symmetry properties:

@ŵ,T̂#50, @ F̂,T̂#50. ~4.5!

By virtue of the algebra~4.2! and relations~3.8!–~3.10!, we
obtain an equation determining the equilibrium structure
the order parameter parameter:

ak«kilDb l1ba«abgDg i12icDb i50. ~4.6!

We see that under such conditions there can be non
values of the order parameter in the equilibrium state. Le
consider a subgroup of the unbroken symmetry, the gener
of which is an operator of the formT̂[aiL̂i1cN̂. Without
loss of generality we assume thatai

251, ai5 l i . From the
symmetry condition~4.6! we find (ai« ik j12icdk j)Db j50. A
nonzero solution for the order parameter is contingent on
vanishing of the determinant:

detuai« ik j12icdk ju52ic~a224c2![F3~a,c!

52ic~124c2!50. ~4.7!

The solutionsc50,61/2 of this equation lead to an operat
T̂ of the form

T̂[ l iL̂i2
ml

2
N̂, ml50,61. ~4.8!

Let us consider another particular case of the operatorT̂: T̂

[baŜa1cN̂. As in the previous case, we assume thatba
2

51, ba5da . In accordance with condition~4.6! and the
algebraic relations~4.2!, we obtain the equation (ba«abg

12icdbg)Db j50, from which we find the value of the de
terminant

detuba«abg12icdbgu52ic~b224c2![F3~b,c!

52ic~124c2.

From the condition that this determinant vanish we obt
the valuesc50,61/2 and, hence, in this case the operatoT̂
has the form

T̂[daŜa2
ms

2
N̂, ms50,61. ~4.9!

Let us explore the physical meaning of the unbroke
symmetry conditions generated by the operators~4.8! and
~4.9!.20 For this we introduce the ‘‘wave function’’ of a Coo
per pair of particles of the system:

Ca1a2
~x1 ,x2!5Tr ŵĉa1

~x1!ĉa2
~x2!. ~4.10!
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By virtue of the unbroken-symmetry conditions~3.9! we
have

TrF ŵ,1"L̂2
ml

2
N̂G ĉa1

~x1!ĉa2
~x2!50,

TrF ŵ,d"Ŝ2
ms

2
N̂G ĉa1

~x1!ĉa2
~x2!50. ~4.11!

Since

@L̂i ,ĉa~x!#52 l i ĉa~x!,

@Ŝi ,ĉa~x!#52~s i !abĉb~x!/2,

we have

1"~ 1̂~1!11̂~2!!Ca1a2
~x1 ,x2!5mlCa1a2

~x1 ,x2!,

d"~ ŝ~1!1 ŝ~2!!Ca1a2
~x1 ,x2!5msCa1a2

~x1 ,x2!,

where l̂ i
(a)52 i« iklxk

(a)¹ l
(a) , si

(a) (a51,2) are the angula
momentum and spin operators, which act respectively on
first and second arguments of the ‘‘wave function.’’ The st
of statistical equilibrium, for which relation~4.11! holds, cor-
responds to the state in which the projection of the orb
angular momentum of the Cooper pair on thel direction is
equal toml and the projection of the spin of the Cooper p
on thed direction is equal toms . The choice of order pa
rameter operator in the form of a vector with respect to
spin and orbital indices~4.1! corresponds to the situation th
the spin and angular momentum of the Cooper pair are
sumed equal to unity. It follows from relations~4.11! that the
function f ak appearing in the sourceF̂ is given by the for-
mula

f ak5da~ms!jk~ml !, ~4.12!

where

da~ms!5H da
1 , ms521

da
2 , ms51

da , ms50

, jk~ml !5H jk
1 , ml521

jk
2 , ml51

l k , ml50

.

~4.13!

Hered65(e6 i f)/& andj65(m6 in)/&, wherem andn
~e andf! are mutually orthogonal real unit vectors orthogon
to the vectorl ~d!.

The equilibrium structure of the order parameters of3He
for the different phase states can be represented in the un
form

Dak5 (
msml

amsml
da~ms!jk~ml !.

The symmetry properties of the equilibrium state lead to c
tain relations between the amplitudes of the order param
amsml

. The superfluid states, the generators of the unbro
symmetry of which have the form~4.8!, ~4.9!, have been
given the name ‘‘inert phases.’’5 In particular, for theA
e
e

l

e

s-

l

ed

r-
er
n

phase the quantum numbers of the Cooper pairs take
valuesml561, ms50.2 The order parameter in equilibrium
has the form

Dak5a07dajk
7 , ~4.14!

where from now on we will be using a Cartesian coordin
system for which the vectorsda and l k have the projections
da5(0,0,1) andl k5(0,0,1). The polar phase of3He corre-
sponds to a state with quantum numbersml50, ms50.4 In
this case the order parameter becomes

Dak5a00dal k . ~4.15!

The values of the quantum numbersml50, ms561 corre-
spond to theb phase.5 For this state we find the order pa
rameter

Dak5a70da
7l k . ~4.16!

The caseml561, ms561 corresponds to theA1 phase.3

The order parameter in equilibrium has the form

Dak5a77da
7jk

7 . ~4.17!

The equilibrium structure of the order parameters~4.14!–
~4.17! of 3He gives four anisotropic phase states, each
which is characterized by one independent amplitude.

For the set of possible anisotropic states of superfl
3He relations~4.11! with the generators~4.8! and ~4.9! are
not necessarily satisfied simultaneously. Four additional
isotropic equilibrium states arise in cases when
unbroken-symmetry condition holds only with one of the
generators. If relation~3.9! with generator~4.8! holds, then
for a value of the quantum numberml50 we arrive at a state
with order parameter

Dak5Va0l k , ~4.18!

where its spin component

Va05Aea1B fa1Cda[(
ms

ams0
da~ms!

is an arbitrary complex vector. For valuesml561 the order
parameter, in accordance with~3.9!, has the form

Dak5Va7jk
7 . ~4.19!

Here

Va75A7ea1B7 f a1C7da[(
ms

ams7da~ms!

is the spin structure of the order parameter.
The unbroken-symmetry relation~3.9! with generator

~4.9! for the valuems50 leads to an equilibrium state wit
the order parameter

Dak5daC0k . ~4.20!

where its spatial part

C0k5Amk1Bnk1Clk[(
ml

a0ml
jk~ml !

is an arbitrary complex vector. Analogously, for the valu
ms561 the order parameter at equilibrium has the form

Dak5da
7C7k , ~4.21!
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where

C7k5A7mk1B7nk1C7l k[(
ml

a7ml
j~ml !

is the corresponding spatial structure of the order param
These four anisotropic states~4.18!–~4.21! have a lower un-
broken symmetry than do~4.14!–~4.17! and therefore con-
tain a greater arbitrariness in the structure of the order
rameter parameter. Each of these states is characterize
three independent amplitudes.

Let us now consider the generator of the unbroken sy
metry ~3.10! and find the remaining anisotropic states. F
this we write out the corresponding determinant of the
39 matrix:

detuai« ik jdgb1badk j«abg12icdk jdbgu5F9~a,b,c!.

Without loss of generality, by virtue of of the invariance
the determinant with respect to rotations in spin space
configuration space, we can choose the coordinate sys
such thatb[(0,0,b) in spin space anda[(0,0,a) in coordi-
nate space. Then the evaluation of the determin
F9(a,b,c) of the matrix reduces to calculation of the thir
and sixth-order determinants:

Fg~a,b,c!5F3~a,c!F6~a,b,c!. ~4.22!

Here the matrixF̂6(a,b,c) has the block form

F̂6~a,b,c!5UF̂3~a,c! bÎ3

2bÎ3 F̂3~a,c!
U ,

where Î 3 is a 333 unit matrix and the matrixF̂3(a,c) is
defined by Eq.~4.7!. Taking the explicit form of the matrix
~4.7! into account, we see that the following relation hold

F6~a,b,c!5F3~a,c1b/2!F3~a,c2b/2!. ~4.23!

According to~4.22!, ~4.23!, we obtain the following expres
sion for the determinantF9(a,b,c):

F9~a,b,c!5F3~a,c!F3~a,c1b/2!F3~a,c2b/2!52ic

3~a224c2!~b224c2!@~a2b!224c2#

3@~a1b!224c2#. ~4.24!

The system of linear and homogeneous equations~4.6! has a
nonzero solution if the determinant~4.24! vanishes. The van
ishing of each of the five cofactors individually will lead t
the cases already considered,~4.14!–~4.21!. By considering
them in combination we can obtain four more states.

1. When the 1st and 4th or 1st and 5th cofactors van
the unbroken-symmetry condition~3.9! takes the form

@ŵ,l iL̂i6daŜa#50. In this case thez-phase state5 arises,
with the order parameter

Dak5U A B 0

2B A 0

0 0 C
U . ~4.25!

2. The combination of the casesc56b/2 and
c56a/2 describes the« state.5 The unbroken-symmetry
generatorT̂5 l iL̂i1daŜa6N̂/2 leads to the order paramet
er.

a-
by

-
r

d
m

nt

h,

Dak5U 0 0 A

0 0 6 iA

B 6 iB 0
U . ~4.26!

3. The solutionc56a/2 in combination withc56(a
2b)/2 or c56(a1b)/2 ~the order of the signs is arbitrary!
leads to an equilibrium state with an unbroken-symme
generatorT̂5 l iL̂i12daŜa6N̂/2 and the following structure
of the order parameter:7,8

Dak5U A 2 iA 0

2 iA 2A 0

B iB 0
U . ~4.27!

4. By combining the valuesc56b/2 with c56(a
1b)/2 or c56(a2b)/2 one can obtain an unbroken
symmetry generator of the formT̂52l iL̂i1daŜa6N̂/2 and
an order parameter7,8

Dak5U A 2 iA B

2 iA 2A iB

0 0 0
U . ~4.28!

Formulas ~4.14!–~4.21!, ~4.25!–~4.28! describe 12 aniso-
tropic phases of superfluid3He, corresponding to translation
ally invariant states.

Let us now consider the state, corresponding to an
tropic superfluid phase, that arises as a result of the vanis
of determinant~4.24! at the parameter valuesc50, a5b.
We introduce an orthogonal rotation matrix describing t
rotation of the spatial coordinate system with respect to
spin equalityba5aiRia . Taking ~3.9! into account, we ob-
tain ai@ŵ,L̂i1RiaŜa#50. The isotropy condition means tha
the latter relation is valid for arbitrary directions of the vect
a. Therefore, the symmetry property of the state has
form20

@ŵ,L̂i1RiaŜa#50. ~4.29!

This state describes theB phase of superfluid3He. For states
with symmetry~4.29! the average value of the order param
eter has the form

Dak5aBRka , ~4.30!

whereaB is the amplitude of the order parameter.

5. INHOMOGENEOUS EQUILIBRIUM STATES OF
SUPERFLUID PHASES OF 3He

As in the matter of the classification of translationa
invariant states, it is advisable to start by considering
subgroups of the spatial symmetry which have a gener
consisting of two operators. Let

P̂k[P̂k2pkN̂. ~5.1!

According to this definition and the algebra~4.2!, we obtain
the following equation for the order parameter:

¹iDbk~x!52ipiDbk~x!, ~5.2!

the solution of which has the form

Dbk~x!5e2i w~x!DI bk~0!, w~x!5w1p"x, ~5.3!
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whereDI bk(0) is the homogeneous, coordinate-independ
part of the order parameter. By virtue of the explicit form
the unbroken-symmetry generator~3.13! and Eq.~5.2!, the
relations

ak«kilDb l1ba«abgDg i1ai« imnxmpnDbk~x!

12icI Db i50,

are valid, wherecI [c1p•d. The requirement that the term
linear in the coordinate in this equation be zero leads
relations determining the equilibrium structure of the ord
parameter parameter:

ak«kilDI b l1ba«abgDI g i12icI DI b i50, a3p50. ~5.4!

We see that for the homogeneous part of the order param
DI bk(0) ~5.3!, the classification procedure set forth above
valid. In Refs. 13–15 the question of the stability of t
inhomogeneous configurations inA-3He was investigated by
starting from a model Hamiltonian, and the stability of t
configuration foraip was demonstrated.

Consider the case when the spatial symmetry oper
has the form

P̂k[P̂k2qkaŜa . ~5.5!

This condition leads to an equation for the order parame

¹iDbk~x!5qia«abgDgk~x!. ~5.6!

Using the Jacobi identity for the operatorsŵ, P̂i , and P̂k ,
one can obtain the relation

Tr@ŵ,@ P̂i ,P̂k##D̂b l~x!5~qibqka2qiaqib!Da l~x!50,

which implies the following restriction on the structure of th
parameterqia :

qia5qina . ~5.7!

Here qk is the magnetic-helix vector, andna is the axis of
anisotropy in spin space. The solution of equation~5.6! to-
gether with ~5.7! gives the explicit structure of the orde
parameter for this state:

Dbk~x!5abg~nu~x!!DI gk~0!, u~x!5u1q"x, ~5.8!

whereabg is an orthogonal rotation matrix in spin space. T
unbroken-symmetry condition~3.9! with allowance for the
form of the generator of the spatial symmetry~5.5! and Eq.
~5.6! leads to the equation

ak«kilDb l~x!1bI a«abgDg i~x!

1aj« jmnxmqnna«abgDg i~x!12icDb i~x!50,

~5.9!

wherebI a[ba1d•qna . Hence, taking into account the re
quirement that there be no term linear in the coordinate,
obtain the equations

ak«kilDb l~x!1bI a«abgDg i~x!12icDb i~x!50,

aj« jmnqil 50,

which specify the equilibrium structure of the order para
eter. Taking formula~5.8! into account, we can easily obtai
an equation for only the homogeneous, coordina
independent part of the order parameter:
nt

o
r

ter,
s

or

r:

e

-

-

ak«kilDI b l1bI a«abgDI g i12icDI b i50,

under the condition thatb3n50. As a result, the analysis o
the possible states for the homogeneous part of the o
parameter,DI bk , reduces to the case already considered.

Let us investigate the case when the spatial symmetr
determined by the equation

P̂k[P̂k2tk jL̂j . ~5.10!

The symmetry condition~3.12! and the algebra~4.2! reduce
to the system of equations

¹iDbk~x!5t i j « jklDb l~x!, t i j « juy¹yDbk~x!50, ~5.11!

from which we obtain the following condition on the admi
sible structure of the parametert i j :

t i j « juytyl«lkl50. ~5.12!

We seek the quantitytk j in the form tk j5tdk j1t i« ik j1tk j
2 ,

wheretk j
s is a symmetric and traceless tensor. We substit

this expression into relation~5.12! and take into account tha
this relation is valid for any values of the indices. Therefo
by contracting it with the tensor (dkid lu2dkud l i ), we obtain
an equation relating the parameters of the matrixtk j :

6t22tn
22t il

s t il
s 50. ~5.13!

Contracting relations~5.12! with the tensor«klu , we arrive at
another equation:

t j~ td i j 1t i j
s !50. ~5.14!

A consequence of equations~5.13! and ~5.14! is that t j50.
Let us now turn to the Jacobi identity for the operatorsŵ,
P̂i , and P̂k . We note that@ P̂i ,P̂k#Þ0. In accordance with
the explicit form~5.10!, we find the following conditions on
the structure of the matrix elementst i j :

t i i tkl
2 2t iktklt l i 50, t iktki2t i i tkk50. ~5.15!

It is easy to obtain the explicit form of the matrixt i j satis-
fying ~5.13!–~5.15!:

t ik5t l i l k . ~5.16!

The spatially homogeneous part of the order parameter
be found from Eq.~5.11! together with~5.16!. The solution
has the form

Dg i~x!5aik~1c~x!!DI gk~0!, ~5.17!

whereaik( lc(x)) is an orthogonal matrix of rotation abou
axis l in configuration space by an anglec(x)5c1t l•x.
This solution describes a helicoidal structure. The quan
2pt21 determines the pitch of the helicoid, the direction
which is specified by the unit vectorl. The unbroken-
symmetry condition, with allowance for~5.10! and ~5.17!,
leads to the equation

aI k~«kilDb l1« iuyxu¹yDb l !1ba«abgDg i12icDb i50,
~5.18!

where aI i[ai1t l i l•d. Hence we obtain the relationa3 l
50, which is a restriction on the structure of the order p
rameter stemming from the requirement that there be no t
linear in the coordinate in Eq.~5.18!, and an equation for the
homogeneous part of the order parameter,
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aI k«kilDI b l1ba«abgDI g i12icDI b i50.

The general structure of the spatial symmetry opera
according to~5.1!, ~5.5!, and~5.10!, has the form

P̂k[P̂k2pkN̂2qknaŜa2t l j l kL̂j . ~5.19!

The condition of spatial symmetry of the equilibrium state
the Fermi liquid under consideration should be supplemen
by the condition of unbroken symmetry of the equilibriu
state,~3.9!, where the generatorT̂ is given by Eq.~3.13!. In
accordance with these symmetry conditions we write
equations

iTr @ŵ,T̂#D̂bk~x!50, iTr@ŵ,P̂i #D̂bk~x!50.

Hence we obtain equations establishing the equilibri
structure of the order parameter and find the restrictions
the parametersai , ba , c, anddi of the generatorT̂ and the
parameterspk , qk , na , t, and l k of the spatial symmetry
operatorP̂k :

aI i@« iklDb l~x!1« iuyxu¹yDb l~x!#1bI a«abgDg l~x!

12icI Dbk~x!50,

¹iDbk~x!52ipiDbk~x!1qina«abgDgk~x!

1t l i l j@« jkmDbm~x!1« juyxu¹yDbm~x!#.

~5.20!

The parametersaI i , bI a , andcI are related toai , ba , andc by
the relations

aI i[ai1t l i1"d, bI a[ba1d"qna , cI [c1p"d.

The requirement that there be no terms linear in the coo
nate in the two equations~5.20! leads to the relations

l j« juy@2ipyDbk~x!1qyna«abgDgk~x!#50,

aI j« juy@2ipyDbk~x!1qyna«abgDgk~x!

1t l yl m«mknDbn~x!#50. ~5.21!

which enable us to relate the directions of the vectorsp, q,
and l relative to one another and to the vectoraO . Equations
~5.20! and ~5.21! provide a basis for analysis of the classi
cation of equilibrium states of the superfluid phases of3He
with spatial symmetry generator~5.19!. The solution of the
second equation in~5.20! has the form

Db i~x!5e2iw~x!abg~nu~x!!aik~1c~x!!DI gk~0!. ~5.22!

Relation~5.21! holds if the vectorsp, q, l, andaO are collin-
ear. In this case the first equation of~5.20! lets one reduce the
r,

f
d

e

n

i-

equation for the homogeneous part of the order param
DI gk(0) ~5.22!, under the conditionb3n, to the standard
form

aI i« iklDI b l~0!1bI a«abgDI g l~0!12icI DI bk~0!50.

Let us examine the condition of stationarity of the sup
fluid states of3He. For the equilibrium density matrix th
relation @ŵ,Ĥ#50 holds @see ~3.23!#. The von Neumann
equation, together with the stationarity condition, permits
termination of the time dependence of the equilibrium av
ages. In particular, for the order parameter we obtain

Tr ŵ~ t !D̂ak~x!5Tr ŵ~0!eiN̂p0tD̂ak~x!e2 iN̂p0t

5e2ip0tTr ŵ~0!D̂ak~x!. ~5.23!

Relations~5.22! and~5.23! determine the space–time depe
dence of the order parameter in the equilibrium state.

CONCLUSION

We have used the concept of quasi-averages to gen
ize the classification of equilibrium states of quantum liqu
with scalar and tensor order parameters with allowance
the possibility of inhomogeneous equilibrium structures. W
have formulated the conditions of unbroken and spatial sy
metry. We have shown that inhomogeneous spatial struct
such as the magnetic helix and helicoidal liquid-crystal
dering can exist in quantum liquids.
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Equation of state of an equimolar 3He– 4He mixture
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Analytical forms of the empirical equations of state of the system are obtained for an equimolar
3He–4He mixture in the homogeneous liquid and dense fluid phases at temperatures
1.5–14 K and pressures 0–10 MPa on the basis of the existing experimentalP–V–T data. This
is done by choosing approximating expressions, setting up a computer program, and
calculating the fitting coefficients of the expressions. The quality of the approximation corresponds
to the accuracy of the experimental determinations and is on average 0.5%. ©2002
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1476576#
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1. INTRODUCTION

Liquid and gaseous isotopes of helium are unique ref
erants that are widely used in modern cryogenic techniq
The use of liquid4He can provide a temperature level fro
4.2 to 0.8 K. Still lower temperatures~down to 0.3 K! can be
obtained by pumping on the vapor over liquid3He. Dilution
refrigerators in which3He is dissolved in4He have reached a
high degree of development;1 these use3He–4He isotopic
mixtures to provide temperatures down to a few thousand
a kelvin. The development of cryostats of this kind requi
detailed data tables for the thermodynamic properties of
mixtures over a wide range of parameters—temperature
pressure—made up of data obtained on the basis of ex
mental measurements in the form of an empirical equatio
state in analytical form.

The helium isotopes~3He and4He!, while being practi-
cally identical substances chemically, are substantially dif
ent in their thermodynamic properties, especially at low te
peratures in dense phases.2 This difference is a manifestatio
of quantum effects of both a diffractional and a statisti
nature. The helium isotopes in the solid, liquid, and de
fluid phases behave as essentially different substances. T
equations of state are substantially different.

For pure4He there are several empirically chosen eq
tions of state based on the plentiful experimentalP–V–T
data in different temperature and pressure intervals. It se
to us that the most complete correlation is that which w
carried out by McCarty at the National Bureau of Standa
~USA!3 for temperatures from 2 to 1500 K and at pressu
up to 100 MPa. This correlation describes well the liqu
vapor, and fluid phases of4He. For pure3He the semiempir-
ical equations of state were proposed for the liquid and fl
phases separately by Taran4 on the basis of the quantum
theorem of corresponding states. For the liquid phase
equation given in Ref. 4 contains errors in the coefficien
but for the fluid phase it turns out to be quite successf5

Graphical correlation of the experimentalP–V–T data for
3He ~Refs. 6–8! was carried out previously with the partic
2351063-777X/2002/28(4)/4/$22.00
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pation of one of the authors5,9 for the liquid and dense fluid
phases in the interval interval 1.5–14 K, but the equation
state in analytical form was not determined.

For 3He–4He solutions in the liquid and dense flui
phases theP–V–T data cannot be obtained from the corr
sponding data for the pure isotopes, since these solutions
substantially nonideal.10 Experimental determinations of th
P–V–T relations for3He–4He solutions have been made
the temperature interval 1.5–14 K.6,10,11In the present pape
we attempt to use these determinations as a basis for fin
an empirical equation of state in analytical form for a
equimolar3He–4He solution~the exact value of the concen
tration of the mixture investigated experimentally was 50.7
3He! in the liquid and dense fluid phases.

2. CHOICE OF THE ANALYTICAL FORM OF THE
APPROXIMATING EXPRESSIONS FOR THE EQUATION
OF STATE OF THE SYSTEM IN DIFFERENT P – T REGIONS

After several attempts to use various analytical forms
the approximating expressions for the equation of state
3He–4He mixtures, we chose as the best form for the de
fluid phase an expression close to that proposed by McC
in Ref. 3. The McCarty expression has the form

P5rRT@11B~T!r#1(
i 51

8

n1ir
3T~1.52 i /2!

1(
i 51

4

n2ir
4T~1.52 i !1(

i 51

6

n3ir
5T~0.752 i /4!

1(
i 51

3

n4ir
3egr2

T~1.02 i !1(
i 51

3

n5ir
5egr2

T~1.02 i !

1(
i 51

2

n6ir
6T~1.02 i !, ~1!

whereP is the pressure,T is the temperature,r51/V is the
molar density of the substance~V is the molar volume!, R is
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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the gas constant, equal to 8.3143 J/mole•K, andB(T) is the
second virial coefficient of the substance; all of then’s and
g’s are adjustable parameters of the model.

Figure 1 shows two regions in which calculations we
done on theP–T plane. Region I is a homogeneous liqu
state of the solutions at pressures above the vapor-pres
line of the liquid equimolar mixture. This region is bounde
from above by the line on which solidification of the liqu
equimolar solution begins and by the maximum press
level ~10 MPa! reached in the experiments. The lowest te
perature in this region is the lowest temperature of the
periment, 1.5 K. The highest temperature is the tempera
of the critical point of the equimolar mixture,Tcr54.29 K.12

Region II is the fluid region above the temperatureTcr . This
region is bounded from above in pressure by the 10 M
level and in temperature by 14 K. At higher temperatures
is shown in Ref. 13, the equimolar3He–4He mixture is an
ideal solution, and its thermodynamic quantities can be
tained from the corresponding quantities for the pure co
ponents in an additive manner. It is important to note that
upper pressure level of 10 MPa is not accidental. It has b
shown experimentally that at higher pressures3He–4He mix-
tures behave as ideal solutions to a high degree of accu
at all temperatures, i.e., their equation of state can be
tained on the basis of the equations of state of the pure c
ponents.

In region I we have used the approximating expressi

FIG. 1. Regions of states an equimolar3He–4He mixture in which the
equations of state of were determined in analytical form: the vapor pres
line ~1!; the line of the onset of solidification~2!. The inset shows the region
of the critical point of the mixture.
ure
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Here the coefficientsci j are adjustable parameters of th
model. This expression is close to the McCarty form b
without the virial terms, since it pertains to the liquid phas

In region II we have used expression~1! in the form

P5
RT

V F11
B~T!

V G1
1

V3 (
i 51

8

C1iT
~1.52 i /2!

1
1

V4 (
i 51

4

C2iT
~1.52 i !1

1

V5 (
i 51

6

C3iT
~0.752 i /4!

1
1

V3 e~g/V2!(
i 51

3

C4iT
~1.02 i !

1
1

V5 e~g/V2!(
i 51

3

C5iT
~1.02 i !1

1

V6 (
i 51

2

C6iT
~1.02 i !.

~3!

It is especially necessary to discuss the region of sta
near the critical point of the equimolar mixture. The critic
parameters of3He–4He mixtures were determined in Re
12. For an equimolar mixture they are

Tcr54.29 K; Pcr50.175 MPa.

In this region the equation of state of any system is d
scribed in a particularly universal manner in the framewo
of the scaling theory of critical phenomena.14 Any approxi-
mating expression for the equation of state which is va
over a wide range of temperatures and pressures will l
sufficient accuracy in the critical region, but for practic
purposes one doesn’t need the values of the thermodyna
quantities for mixtures of helium isotopes in the critical r
gion anyway. Therefore, in a narrow region of temperatu
and pressures near the critical point it does not make sens
use the approximating expressions obtained. The width
this region in our experiment is 0.2 K in temperature a
0.05 MPa in pressure~see the inset to Fig. 1!.

3. CALCULATION OF THE ADJUSTABLE PARAMETERS
OF THE APPROXIMATING EXPRESSIONS

Let us consider in turn the two indicated regions of sta
of the system. In region I we used the data file obtained
the experiments of Ref. 6~around 200 experimental points!.
Also included in the initial data file were the experiment

re
TABLE I. Parameters of Eq.~2! ~Region I!.
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TABLE II. Parameters of Eq.~3! ~Region II!.
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results on theP–V–T relations for an equimolar3He–4He
mixture in the liquid phase along the saturated vapor l
~the vapor-pressure line in Fig. 1! from Refs. 15 and 16 and
also the analogous data for a liquid equimolar mixture alo
the line of the onset of solidification~Fig. 1! from Ref. 17~a
total of 18 experimental points!. The statistical weights of the
points used in the calculation were determined by the ac
racy of the experimental results given in the original sourc
The results of the calculation of the adjustable fitting para
eters are given in Table I~for P in MPa, T in K, and V in
cm3/mole!.

For calculations in region II it is necessary to know t
values of the second virial coefficientB(T) of the equimolar
mixture for the temperature interval 4.29–14 K. These v
ues were taken from an experimental paper.18 For conve-
nience in the calculation the first term, that containing
virial coefficients, in expression~3! was represented in th
following analytical form:

RT

V
F11

B~T!

V
G52

41180.6

V2 2
73859

T2V2 1
217604

T1.5V2

2
248654

TV2 1
138296

ATV2
1

4586.93AT

V2

1
8.3143T

V
. ~4!

The calculations were based on the experimental m
surements of the density of the mixture in Ref. 10~about 350
experimental points in all!.

The results of the calculations of the adjustable para
eters of the model are presented in Table II~for P in MPa,T
in K, andV in cm3/mole!.

For illustration of the quality of the approximation, Fig
2 shows the experimentalP(V) curves for several isotherm
for states in region I. The corresponding calculated cur
are shown by the solid curves. The average distance betw
the calculated and experimental curves is 0.5%, while
real scatter of the experimental points from the smoot
curves reaches 1%. Figure 3 shows the analogous com
son for region II, but in the more convenient coordina
r –P. We see that the agreement is quite good. It should
kept in mind that the accuracy of the measurements in
region depends substantially on the density of the sys
e
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~see Ref. 10!. For example, atr50.001 mole/cm3 it is 3%,
while the discrepancy between the calculated and experim
tal data does not exceed 1%.

The calculations showed that both approximating e
pressions for regions I and II are in good agreement i
P–T strip of width 60.1 K around the critical temperatur
of the equimolar mixture.

CONCLUSION

In summary, this study has permitted us to choose
proximating expressions, to set up a computer program,

FIG. 2. Comparison of the experimental and calculatedP–V points for an
equimolar3He–4He mixture in the region of the homogeneous liquid sta
along the following isotherms: the vapor-pressure line~1!, the line of the
onset of solidification~2!, T52 ~3!, 2.5 ~4!, 3.0 ~5!, 3.5 ~6!, 4.2 ~7!, 1.5 ~8!,
3.25 ~9!, 3.75 ~10!, and 4.0 K~11!. The filled dots are the data of othe
authors.15–17
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to calculate the adjustable parameters of the expressions
ing an adequate empirical description of the equation of s
of an equimolar3He–4He mixture in the region of the ho
mogeneous liquid state and in the region of the dense fl
i.e., in the entire part of theP–T plane in which this mixture
is substantially different from the ideal solution. The expre
sions obtained in this study provide a means for calcula
the various thermodynamic quantities for an equimolar m
ture of helium isotopes: the isothermal compressibility, is
choric coefficient of volume expansion, entropy, enthal
etc. The approximating expressions obtained also pe
comparison of the detailed engineering tables of the qua
ties mentioned, which are needed for constructing ultralo
temperature cryostats. Finally, the equimolar mixture is ba
to practical applications of the mixtures. However, for c
tain problems it is also important to know the concentrat
dependence of some thermodynamic quantities. This s
provides a basis for extending the method and software
veloped here to other3He–4He mixtures for which experi-
mentalP–V–T data are available.

FIG. 3. Comparison of the experimental and calculatedr –P curves for an
equimolar3He–4He mixture in the dense fluid region along the isother
for T54.52 ~1!, 5.42 ~2!, 6.94 ~3!, 8.99 ~4!, and 13.00 K~5!.
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Spin–lattice relaxation in the bcc phase of phase-separated 3He– 4He solid mixtures

N. P. Mikhin,* V. A. Maidanov, and A. V. Polev

B. Verkin Institute for Low Temperature Physics and Engineering, National Academy of Sciences
of Ukraine, pr. Lenina 47, 61103 Kharkov, Ukraine
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The spin–lattice relaxation time in two samples of3He–4He solid mixtures with initial
concentrations of 0.5%3He in 4He and 0.5%4He in 3He is measured by the pulsed NMR method.
As a result of phase separation, in both cases two-phase crystals form, having the same
helium concentration in the concentrated bcc phase. However, in the first sample the bcc phase
forms as small inclusions in an hcp matrix, while in the second sample the bcc phase is
the matrix. It is established that in the second case the spin–lattice relaxation occurs in the same
way as in pure bulk3He, while in the first case one observes anomalous behavior of the
spin–lattice relaxation time at low temperatures. Experiments have shown that this anomaly is
due not to the possible influence of the small4He impurity but to the small dimensions
of the inclusions of the of the bcc phase. In this case the main contribution to the relaxation is
apparently due to defects formed at the boundaries of the bcc inclusions and the hcp
matrix. © 2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1476577#
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1. INTRODUCTION

Spin–lattice relaxation in solid helium has be
studied1,2 in detail experimentally and theoretically only fo
bulk solid 3He. The observed temperature dependence of
spin–lattice relaxation timeT1 is well explained in the
framework of the well-developed Garwin–Landesm
model, which describes the process of energy transfer f
the nuclear spins to the lattice via multiply connect
subsystems—Zeeman,3He–3He exchange, vacancy, and,
the presence of impurities,4He–3He exchange.

Developments in experimental technique make it p
sible to expand the temperature region of investigation t
range in which the homogeneous solid mixtures of heli
isotopes undergo a first-order phase transition, decaying
two daughter phases with different3He concentrations. The
two-phase crystals that are formed in this case are an in
esting quantum system. For example, a dilute solid mixt
of 3He in 4He after phase separation at sufficiently low te
peratures consists of disperse inclusions of almost pure3He
with the bcc lattice embedded in an hcp matrix of practica
pure4He. Studies of the spin–lattice relaxation in such s
tems have shown3–5 that the properties of the matrix are n
different from those of homogeneous solid mixtures of
corresponding concentration. However, unlike the case
bulk 3He, in the disperse concentrated phaseT1 is indepen-
dent of temperature down to temperatures of the order o
mK,3 and the value ofT1 corresponds to the region of the
3He–3He exchange plateau’’ for bulk3He of the correspond
ing density. It should be noted that in bulk3He the indicated
regions of the exchange plateau is observed only for t
peratures above;200 mK. Upon cooling below this tem
perature the timeT1 in bulk 3He increases exponentially be
cause of the disruption of equilibrium of the exchan
system with the lattice owing to the decrease in the num
of vacancies, and then, in the presence of4He impurities, it
increases by aT29 power law. These strong differences
2391063-777X/2002/28(4)/3/$22.00
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the behavior ofT1 in a bulk sample and in a fine dispers
phase can be attributed to the following main causes.

1. The presence of4He impurities is known to be
effective1,2,6 in suppressing the growth ofT1 in bulk 3He; the
same situation may exist in the3He inclusions after phase
separation.

2. The small sizes of the inclusions~1–3 mm! can also
affect the value ofT1 . In the case of small inclusions th
main site of such rapid relaxation will be the boundary b
tween the bcc inclusions and the hcp matrix, which can se
as a source of a large number of defects.

The goal of this study is to investigate the influence
these factors on the temperature dependence of the s
lattice relaxation time in solid3He. Here it is convenient to
investigate two samples, corresponding to the left and ri
sides of the diagram, with initial concentrations such th
after phase separation the concentration of one of the
stances in the matrix of one sample will be practically t
same as the concentration of the same substance in th
clusions of the other sample.

2. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

In this study we have accordingly investigated samp
of 3He–4He solid mixtures with two initial concentrations
0.5% 3He and 0.5%4He. For simplicity we shall call these
samples A and B, respectively. When samples A and B
cooled below the phase separation temperature, two daug
phases are formed in them: a bcc phase with a high con
tration of 3He, and an hcp phase, with a low concentratio
In sample A the phase with the high concentration of3He
consists of fine disperse bcc inclusions of almost pure3He
1–3 mm in size,5,8,9 surrounded by a bulk hcp matrix o
almost pure4He. In sample B it is hcp inclusions of4He
surrounded by a bcc matrix of almost pure3He. An impor-
tant point is that after separation the4He concentration in the
bcc daughter phase~like the 3He concentration in the hcp
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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daughter phase! is the same for both types of samples at t
same temperature, since the phase separation process o
in accordance with the same phase diagram. A compariso
the results of experiments done with samples of such ‘‘sy
metric’’ initial concentrations makes it possible to separ
out the contribution of the spin–lattice relaxation comi
from the small sizes of the solid inclusions of3He.

The samples were grown in the cell described in Re
by the capillary-blocking method. The final pressure in h
mogeneous samples annealed at a pre-melting temper
was around 32 atm, corresponding to molar volumesVm

520.5560.05 cm3/mole for sample A and Vm524.6
60.05 cm3/mole for sample B.

The change of the pressure in the samples as a resu
the phase separation was estimated to be not more than a
hundredths of an atmosphere, which is less than the
scatter of the pressure in the prepared samples after an
ing. Therefore, it can be assumed that to within the exp
mental accuracy, even the parameters that depend stro
on pressure~the Debye temperature, exchange integral, a
diffusion coefficient! are the same for the correspondin
phases in the phase-separated samples of both types.

The cell holding the sample was in good thermal cont
with the mixing chamber of the refrigerator.8 The spin–
lattice relaxation time was measured by the pulsed NM
method with the use of the standard pulse techniq
90° –t – 180° –t – echo1–DT– 90° –t – 180° –t – echo2.
Since t5200 ms!Dt, the amplitudeh of the echo signal
was proportional to the magnetization recovered over a t
Dt:

h

h0
512expS 2

Dt

T1
D , ~1!

whereh0 is the amplitude of the echo signal forDt@T1 .

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows typical data obtained from experimen
measurements on sample B~0.5% 4He in 3He!. At suffi-
ciently high temperatures~110 mK, curve1! the results are
well described by a single-exponential function of the fo
~1!. Since solid3He at 32 atm begins to melt at temperatur
below 88 mK and the liquid already amounts to around 4
of the sample at 60 mK, the recovery of the magnetizat

FIG. 1. Recovery of the equilibrium magnetization of sample B:T
5110 mK ~1!, T560 mK ~2!.
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can be described by two exponentials, corresponding
the relaxation in the liquid and in the crystal~see curve 2 in
Fig. 1!.

The data of the measurements for sample A are qua
tively similar to those described for sample B. However, t
low 3He concentration in them leads to a low ‘‘signal-t
noise’’ ratio and the large scattering of theh values, so that
one cannot say for certain whether features analogou
those observed on curve2 of Fig. 1, for example, are presen
in this case. As to the liquid phase with a high3He concen-
tration, regular measurements ofT1 have not been made in it
We note only that at 60 mK the values ofT1 in the liquid lies
between 10 and 20 s in both types of samples. These va
agree with the results of Refs. 4 and 9 for samples of
corresponding density.

The temperature dependence ofT1 obtained for samples
of type A is shown in Fig. 2. It should be noted immediate
that this dependence is qualitatively similar to that obtain
previously at frequencies of 250 kHz~Ref. 3! and 1 MHz
~Refs. 4 and 5! on analogous samples. It has three branch
corresponding to the initial homogeneous sample with
hcp structure and to two daughter phases of the separ
mixture—the dilute hcp matrix and the concentrated bcc d
perse phase. In the initial homogeneous sampleT1

0 is un-
changed on cooling, and its value corresponds to th
known from published data forT1 under similar conditions10

and from calculations according to the Torrey theory1 ~the
‘‘exchange plateau’’ region!. Below the phase separatio
temperatureTps one observes two values ofT1 , correspond-
ing to phases with large (T1

c) and small (T1
d) 3He concentra-

tions. The decrease of the3He concentration in the dilute hc
phase in accordance with the phase-separation diagram
to growth ofT1

d on cooling.10 These two factors—the growth
of T1

d and the decrease of the3He concentration in the hcp
phase—make it different to distinguish the echo signal fr
the background of instrument noise below 150 mK, ev
with a several-hour wait. The long durationDt makes mea-
surements difficult and lowers their accuracy. We note tha
the low-frequency measurements,3 whenT1

d does not exceed
1 min, by averaging the values ofh obtained in several ten
of measurements the spin–lattice relaxation time in the di
phase could be measured down to a temperature of 100

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the spin–lattice relaxation tim
sample A: h—T1

0, d—T1
c , j—T1

d . The arrow indicates the phase
separation temperature. The dotted line shows the calculated value oT1

0,
while the dot-and-dash line shows the calculated value ofT1 for the ‘‘ex-
change plateau’’ in solid3He.
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On the other hand, thanks to the largeT1
d values in the

present study, by choosing an interval of around 1 min
tween measurements we were able to obtain a signal for
concentrated phase alone, since the magnetization of th
lute hcp phase at the time of the measurements and, he
its contribution to the spin echo, are practically zero.

As we see in Fig. 2, in the concentrated phase the t
T1

c is practically independent of temperature and has a va
that agrees with the experimental value ofT1 obtained in
bulk solid 3He under similar conditions and with the valu
obtained from theoretical calculations1 for temperatures in
the so-called ‘‘exchange plateau’’ region, whereT1 is deter-
mined mainly by the relaxation of the Zeeman subsystem
the 3He–3He exchange subsystem. As can be seen in Fig
the deviation ofT1

c from the calculated values does not e
ceed the measurement error.

The results of measurements for sample B are prese
in Fig. 3. We note, first, that both the small amount of t
dilute phase and the low3He concentration in it make i
impossible to distinguish the contribution of the dilute pha
to the signal amplitude. The absence of noticeable hyster
on cooling and heating indicates that a half-hour wait afte
temperature change of 5–10 mK is sufficient for the pha
coexisting in the sample to come to equilibrium. At hig
temperatures one observes a plateau withT150.75 s. The
agreement of this value with the known data1 for pure3He in
the ‘‘exchange plateau’’ region and the coincidence of
temperature region in which this plateau exists indicate
in this case the coupling of the Zeeman and exchange
systems is a ‘‘bottleneck’’ on the path for energy to leak fro
the Zeeman subsystem to the lattice. The tempera
;260 mK below which appreciable growth ofT1 is ob-
served also agrees with the data of Refs. 1, 2, and 7
accordance with the concepts of the Garwin–Landesm
theory1 this growth is due to a shifting of the role of th
‘‘bottleneck’’ over to the vacancy–exchange mechanism
relaxation on account of the decrease of the number of
cancies during cooling. HereT1}exp(Ev /T), whereEv is the
activation energy of the vacancies. From the experime
data one can not only estimateEv but even distinguish the
exponential growth from the power-law growth~T1}T29 for
the bcc lattice! that is due to the successive appearance
another possible relaxation path via the4He–3He exchange
mechanism.1 The smooth approach to saturation of t

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence ofT1 in sample B: the data obtained o
cooling (n) and heating (h). The arrows indicate the phase-separati
temperatureTps and the melting temperatureTmelt .
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growth of T1 on further cooling is apparently analogous
that observed in Ref. 6 for bulk solid3He containing a 0.5%
4He impurity at high pressures. BelowTps5144 mK, which
is indicated by an arrow in Fig. 3, phase separation of
sample occurs, according to the phase diagram, and one
serves a growth ofT1 .

Finally, below ;88 mK, at which solid3He at a pres-
sure of around 32 atm begins to melt, one observes a s
decrease inT1 ~see Fig. 3!. This is apparently due to the wa
relaxation mechanism, which operates efficiently in the l
uid: liquid 3He in this temperature region is already a dege
erate Fermi liquid with a spin diffusion coefficientDs

}T22, ensuring a rather rapid transport of3He toward the
wall.

Thus we have shown in this paper thatT1
c is independent

of temperature in the disperse bcc daughter phase of a ph
separated dilute solid mixture of3He in 4He ~samples A!. At
the same time, the temperature dependence ofT1 in samples
with an initial 4He concentration of 0.5%~samples B! under
analogous conditions exhibits practically all the previou
known features due to the various spin–lattice relaxat
mechanisms in bulk solid3He. A comparison of the two
results obtained~see Figs. 2 and 3! leads one to conclude tha
the temperature dependence ofT1

c ~in the case of sample A!
is not due directly to the4He impurities but is determined b
the small sizes of the inclusions of the3He-rich phase.
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SUPERCONDUCTIVITY, INCLUDING HIGH-TEMPERATURE SUPERCONDUCTIVITY

Steady state diagram of current-carrying layered superconductors
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The stability of the nonisothermal state of a layered superconductor carrying a current is
investigated in a model based on the heat production in an electrical circuit with nonlinear
resistance, which adequately reflects the features of the quasi-two-dimensional behavior
of the system. The state diagrams of the layered superconductor are plotted in the following
coordinates: heat removal coefficient~which depends on the substrate properties! versus current,
and nonlinearity parameter~which characterizes the superconductor material! versus current.
The velocity of the resistive-zone motion as a function of the value of the transport current is
calculated for different values of the nonlinearity parameter. ©2002 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1477355#
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1. INTRODUCTION

The problem of the stability of a superconducting curre
state has long been the subject of intensive research~see,
e.g., Refs. 1 and 2!. The theoretical study of instability is
based mainly on simple phenomenological models that t
into account the balance of the production and remova
heat in the superconductor–thermostat system. Neverthe
these simple models have proved extremely useful for
mulating the main relationships in the development of ins
bilities of the critical state of bulk,1–4 thin-film,5–8 and
composite1,2,9,10 superconductors both in the presence a
absence of a varying external magnetic field. In the abse
of such a field the thermal instability of a superconduct
sample is conditional on the nonisothermal dynamics of
sample-penetrating field lines of the self-magnetic field
the current.

For high-Tc superconductors~HTCSs!, which have a
layered structure, the basic relationships governing the t
mal stability of a superconducting current state remain
before. The only difference is in the character of the he
producing processes, which is determined by the nonlinea
of the current–voltage~I–V! characteristics of HTCS mate
rials; we shall refer to this by the term ‘‘nonlinear heat pr
duction.’’

Physically the nonlinearity of the I–V characteristics
HTCS systems is a manifestation of the quasi-tw
dimensional character of these materials. As in tw
dimensional superconductors, in the copper-oxide super
ducting layers of HTCS systems, topological defects in
form of neutral two-dimensional vortex–antivortex pa
~bound 2D vortices! can arise as a result of therm
fluctuations.11–13Under the influence of the transport curren
sufficiently long vortex dipoles will be broken apart, and t
free 2D vortices that appear will move along the superc
ductor. This mechanism of resistivity leads to nonlinear
havior of the I–V characteristic, since the number of fr
vortices depends on the value of the current. In this case
theory predicts a power-law dependence of the voltage
2421063-777X/2002/28(4)/5/$22.00
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current:14 V;I a(T)11. The exponenta5K(Tc /T21) de-
pends on temperature and the phenomenological param
K. In the framework of the Lawrence–Doniach model15 this
parameter can be written in the formK5F2

2s/
(16p2l2(0)Tc), whereTc is the critical temperature of the
superconductor,s is the period of the layered structure,F0 is
the magnetic flux quantum, andl~0! is the London penetra
tion depth atT50. The phase transition in the sample~the
Berezinskii–Kosterlitz–Thouless~BKT! transition!16,17 does
not materially affect the heat production in such a syste
since at currents that can lead to thermal instability of
superconducting state the number of free vortices produ
by the current is much greater than the number arising un
the influence of thermal fluctuations.

In real HTCSs the situation is complicated by the fa
that a Josephson link exists between the superconduc
layers. The vortex dipoles of fluctuational origin arising
the layers consist of two 2D vortices whose magnetic flux
closed by two Josephson vortices situated between super
ducting layers. The presence of Josephson vortices in
dipole will lead to linear growth of the dipole energy wit
increasing distance between 2D vortices.18 The behavior of
these materials, because of the weak superconductivity in
direction perpendicular to the superconducting layers, diff
from the behavior of ideal 2D systems in the low
temperature region but becomes typically two-dimensio
above a certain temperature which we shall denoteTKT ,
having in mind that the instability manifested at this tem
perature is the same as that which leads to the BKT transi
in 2D systems. The behavior becomes two-dimensional
cause nearTKT, fluctuations causing dissociaiton of the d
poles destroy the correlation between superconducting
ers. Such behavior is observed in the experimental stud
the I–V characteristics of HTCS single crystals in the dire
tion of thec axis19 and follows from the results of numerica
simulations using an anisotropic 3DXY model.20

The character of the I–V characteristics of such syste
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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is different, since the current breaking apart the dipole m
now overcome the tension of the Josephson vortices. A
consequence, an internal critical currentI c(T) appears in the
superconductor. In this case the I–V characteristic of
superconductor is well described by a function of the fo
V}I (I 2I c(T))a ~Ref. 21!. The critical current goes to zer
at the temperatureTKT , and its temperature dependence c
be approximated by the expressionI c(T)5I c0(1
2T/TKT)3/2 ~Ref. 19!.

The influence of the nonlinear heat production in laye
superconductors on the velocity of the normal-phase mo
was first studied in Ref. 22. In that paper the express
Q̇(T)5r( j ,T) j 2 was used for the power of heat productio
in the sample, with an expression of the formr( j ,T)
5rn(12 j c(T)/ j )a(T) for the effective nonlinear resistivity
of the superconductor in the resistive state, wherern is the
resistivity of the superconductor in the normal state,j c(T)
5 j c0(12T/Tc), andTc is the temperature of the transitio
to the superconducting state. Formally the use of this exp
sion implements the idea of a nonlinear character of the h
production in layered superconductors and suggests tha
resistive state might also be stable in addition to the su
conducting and normal states.

However, the model of heat production in Ref. 22 do
not fully reflect the main behavioral features of such mate
als. In particular, it does not allow one to take into acco
the fact that the critical current goes to zero at a tempera
TKT,Tc , while the I–V characteristic remains nonlinear a
the way up to the transition of the sample to the normal st
Another important feature of superconductors is the prese
of a decoupling currentI GL , which goes to zero at the tem
peratureTc . When the transport current becomes equa
I GL , the superconductor will undergo a transition to the n
mal state, for which the I–V characteristic is linear.

These features of the nonlinear heat production in
resistive state of layered superconductors are taken into
count in the phenomenological model proposed in
present paper. This model is used to study the stable st
states of layered superconductors and also the stability o
superconducting state and the motion of the normal ph
along the sample. Phase diagrams are constructed w
clearly show the regime of existence of the various curr
states of the superconductor in relation to the parameter
the model.

2. MODEL

The dynamics of thermal processes of a thin-film sup
conductor is investigated on the basis of a numerical solu
of the one-dimensional heat transfer equation

DsCs

]T

]t
5Ds

]

]x
ks

]T

]x
1dfQ̇~T!2W~T!. ~1!

HereDs is the thickness of the substrate,Cs andks are the
heat capacity and thermal conductivity of the substrate
terial,df is the thickness of the superconducting film, and
heat removal function is written in the form

W~T!5h~T2T0!, ~2!

whereh5ks /Ds is the effective coefficient of heat remova
andT0 is the temperature of the thermostat.
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As in Ref. 22, we assume that the specific power of h
production is given by the expressionQ̇(T)5r( j ,T) j 2, in
which the effective nonlinear resistivity,

r~ j ,T!

55
rn ~T.Tc!ø~ j > j GL~T!!

rnS j 2 j c~T!

j GL~T!2 j c~T! D
a~ j ,T!

~Tr>T,Tc!ù~ j , j GL~T!!

0 T,Tr
~3!

approximates the main features of the behavior of a laye
superconductor. HereTr is the temperature of the transitio
of the superconductor to the resistive state, which is de
mined from the conditionj c(Tr)5 j , and j GL5 j GL(0)(1
2T/Tc)

3/2 is the decoupling current that destroys the sup
conducting state.

In writing r( j ,T) in the form ~3!, we have taken into
account the breaking of already existing vortex pairs of flu
tuational origin by the Lorentz force. The expression for t
exponenta( j ,T) proposed in Ref. 22 is, strictly speaking
valid only at currents much less than the decoupling curre
It goes to zero, corresponding to a transition of the superc
ductor to the normal state, at the temperatureTc . However,
if a transport current is flowing in the superconductor, then
will go into the normal state at a temperatureTn,Tc at
which the current becomes equal to the pair-breaking c
rent, j 5 j GL(Tn). To take this fact into account in our mode
we multiply the expression fora( j ,T) by an even function of
the current which is equal to unity forj 50 and to zero for
j 5 j GL . The simplest expression for the exponent of the I–
characteristic satisfying all of these requirements can be w
ten asa( j ,T)5K(Tc /T21)@12( j / j GL)2#. The last term in
the expression fora( j ,T) takes into account the saturation
the concentration of free vortices when the current
proaches the decoupling value, where the exponent goe
zero andr( j ,T) approachesrn . The critical current due to
the internal tension of the Josephson components of the
tex rings goes to zero at the temperatureTKT of the BKT
transition, which is determined from the conditio
K(Tc /TKT21)52. It is given by the expression19

j c~T!5 j c0S 12
T

TKT
D 3/2

. ~4!

The proposed phenomenological model of nonline
conductivity adequately reflects all of the limiting behavi
associated with the critical currents and temperatures of
ered superconductors. Thus we can suggest that their p
erties in the region of intermediate parameters are also
equately described by the model.

3. STEADY STATES OF A CURRENT-CARRYING
SUPERCONDUCTOR

The character of the steady solutions of the nonlin
heat transfer equation~1! is known1,2,23 to depend on the
number and character of its critical points, which are de
mined by the condition
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dfQ̇~T!2W~T!50. ~5!

Depending on the parameters and the value of the curr
there can be either one such point or three of them. In
first case one has a stable superconducting state~SS!, resis-
tive state~RS!, or normal state~NS!. The stability criterion is
the inequality]W/]T.df]Q̇/]T. The only stable steady so
lutions that can exist in this case are homogeneous soluti

In the case when Eq.~1! has three critical points, the tw
outer points (T1 ,T2) correspond to stable states, and t
temperatureT3 (T1,T3,T2) to an unstable state. This i
the region of bistability~BSS! of the superconductor. Here
besides the homogeneous solutions indicated there can
exist an inhomogeneous stable steady solution which
shall call the switching wave between statesT1 andT2 . The
switching wave is a self-similar solution of equation~1!. It is
a nonuniform temperature distribution moving at a const
velocity v which is an eigenvalue of the equation. The fe
tures of solutions of this kind will be explored in the ne
Section.

The model contains a number of phenomenological
rameters. The parameterK depends on the period of the s
perconducting structure and the London depthl~0! and is
determined by the structure and properties of the super
ductor material. It can be varied by choosing different typ
of HTCSs or creating artificial superlattices having differe
periods. In real samples this parameter can be varied
rather wide limits. For example, using the published data
various authors we obtain in the framework of t
Lawrence–Doniach model a valueK'32 for YBCO24 and a
value K'3 – 5 for the more anisotropic thallium HTCSs.25

Estimating this parameter from the value of the BKT tran
tion temperature gives higher values (.100 for YBCO!. The
difference in the values of this parameter may be due to
imperfection of the technique used to process the result
measurements of the I–V characteristics, the data fr
which the temperatureTKT is most often found.

Other parameters of the model are determined by
conditions of heat production and removal. The effect
heat-removal coefficienth can be varied by changing th
material, thickness, and quality of the substrate surface
also can be varied over wide limits. For example, using
data obtained in Ref. 26, for a substrate thicknessDs55
31025 m one obtainsh593104 W/(m2K) in the case of a
SrTiO3 substrate andh51.43107 W/(m2K) for an Al2O3

substrate.
These parameters have a qualitative influence on

character of the stability of the superconducting state.
varying them, one can create and alter the width of the
gion of bistability of the superconductor. In this Section w
investigate the influence of the nonlinearity parameterK and
effective heat-removal coefficienth on the character of the
steady states of the superconductor.

We adopt the following values of the parameters of
superconducting film:

K530, df51027 m r53.5•1025 V•m,

j c~0!51010 A/m2, j GL~0!51011 A/m2,
nt,
e
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Tc0592 K

and substrate

Ds55•1025 m, ks5250 W/~m•K!,

Cs5105 J/~m3K!,

which correspond to a value of the parameterh55
3105 W/(m2K) and a thermostat temperatureT0577 K.

Figure 1 shows the state diagram of a superconducto
the space of the parameterK and transport currentj . The
dashed line separates the regions in which the super
ductor can be found in one of three homogeneous sta
superconducting~SS!, resistive~RS!, and normal~NS!. The
solid lines bound the regions of the diagram within which t
superconductor has two stable states~BSS!. Inside this re-
gion the superconductor can be found either in one of t
homogeneous states or in an inhomogeneous state o
switching-wave type. Changing the other parameters of
model alters the position of the BSS region without affecti
the qualitative form of the diagram. Increasing the resistiv
r of the film or decreasing the parameterh shifts the BSS
region downward and to the left. On line1 the condition
Tr5T05T1 holds. Crossing this line means a transition
the system between the SS and RS. If this line lies inside
BSS region, then the character of the low-temperature (T1)
state changes at this line. Line2 is found from the condition
T25Tn , where the temperatureTn is determined by the
equation j 5 j GL(Tn). Inside the BSS region the high
temperature (T2) state changes on crossing this line. T
dot-and-dash line corresponds to values of the model par
eters for which the velocity of the switching wave is zer
Above this line the wave moves in the direction of the hig
temperature phase, bringing the sample to a homogen
state with temperatureT1 . It could be superconducting o
resistive, depending on the its position with respect to line1.
Below the dot-and-dash line the wave moves in the oppo
direction, bringing the sample to a state with temperatureT2 ,
which can be resistive or normal.

FIG. 1. State diagram of a superconductor in the plane of the nonlinea
parameterK versus currentj : SS is the superconducting, RS the resistiv
NS the normal, and BSS the bistable state.
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As can be seen from the diagram, increasing the par
eter K with the remaining parameters of the model u
changed can significantly widen the stability region of t
superconducting state.

The state diagram of the superconductor in the spac
effective heat-removal coefficienth and currentj is shown in
Fig. 2. All of the lines of this diagram have the same me
ing as in Fig. 1. It is clear that with improving heat-remov
conditions~increasingh! the boundary of the stability regio
of the superconducting state is shifted in the direction
increasing current.

4. THERMAL STABILITY OF THE SUPERCONDUCTING
STATE

Let us consider the inhomogeneous stationary solu
of equation~1!. This solution can exist in the region of mod
parameters and currents in which Eq.~5! has three solutions
In this case the two outer critical points (T1 ,T2) are stable
saddles, and the third (T3) is an unstable node.15 Let us
discuss the stationary self-similar solution of equation~1! of
the formT(x,t)5T(x2vt) with the boundary conditions

T~x52`,t !5T1 , T~x51`,t !5T2 ,

]T

]x
~x56`,t !50,

which is a nonuniform temperature distribution propagat
with velocity v. The lowest-temperature pointT1 corre-
sponds to a stable superconducting or resistive state, dep
ing on the relationships among the parameters. The sec
stable critical pointT2 corresponds to a normal or resistiv
state of the superconductor.

It is known23,27 that the only stable stationary solution
this form is the solution corresponding to the separatrix
ing from one saddle to the other. This solution correspond
a nonuniform temperature distribution moving at a const
velocity v.

Figure 3 shows the dependence of the velocity of
boundary between the superconducting and normal ph

FIG. 2. State diagram of a superconductor in the plane of the effec
heat-removal coefficienth versus currentj . The notation is the same as i
Fig. 1.
-
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of
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on the current density flowing along the superconductor.
small j the boundary moves in the positivex direction from
the superconducting phaseT1 to the normal phaseT2 . Here
the region occupied by the superconducting phase expa
This may be interpreted as absolute stability of the superc
ducting at low currents phase is absolutely stable, i.e., a
mal region arising in a fluctuational manner will collap
after some time. At a certain value of the current the veloc
of the boundary can change sign. This means that the in
face will now move in the direction of the superconducti
phase, bringing the entire sample to the normal state.
influence of the parametersK and h on the value of the
current at which the wave velocityv50 can be seen in Figs
1 and 2.

CONCLUSION

Generally speaking, the model parameters used in ca
lating the phase diagrams and velocities of the switch
wave do not reflect the properties of any particular mater
They were chosen so as to obtain a general sort of sys
demonstrating the maximum possible number of variants
behavior while remaining within the realm of physically re
sonable values.

This study was supported by the Ministry of Educati
and Science of Ukraine~Project 2M/71-2000!.
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Flux-line pinning by columnar magnetic defects in a type-II superconductor
S. A. Krivenko and N. M. Suleı̆manov*

E. K. Zavoiskiı˘ Kazan Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, Sibirski� Trakt 10/7,
420029 Kazan, Russia
~Submitted November 14, 2001!
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The interaction of a magnetic vortex in a type-II superconductor with a cylindrical~columnar!
defect filled with a nonconducting magnetic material is investigated for the first time.
Analytical expressions are obtained for the vortex pinning force at such a defect. It is shown that
if the material filling the cylinder has a small magnetization, then the attractive force it
exerts on a vortex is determined mainly by the interaction of the vortex with the surface of the
defect. In the case of a material with a large magnetization the interaction of the magnetic
field of the vortex with the magnetic moments throughout the volume of the defect becomes
substantial. This can serve as a good resource for enhancing the pinning efficiency. ©2002
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1477356#
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INTRODUCTION

The low critical current density substantially limits th
practical application of high-Tc superconductors~HTSCs!.
At the present time, by employing various technical mean
has been possible to obtain polycrystalline HTSC mater
~which are the most attractive from the standpoint of ap
cations by virtue of the simplicity of preparation and amen
bility to large-scale production! with conducting properties
close to those for single crystals. Moreover, the problem
superconducting transport has another extremely impor
aspect. This is due to the fact that the magnetic flux lin
arising in a type-II superconductor when it is placed in
sufficiently high external magnetic field should be rigid
pinned in the volume of the superconductor in order not
create an additional resistance to superconducting curre
This problem is particularly urgent for HTSC materials wi
high values ofTc , at which the probability of random ther
mal hops of the flux lines in the material increase sign
cantly.

It has been established experimentally~see, e.g., Refs
1–3! that columnar defects extending in the same direct
are efficient pinning centers for flux lines, as the vortic
interact with them along their entire length. Such defects
be obtained, e.g., by irradiating the superconductor w
high-energy particles, which create linear tracks of am
phized material along their paths. The interaction of the v
tices with such defects in HTSC systems is analyzed in
framework of the solution of differential equations of th
Ginzburg–Landau type for a superconductor bordering
other medium~the contents of the track!. Their solution is
complicated by the necessity of taking into account
boundary conditions for the superconducting currents and
superconducting order parameter at the boundary of the
fect, which in general can have a complex geometry. A c
sistent calculation of the pinning force has been success
carried out only for hollow cylindrical channels.4–6 The at-
traction of the vortices to them occurs on account of def
mation of their currents upon interaction with the surface
the defects. However, the matter of how a real physical m
2471063-777X/2002/28(4)/3/$22.00
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dium ~conductor, insulator, or magnet! will affect the pinning
mechanism and pinning force remains an open question

In this paper we investigate how filling a cylindrical co
lumnar defect of finite length with a nonconducting magne
material will be reflected in the vortex pinning force. For th
HTSC system we used the London approximation, as fo
type-II superconductor. We assumed that the vortex–de
distance is smaller than the London penetration depthl. This
is the situation that is of greatest practical interest, sin
otherwise the interaction is exponentially small. The expr
sions obtained for the attractive force on a vortex recov
the results of Refs. 4–6 in the limit when the material fillin
the cylinder is nonmagnetic. In the case of a track made
material with a large magnetization it is found that a ne
pinning mechanism appears, due to the interaction of
nonuniform magnetic field of the vortex with the magne
moments throughout the volume of the defect.

MODEL

Consider a cylindrical defect in a type-II superconduct
The defect consists of a magnetic material in the form of
infinitely long cylinder with a radiusR much greater than the
coherence lengthj. We shall assume that the medium fillin
this cylinder is an insulator, and we shall neglect the e
change of current carriers between the superconductor
defect. We assume that the magnet filling the cylinder ha
uniform magnetizationm parallel to the axis of the cylinder
which we take as thez axis of the coordinate system. Let th
axis z be oriented perpendicular to the copper planes of
HTSC, and let the magnetic field be directed along this a
The field distribution depends only on the coordinatesx and
y. Therefore, it is sufficient to describe it in any plane cro
section of the superconductor perpendicular to thez axis. We
consider a vortex whose axis passes through the poinr0

5(x0 , y0) and lying a distancer 0 from the axis of the cyl-
inder ~it is assumed thatr 0.R). To describe the magneti
field h5hez ~ez is the unit vector along thez axis! generated
by the vortex currentsj5(c/4p)curl h at any point r
5(x,y) of the superconductor, we use the London equat
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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Dh2
h

l2 52
F0

l2 d~ ur2r0u!ez , ~1!

whereD is the Laplacian operator,F0 is the magnetic flux
quantum, andl is the penetration depth of the magnetic fie
into the type-II superconductor. When a vortex approache
nonconducting cylinder, its magnetic fieldhin5hinez pen-
etrates into the cylinder. Since the vortex currents do
penetrate into the insulator, and curlhin50 inside it, the
value ofhin is a constant over the volume of the defect. B
virtue of the continuity condition for the tangential comp
nent of the magnetic field of the currents at the interfac7

on the surface of the cylinderur u5R the relation hin

5h(ur u5R) should hold, whereh(ur u5R) denotes the mag
netic field of the vortex at the boundary of the defect.

As a result of the interaction of the superconducting c
rents with the magnetic field, the magnetizationm
5m(hin)ez of the cylinder becomes dependent onhin but
remains uniform. The total magnetic field inside the cylind
will be equal toB(r )5hin1H(r ), whereH(r ) is the mag-
netic field of the molecular currents. From the standpoint
macroscopic electrodynamics the magnetic fieldH(r ) of the
molecular currents of the cylinder are exactly the same as
an infinite cylindrical solenoid with a completely surface cu
rent i5cm3n, wheren is the outer normal to the surface o
the cylinder.8 It has a discontinuity at the boundary and h
the form8

H~r !5H0 , r P in; H~r !50, r P ex, ~2!

where ‘‘in’’ and ‘‘ex’’ denote the interior and exterior region
of space with respect to the cylinder, andH05(4p/c)n3 i
54pm. In this approximation it can be assumed that t
magnetic field created by the molecular currents of the m
netized cylinder are concentrated inside it and do not p
etrate into the superconductor. Consequently, it does no
fluence the distribution of the vortex currents and t
magnetic fieldh due to them. Thus the magnetic field dist
bution of a vortex interacting with a cylinder of nonconduc
ing material does not depend on whether or not the mate
is magnetic. Since we are neglecting the diffusion of sup
conducting pairs through the boundary of the defect, the
perconducting currents on this surface will satisfy the sa
conditionj•n50 as for a superconductor–vacuum bounda
Therefore, in the given case the fieldh will be the same as
for a vortex interacting with a hollow cylinder. It was calcu
lated for the latter in Refs. 5 and 6 by the methods of el
trostatics, and forj,ur u, ur0u,l it has the form

h~ ur u!5@h0~ ur2r0u!1h0~ ur u!2h0~ ur2r08u!#ez . ~3!

Here r085(R/r 0)2r0 , and the functionh0(x)5(F0/2pl2)
ln ul/xu describes the value of the field of a vortex at a d
tancex from its center. Then from the value of the magne
field at the boundary of the defect it is found, with allowan
for expression~3!, that the magnetic field due to the vorte
currents has the valuehin5h0(r 0) inside the cylinder.

PINNING FORCE

The pinning forcef52]E/]r0 exerted by the cylinder
on the vortex is determined by their interaction energyE
5E(r 0). As we have shown, the fieldh penetrates into the
a

t

,

-
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f
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e
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n-
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-
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defect and induces a magnetizationm(h) in the cylinder, but
here there is no ‘‘back’’ effect of this magnetization on th
vortex field. This circumstance makes it possible in calcu
ing the energy of the system to separate the two contribut
to it, the first being related to the geometry of the surface
the defect and the second to its magnetization:

E5E11E2 . ~4!

The first term in relation~4! is

E15
1

8p E
V
dr @h21l2~rot h!2#, ~5!

where V is the volume of the sample andh is given by
expression~3!. It corresponds to the interaction energy of
vortex with a hollow cylinder.4–6 When the superconductin
vortex approaches the boundary of a nonconducting def
the current streamlines of the vortex are deformed by
surface of the defect. As a result, an imbalance of for
acting on the core of the vortex arises. Since the curr
density increases in the boundary region, this causes a
traction of the vortex core toward the defect.9 The corre-
sponding ‘‘surface’’ pinning force is given by

f1~r0!52S F0

4pl D 2 2R2

r 0
3

e0

12~R/r 0!2 , ~6!

wheree05r0 /r 0 , and it corresponds to an attraction of th
vortex toward the cylinder. As to the contributionE2 , it is
the interaction energy of a cylinder magnetized to a va
m(hin) with the vortex magnetic fieldhin penetrating into it.
According to Ref. 7, the energy of a magnet in an exter
magnetic field, the role of which in this case is played byhin ,
is given by the expression

E252E
Vin

E
0

hin
m~h!•dhdr , ~7!

whereVin is the volume of the defect. Since the value of t
field hin increases as the vortex approaches the boundar
the cylinder, the energyE2 ~7! increases or decreases d
pending on the direction ofm with respect toh. This circum-
stance leads to a second contribution to the pinning fo
equal to

f2~r0!5pR2m~hin!]hin /d]r0 . ~8!

The dependence off2 on the distancer 0 to the vortex is
determined, first, by its field gradient]hin /]r052(F0/
2pl2)e0 /r 0 , and, second, by the fact that in each particu
case the magnetizationm(hin) of the contents of the defect i
due to the fieldhin applied to it, since the latter is itself
function of r 0 . We also note that if the vectorsm andhin are
parallel, then the direction of the force~8! corresponds to
attraction of the vortex toward the cylinder, while ifm and
hin are oriented antiparallel, then the contributionf2 corre-
sponds to repulsion of the vortex.

The saturation magnetization for a typical ferro- or fe
rimagnet is of the order of 100 Oe, i.e., is relatively sm
compared to the vortex fields~the critical field in high-Tc

superconductors isHc1'1 kOe!. Therefore, as a result of th
interaction with those fields a cylinder of such a material c
be magnetized to the saturation valuem5m0ez(m0.0).
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Then expression~8!—the contribution to the force of attrac
tion of the vortex toward the track—takes the form

f252
F0

2l2

R2

r 0

m0e0 . ~9!

If the magnetization of a unit volume has the typical val
for a ferro~ferri!magnetm0'1000 G, then the pinning force
componentf2 at large distances (r 0@R) will be significantly
greater in modulus than the forcef1 given by formula~6!,
since the function~9! falls off much more slowly with dis-
tance~see Fig. 1!. For example, in the case of a cylinder
radiusR5400 Å and a vortex at a distancer 05800 Å in a
superconductor withj510 Å and l'2000 Å we obtain
f 2 / f 1'10. As a result of this, for a magnetized cylinder n
only does the pinning force increase on account of the c
tribution f2 but it also has a considerably longer range. Th
if the cylinder in the example just considered were hollo
then with increasing distance of the vortex core from
boundary of the defect the modulus of the pinning for
which would be equal to the force~6!, would fall off from
the value f 1

0' f 1(r 05R1j)'5.8 dyn/cm to f 1(r * )
51021 f 1

0 at a distancer * '0.24l ~see Fig. 1!. Conse-
quently, the force of attraction of the vortex toward the d
fect, due solely to the contributionf1 , should fall much more
rapidly with distance, vanishing not far from the cylind
boundaryR ~in this exampleR50.2l!. In contrast, in the
case of a magnetic cylinder, as can be seen in Fig. 1,
value of the pinning forcef reaches the same valuef (r ** )
5 f 1(r * ) at a distancer ** which is considerably larger tha
r * (r ** '0.37l'1.5r * ).

It should be noted that in Ref. 10 it was also shown t
magnetic pinning centers are more efficient than hollow c
inders. There they investigated formations in the form
droplets of magnetized material~magnetic dots! deposited on
the surface of a superconducting film. The pinning occur
as a result of the interaction of the vortex currents with
magnetic field lines penetrating into the superconductor fr

FIG. 1. Absolute values of the total pinning forcef ~1!, its componentf1 ~2!,
given by formula~6!, and its componentf2 ~3!, formula ~9!, as functions of
the distancer 0 between the axis of the vortex in the superconductor~SC!
and the axis of a cylinder of magnetic insulator~MI ! in the regionR1j
,r 0,l for m051000 G, R5400 Å, andj510 Å. The vertical dashed
line corresponds to the valuer 05R1j. The distances are given in units o
l (l52000 Å). If the cylinder were hollow, then with distance of th
vortex core from its boundary the modulus of the pinning force, equal tof 1 ,
would fall off from f 1

0'5.8 dyn/cm~denoted by an arrow on the vertica
axis! to f 1(r * )51021 f 1

0 at a distancer * '0.24l. In the case of a magnetic
cylinder the pinning forcef will reach the same valuef (r ** )5 f 1(r * ) at a
considerably greater distancer ** '0.37l'1.5r * . The scales ofr * andr **
are indicated by arrows on the horizontal axis.
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these defects. However, the mechanism of attraction of v
tices toward the pinning centers investigated in the pres
paper is qualitatively different, since the magnetic defec
located not on the surface of the superconducting film
inside a bulk superconductor. Therefore, in addition to
component due to the magnetization of the defect, the c
ponent of the pinning force due to deformation of the vort
currents by its boundary will also have a substantial val
This latter component is what determines the value of
pinning force when the vortex core approaches the surfac
a nonconducting magnetic cylinder~see Fig. 1!.

In the case when the conductivity of the medium fillin
the cylinder is nonzero, the superconductor can excha
current carriers with it: Cooper pairs will penetrate into t
defect from outside, and unpaired electrons will come ba
out. As a result, the density of superconducting pairs a
with it, the vortex current density in the superconductor w
decrease near a defect. This will tend to decrease the ‘‘
face’’ component of the pinning force for conducting defec
At the same time, the magnetic component remains the s
in magnitude as in the case of an insulating defect.

CONCLUSION

In summary, we have investigated the mechanism of v
tex pinning by a magnetic defect located in the bulk of
superconductor. The defect considered had the form of
infinitely long cylinder of a nonconducting material lyin
parallel to the flux line. An analytical expression was o
tained for the force of interaction of the vortex with such
defect. It was shown that an additional contribution to th
force arises due to the interaction of the magnetic cylin
with the vortex field penetrating into it, which leads to
substantial enhancement of the pinning efficiency.
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Foundation for Basic Research~Grant No. 99-02-18064!.
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Reinforcement of pinning by surface magnetic microparticles in high- Tc

superconductors
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A reinforcement of pinning in high-Tc superconducting materials by surface magnetic
microparticles obtained by ion implantation is observed. Measurements are made by the method
of magnetically modulated microwave absorption. In single crystals of Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8 an
ensemble of magnetic particles is formed directly in a subsurface layer of the superconductor by
the implantation of Fe1 ions followed by annealing. In experiments with YBa2Cu3O7 the
magnetic microparticles of iron were formed individually in SiO2 films which were then applied
to the surface of a thin film of YBa2Cu3O7, and measurements were made on the composite
structure. In both cases reinforcement of the pinning is observed. In the limits of the chosen
implantation regimes the pinning effect becomes stronger with increasing fluence of
implanted iron atoms. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1477357#
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INTRODUCTION

Finding ways of increasing the critical current density
high-Tc superconductors~HTSCs! is becoming one of the
most topical problems in the physics of high-temperat
superconductivity in connection with the practical applic
tion of these materials. It is known that the critical curre
density can be increased by creating regions of suppre
superconducting order parameter~pinning centers! in the
bulk of the superconducting material. Regions of this ki
arise at the sites of structural defects or in places where
chemical composition of the host material is locally d
rupted. The standard way of creating such defects is to i
diate the HTSC materials by a flux of high-energy particl
ions, neutrons, or protons~see, e.g., Ref. 1!. Such irradiation
gives rise not only to ‘‘point’’ defects randomly distributed
the HTSC but also to columnar defects, which are lin
regions of amorphized material along the particle trajecto
~tracks!. An interaction of flux lines~fluxons! with these lin-
ear formations arises because of the deformation of the
tex current when a vortex approaches a defect.2–4

Thus the main focus of attention has been on researc
the influence of the geometric parameters of the defects
the pinning efficiency. At the same time, the electronic a
magnetic states of the defects can no doubt play an impo
role in the pinning of magnetic flux lines in superconducti
materials. From this standpoint it is of interest to create
fects having a magnetic moment and to study their inter
tion with vortices in a superconductor.

At the present time there is particular interest in study
how the pinning of flux lines can be influenced by surfa
magnetic formations produced in a controlled manner.
example, in Ref. 5 a reinforcement of the pinning was ob
served in a thin film of superconducting niobium deposi
on submicron magnetic formations which had been prepa
by electron lithography. The fabrication of such films is
rather complicated technical problem, particularly in the c
2501063-777X/2002/28(4)/4/$22.00
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of multicomponent HTSC materials. At the same time, ma
netic particles can be created in a surface layer by impla
tion of magnetic ions. In the present study we investig
how the presence of surface magnetic formations obtai
by the implantation of iron ions will influence the pinning o
the flux lines in HTSC materials: Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8 single
crystals and YBa2Cu3O7 films.

Two methods were used to create the pinning centers
the case of Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8 the magnetic pinning center
were created by implantation of low-energy iron ions direc
into the bismuth superconductor. In the YBa2Cu3O7 films the
magnetic particles of iron were formed by ion implantati
separately in a thin nonconducting film of the silicon oxi
SiO2 . Then this film, with the magnetic particles formed
it, was laid on the superconducting film, and the measu
ments were made on the composite structure. As far as
know, this approach was used here for the first time. T
original idea is attractive in that the superconductor is
subjected to the effects of ion bombardment, and the rese
process is substantially simplified.

EXPERIMENT

Single crystals of the bismuth HTSC Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8

with dimensions of 33230.1 mm were grown by the
Bridgman–Stockbarger method.6 Their superconducting
transition temperature was 84 K. Iron ions with an energy
40 keV were implanted to a fluence of 6.631016 ions/cm2 on
an ILU-3 accelerator. With the goal of creating magne
particles of iron the samples were subjected to po
implantation annealing at a temperature of 600 °C.

The effect of stacking~composite structures! was studied
with the use of a thin (;100 nm) film of the HTSC
YBa2Cu3O7 ~YBCO! with a superconducting transition tem
perature of 88 K, prepared by magnetron sputtering on
Al2O3 substrate.

Magnetic particles were formed in the SiO2 by the tech-
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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nique described in Ref. 7. The authors of that paper sho
that after a silicon oxide film was bombarded by iron atom
ferromagnetic particles of iron, 5 to 60 nm in size, depend
on the implantation fluence, had formed in the subsurf
layer of the film. The magnetization of the particles w
oriented parallel to the surface of the film. This was co
firmed by ferromagnetic resonance measurements.
single-crystal silicon wafers used had a SiO2 film 250 nm
thick formed on the surface by oxidation in an atmosphere
dry oxygen. As in the case of the bismuth HTSC samples,
implantation of 40-keV Fe1 ions to fluences of from 3
31016 to 331017 ions/cm2 was done on an ILU-3 ion acce
erator. This irradiation resulted in silicon oxide films conta
ing magnetic particles with dimensions ranging from seve
nanometers to several tens of nanometers. Figure 1 show
electron microscope image of a portion of a SiO2 /Si film
containing Fe particles for an implantation fluence of 1
31017 ions/cm2.

We have also made ferromagnetic resonance meas
ments on the Fe– SiO2 /Si samples for two orientations of th
magnetic field, parallel and perpendicular to the plane of
sample. In the case of the parallel orientation the resona
was observed at field values of 1–2 kOe, depending on
implantation fluence, whereas for the perpendicular orien
tion the resonance field varied from 6 to 10 kOe for the sa
fluences of implanted ions. This behavior of the ferroma
netic resonance indicates that the particles created are in
form oblate ellipsoids lying in the plane of the film and th
the particles are larger for higher implantation fluences.7

To estimate the pinning efficiency we used the method
magnetically modulated microwave absorption~MWA !. In
this method a superconductor is placed in a microwave c
ity and a magnetic field is swept in the forward and reve
directions. In the presence of a modulation of the magn
field one records a so-called microwave absorption loop,
width of which is determined by the expression~see, e.g.,
Ref. 8!:

W5A2mvrnS 2p

a D 3 F0

h2v2 S B

Bc2
D 1/2

Up0

J0

Jc
KS J0

Jc
D ,

FIG. 1. Electron microscope image of a portion of a SiO2 /Si film implanted
with Fe1 ions to a fluence of 1.231017 ions/cm2.
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whereUp0 is the pinning potential,J0 is the current caused
by the sweeping of the magnetic field,Jc is the critical cur-
rent,h is the viscosity of a fluxon,v is the frequency of the
microwave field,F0 is the magnetic flux quantum, anda is
the distance between pinning centers.

Thus by making relative measurements of the width
the hysteresis loop before and after the magnetic particles
created on the surface of the superconductor, one can a
the participation of these particles in the pinning of the fl
lines. MWA measurements were made on a Bruker B
418s EPR spectrometer at a frequency of 9.2 GHz in a m
netic field of 2600 Oe directed perpendicular to the plane
the sample. The modulation frequency was 100 kHz. T
sweeping of the field was done in an interval of 200 Oe a
rate of change of the field equal to 3.3 Oe/s. Low tempe
tures were achieved with a helium cryostat. The experim
tally observed MWA hysteresis loop is shown in Fig. 2.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 3 shows the temperature dependence of the w
W of the hysteresis loop for a bismuth HTSC sample
which iron ions had been implanted. One can see from
figure that the width of the MWA hysteresis loop for th
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8 superconducting single crystals increases
ter the implantation of iron ions and a subsequent anneal
This indicates that the pinning potential has increased, s
all of the experimental parameters were the same in the m
surements of the initial and treated samples. Estimates o
distribution of the implanted ions and their embedding de
~TRIM code, version SRIM 98.01! showed that the concen
tration of implanted ions is maximum at a depth of 20–
nm, i.e., it actually does lie in a subsurface layer of t
sample.

Figure 4 shows the temperature dependence of the w
of the MWA hysteresis loop of an initial YBCO supercon
ducting film and a YBCO film to which different films con
taining magnetic particles were applied. We see that
MWA hysteresis loop is wider for composite structures co
sisting of the superconductor and a nonconducting film l
on it. This indicates that there is an efficient interaction b
tween the ensemble of magnetic particles and the magn

FIG. 2. Experimentally observed microwave absorption loops of
yttrium–barium film at a temperature of 25 K.P is the power of the micro-
wave radiation absorbed by the sample.
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flux lines in the superconductor. The width of the hystere
loop increases with increasing irradiation fluence.

The pinning mechanism in such a system can be un
stood in the framework of the following model. Magnet
particles of iron forming in the SiO2 film have dimensions
lying in a range from a few nanometers to several tens

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the width of the microwave absorp
hysteresis loop of the initial Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8 sample ~1! and of a
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8 sample implanted with iron ions~2!. The experimental error
corresponds to the size of the symbols.

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the width of the microwave absorp
hysteresis loop of an initial YBa2Cu3O7 ~YBCO! sample ~1! and of
YBa2Cu3O7 samples with applied-on films in which magnetic particles ha
been formed: YBCO1(Fe– SiO2), for irradiation dosesD @ ions/cm2#: 3
31016 ~2!, 1.231017 ~3!, 1.831017 ~4!, 331017 ~5!; YBCO1 iron garnet
~6!; YBCO1piece of magnetic floppy disk~7!. The experimental error cor
responds to the size of the symbols.
is

r-

f

nanometers. These ferromagnetic formations can be rega
as elementary magnetic dipoles. The magnetic field lines
these elementary magnetic dipoles can penetrate into the
perconductor, since their magnetization is greater than
value of the first critical field. As a result, an effective inte
action will arise between the vortices in the superconduc
and the magnetic field lines of the microparticles, which a
fixed to the magnetic particle. We note that at the pres
time, theoretical papers describing the pinning mechanism
such composite structures have only begun to appear; we
cite Ref. 9 as an example.

In addition to films containing magnetic particles o
tained by ion implantation, composite structures formed
laying ‘‘continuous’’ magnetic films on a superconducto
e.g., iron garnet films and films cut from a magnetic flop
disk have also been studied~these data are also shown in Fi
4!. It turns out that in such composite structures one obse
a substantial decrease of the width of the hysteresis loo
becomes even smaller than in the superconductor itself. T
indicates the importance of the sizes of the particles and
distance between them for efficient pinning in such a syst

CONCLUSION

In summary, in this study we have investigated samp
of Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8 superconducting crystals containing
subsurface layer of magnetic particles of iron. Our measu
ments showed that the pinning potential is higher in suc
system. We observed reinforcement of the pinning in
HTSC thin film of YBCO when a thin nonconducting silico
oxide film containing magnetic microparticles of iron forme
by ion implantation was applied to its surface. We observ
an increase in the pinning potential with increasing fluen
of iron implanted in the silicon oxide. We found that ‘‘con
tinuous’’ magnetic films, in contrast, suppress the pinning
this sort of composite system. This indicates that the size
the magnetic particles and the distances between them
an effect on the pinning mechanism. The results obtai
open up new possibilities for studying the properties of p
ning by surface magnetic formations by the technique
applying to the surface of the superconductor a noncond
ing film in which an ensemble of magnetic microparticl
has been formed.

This study was performed as part of Projects N
99-02-18064 and 00-15-96615 of the Russian foundation
Basic Research. The single-crystal samples
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8 were prepared at the Institute of Experime
tal Physics IV of the Ruhr University~Bochum, Germany! in
connection with a study of the pinning effect in hydroge
doped HTSC materials. The authors thank Prof. K. Wes
holt for the samples and for discussions that stimulated
study.
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Anisotropy of the critical current and the guided motion of vortices in a stochastic
model of bianisotropic pinning. I. Theoretical model
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A planar stochastic model of bianisotropic pinning created by two different mutually orthogonal
systems of periodic ‘‘washboard’’ potentials is examined. Possible implementations of this
model, both naturally occurring and artificially created, are proposed. Unlike the stochastic model
of uniaxial anisotropic pinning by a system of parallel planes, where the critical current
density j c is actually equal to zero for all directions because the motion of vortices along the
planes is unpinned, in the proposed model an anisotropic critical current exists for all
directions. Theoretical formulas for calculating the anisotropic current-and temperature-related
depinning of vortices are interpreted in terms of two basic nonlinear temperature-
dependent resistiveXY responses, having the physical meaning of the probabilities of a vortex
overcoming theXY components of the pinning potential. ©2002 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1477358#
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1. INTRODUCTION

An important research topic in the physics of superc
ductors in the mixed state, from both the applied and th
retical standpoints, involves investigating the anisotropy
their resistive properties due to anisotropy of the pinning.1–18

The simplest example of this is uniaxial pinning anisotro
which in layered anisotropic high-Tc superconductors
~HTSCs! arises either as a consequence of their laye
structure in the form of intrinsic pinning or as a result of t
presence of a system of unidirectional~parallel! planar de-
fects ~primarily twins! in the sample. Thus the growth o
HTSC crystals based on Y, La, and Nd is accompanied by
formation of twins oriented with their plane parallel to thec
axis. The physical cause of the pinning at twins in HTSCs
the reliably established fact19 that the order parameter i
slightly suppressed at a twin. Because of this, the bound
of an isolated twin attracts vortices and pins them. Since
pinning force produced by a twin is directed perpendicula
its plane, the vortices will move preferentially in this plane
the driving force~the Lorentz force in the case of a transpo
current! has a nonzero component in the direction of t
twin. This ‘‘guided’’ motion of the vortices~which is known
as the guiding orG effect1–3,14–16! gives rise to an even~with
respect to inversionH→2H, whereH is the external mag-
netic field! contribution to the transverse~to the current!
magnetoresistivityr'

1 . In Ref. 16 for a geometry in which
Hic while the transport current densityj flows along the
crystalline layers, rather simple formulas were obtained
the longitudinal and transverse magnetoresistivit
r i ,'( j ,t,a,«) as functions ofj , the temperaturet, the angle
a between the direction of the current and the twins, and
relative fraction« of the volume occupied by twins.

From a mathematical standpoint the problem solved
2541063-777X/2002/28(4)/6/$22.00
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Ref. 16 reduces to the Fokker–Planck equation for the o
dimensional dynamics of a vortex,14,20,21since pinning is ab-
sent for motion of the vortices in the direction parallel to t
planes of the twins. Consequently, a critical current den
j c exists only for the direction strictly perpendicular to th
planes of the twins (a50); j c(a)50 for any other direction
(0,a<p/2). From a physical standpoint this is typical fo
the response of a vortex liquid.16,22 Nevertheless, measure
ments of the resistive response for a solid vortex phase
ways show7,8 that j c(a).0 for any anglesa ~althoughj c(a)
may be anisotropic!. Thus, although the model with a sing
system of unidirectional twins does have some merit, it c
not take into account the anisotropy ofj c in a solid vortex
phase.7,8

In the present paper we propose the simplest mode
which anisotropy ofj c is realized for any anglesa in the
presence of a planar pinning potential—a bianisotropic p
ning model with a composite potential formed by a super
sition of two periodic planar pinning potentials acting in m
tually perpendicular directions. The model can
implemented experimentally both in naturally occurring a
in artificially created pinning structures. For example, par
lel nanocracks perpendicular to the planes of unidirectio
twins were recently observed in YBa2Cu3O72d films ori-
ented along thec axis on NdGaO3 substrates.10 An artificial
bianisotropic pinning structure in the form of a network
narrow magnetic stripes~rather than a regular lattice of mag
netic dots! can be created by the method used in Refs. 23
24. In addition, it is possible to create different bianisotrop
pinning structures in which the naturally grown structure
parallel planar defects is combined with artificially creat
pinning structures with planar pinning potentials perpendi
lar to them. For example, in a twin-free YBCO film25 ori-
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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ented along thea axis, covered with a magnetic tape o
which a periodic signal had been recorded,26 one can study
the bianisotropic competition between the intrinsic pinni
by the layered structure of YBCO and an artificially pr
grammable magnetic pinning.

Thus, possible experimental implementations of ani
tropic pinning include pre-existing systems of unidirection
planar pinning centers or two such mutually orthogonal s
tems of unidirectional planar pinning centers—bianisotro
pinning. The first of these cases has been studied intens
both experimentally1–8 and theoretically,11–17 while the bi-
anisotropic case has as yet been little studied exp
mentally9,10 and not at all theoretically.

This paper is devoted to a study of the resistive prop
ties of a superconductor in the mixed state in the presenc
bianisotropic pinning in neglect of the Hall effect and t
anisotropy of the electronic viscosity. The resistive respo
of the system is obtained in the approximation of nonint
acting vortices in the framework of a two-dimensional s
chastic model of bianisotropic pinning on the basis of
Fokker–Planck equations. The two-dimensional bianiso
pic pinning potential, modeling two mutually orthogonal sy
tems of unidirectional planar defects, is assumed addi
and periodic in the directions of anisotropy. For such a
tential of general form we obtain formulas for the main r
sistive characteristics of the system—the longitudinal a
transverse~to the current! magnetoresistivities as function
of the current density, temperature, and the anglea specify-
ing the direction of the current density vector with respec
the anisotropy axes~see Fig. 1!. Thanks to the neglect of th
Hall effect the expressions for the magnetoresistivities
even with respect to inversion of the magnetic field directi

The most important features of the problem are the n
linear behavior of the observed magnetoresistivities as fu
tions of the transport current density and temperature and
anisotropy of the critical current due to the anisotropy of

FIG. 1. Coordinate systemxy tied to two mutually orthogonal systems o
pinning centers PC~their positions are specified by anisotropy vectorsx and
y, which are perpendicular to their planes!, and the coordinate systemx8y8
tied to the current direction~the current density vector is directed along t
0x8 axis!; a is the angle between the vectorsy andj , b is the angle between
the velocity vectorv of the vortices and the vectorj ; B is the magnetic field
vector, andFL is the Lorentz force.
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pinning. This gives rise, in a certain parameter region,
guided motion of the vortices, an effect nonlinear in bo
current and temperature wherein the vortex system has a
dency to move along the planes of the pinning centers un
the influence of pinning forces perpendicular to these plan
The main nonlinear component of the problem is the pr
ability functionn for a vortex to overcome the potential ba
rier of a planar pinning center. The behavior ofn as a func-
tion of the external force or temperature reflects t
nonlinear transition between the thermally activated fl
flow ~TAFF! and the free flux flow~FF! regimes for the
motion of vortices with respect to the corresponding syst
of planar pinning centers. For the system as a whole, dep
ing on the values of the parameters, there can be a regim
guided motion of vortices along the planes of the pinni
centers of one of the mutually orthogonal systems, a reg
of weak pinning of vortices at pinning centers~these two
types of regimes correspond to a resistive response linea
the current! and various intermediate regimes correspond
to a nonlinear transition~with respect to current! in the re-
sistive response of the system. The use of a concrete form
the bianisotropic pinning potential allows one to reduce
problem to final analytical formulas and to analyze bo
quantitatively and qualitatively all of the effects of interest
us as functions of the dimensionless parameters of the p
lem.

The topical problem that is considered theoretically
the first time has to do with the study of the polar diagra
of the total magnetoresistivityr~a!. The motivation for fram-
ing the problem in this way comes from the possibility
measuring the anisotropic resistive response using a
called ‘‘rotating current’’ experimental scheme, which w
recently implemented in Refs. 7 and 8 in a study of t
vortex dynamics in YBa2Cu3O72d crystals containing a sys
tem of unidirectional twins. In this paper we present a the
retical analysis of the polar diagrams of the magnetoresis
ity r~a! in the general nonlinear case. The characteristic fo
of the current dependence and temperature dependenc
r~a! due to the evolution of the vortex dynamics with chan
ing anglea can be analyzed qualitatively and quantitative
with the aid of the diagram of the dynamic states of t
vortex system on the (j x , j y) plane, which gives a clea
connection between the anisotropy of the critical current a
the guided motion of the vortices along pinning planes.

Thus in the framework of the stochastic model of b
anisotropic pinning considered here, one can study the
isotropy of the critical currents of the system and the non
ear G effect and to establish directly the interrelationship
these aspects of the vortex dynamics and the resistive p
erties of the system. We also note that the stochastic m
of bianisotropic pinning used here is a generalization of
model of uniaxial anisotropic pinning used previously16

since in the latter the only one system of unidirectional p
nar pinning centers was considered as a source of pinn
this situation corresponds to having one of the compone
of the general bianisotropic form of the pinning potent
equal to zero. Here we set forth a theoretical model for
stated problem. In Sec. 2 we set forth a two-dimensio
stochastic model of bianisotropic pinning based on
Fokker–Planck equations and obtain expressions for the
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erage velocity of the vortex system in the framework of t
model. In Sec. 3 we obtain formulas in general form for t
nonlinear conductivity and resistivity tensors and the m
observable characteristics of the system—the longitud
and transverse~to the current! magnetoresistivities. In Sec.
the general form of the bianisotropic pinning potential
particularized to some possible experimental implemen
tions, exact particular expressions for the probability fun
tions nx and ny are discussed, and the critical currents a
saturation currents are introduced for the entire region
anglesa, including, in particular, the principal~basis! critical
currents and saturation currents along the directions of
isotropy of the pinning in the system.

2. FOKKER–PLANCK METHOD IN THE MODEL OF
BIANISOTROPIC PINNING

We consider the problem of the dynamics of vortices
a two-dimensional superconducting sample~film, thin layer!
in the presence of bianisotropic pinning. By ‘‘bianisotropi
we mean pinning created by two orthogonal systems of
nar, unidirectional, equally spaced pinning centers, in gen
with different concentrations of pinning centers and forms
pinning potentials in these systems. The preferred~basis! di-
rections along which the pinning forces are exerted by
corresponding systems of pinning centers are character
by pinning anisotropy vectorsx andy ~see Fig. 1!. The two-
dimensional pinning potential of such a system of pla
defects is assumed additive and periodic in the anisotr
directions, i.e.,

Up~x,y!5Upa~x!1Upb~y!, ~1!

whereUpa(x)5Upa(x1a) andUpb(y)5Upb(y1b); a and
b are constant periods.

The resistive properties of the superconductor are c
sidered in neglect of the Hall effect. With such an assum
tion the problem simplifies substantially and it becomes p
sible to directly assess the role of the guided motion effe
for vortices in the presence of bianisotropic pinning in t
general nonlinear case.

The Langevin equation for a vortex moving with velo
ity v in a magnetic fieldB5nB ~whereB[uBu, n5nz, z is
a unit vector along thez axis, andn561! has the form14–18

hv5FL1Fp1Fth , ~2!

where FL5n(F0 /c) j3z is the Lorentz force~F0 is the
magnetic flux quantum,c is the speed of light, andj is the
current density!; Fp52¹Up is the pinning force~Up is the
pinning potential!; Fth is the force of thermal fluctuations
and h is the electronic viscosity constant. The fluctuation
forceFth(t) is Gaussian white noise, the stochastic proper
of which are given by the relations

^F th,i~ t !&50, ^F th,i~ t !F th,j~ t8!&52T̃hd i j d~ t2t8!,
~3!

where T̃ is the temperature in energy units. Using relati
~3!, we can reduce Eq.~2! to a system of Fokker–Planc
equations:

hS5~FL1Fp!P2T̃¹P, ~4!
n
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]P

]t
52¹S, ~5!

where P(r ,t) is the probability density for a vortex to b
located at the pointr5(x,y) at time t, and S(r ,t)
[P(r ,t)v(r ,t) is the flux density of the vortex probability
By definition the average velocity of the vortices is

^v&5
**Sd2r

**Pd2r
. ~6!

In the steady-state case, Eq.~4! for the functionsP
5P(x,y) and S5(Sx(x,y),Sy(x,y)) reduces to the equa
tions

H hSx5FxP2T̃~]P/]x!

hSy5FyP2T̃~]P/]y!
, ~7!

where Fx5FLx2dUpa /dx and Fy5FLy2dUpb /dy. The
condition of stationarity for Eq.~5! leads to the equation

]Sx /]x1]Sy /]y50. ~8!

In view of the additivity of the pinning potential the
probability density function for the location of vortices ca
be written in the factorized formP(x,y)5Pa(x)Pb(y). In-
troducing the notation

H ax[FxPa2T̃~dPa /dx!

by[FyPb2T̃~]Pb /dy!
~9!

and using formulas~7! and ~8!, we obtain the equation
Pbdax /dx52Padby /dy. Its integration with respect tox
and y with allowance for the positivity of the functionsax

andby givesax5a05const,by5b05const. Then from Eq.
~9! we find the functionsPa(x) and Pb(y); their integrals
~which give the quantitiesa0 and b0! in the corresponding
periods of the potential have the values

E
0

a

Pa~x!dx5aa0 / ñx~FLx!,

E
0

b

Pb~y!dy5bb0 / ṽy~FLy!, ~10!

where

1/ñ i~F ![1/~Fn i~F !!5$ l T̃@12exp~2Fl /T̃!#%21

3E
0

l

dx exp~2Fx/T̃!

3E
0

l

dx8 exp$@Upl~x1x8!2Upl~x8!#/T̃%.

~11!

Herei 5x,y, l 5a,b, and the functionn i(T) has the physical
meaning of the probability of vortices overcoming the pote
tial barriers of the pinning centers in thex andy directions
under the influence of an effective forceF ~see Ref. 16 for
more detail!. As a result, using formulas~10! and ~11! we
obtain, according to formula~6!, the following expressions
for the components of the average velocity of a vortex:

^yx&5 ñx~FLx!/h, ^yy&5 ñy~FLy!/h. ~12!
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3. NONLINEAR CONDUCTIVITY AND RESISTIVITY
TENSORS AND THE OBSERVABLE RESISTIVE
CHARACTERISTICS—THE LONGITUDINAL AND
TRANSVERSE MAGNETORESISTIVITIES r ¸ AND r�

The average electric field induced by the moving vor
system is given by

E5~1/c!B3^v&5n~B/c!~2^yy&x1^yx&y!. ~13!

From formulas~12! and ~13! we find the magnetoresis
tivity tensor r̂ ~having components measured in units of t
flux-flow resistivity r f[(F0B/hc2)) for the nonlinear
Ohm’s lawE5 p̂( j) j:

r̂5S rxx rxy

ryx ryy
D 5S ny~FLy! 0

0 nx~FLx!
D , ~14!

whereFLx andFLy are the external force components acti
along the vectorsx andy, respectively. As we see from Eq
~14!, an obvious consequence of the neglect of the Hall
fect is the vanishing of the off-diagonal components of
tensorr̂. The diagonal components of the tensorr̂ are func-
tions of the current densityj , temperatureT̃, and anglea.

The conductivity tensorŝ ~the components of which ar
measured in units of 1/r f!, which is the inverse of the tenso
r̂, has the form

ŝ5S sxx sxy

syx syy
D 5S ny~FLy!21 0

0 nx~FLx!
21D . ~15!

The experimentally measurable values refer to a coo
nate system tied to the current~see Fig. 1!. The longitudinal
and transverse~with respect to the direction of the curren!
components of the electric field,Ei andE' , are related toEx

andEy by the simple expressions

H Ei5Ex sina1Ey cosa,
E'52Ex cosa1Ey sina . ~16!

Consequently, according to~16!, the expressions for the
experimentally observable longitudinal and transverse~with
respect to the current! components of the magnetoresistivit
r i5Ei / j andr'5E' / j , have the form:

H r i5rxx sin2 a1ryy cos2 a,
r'5~ryy2rxx!sina cosa . ~17!

Formulas~17! are written formally in a manner analogous
the linear case,11 but with the important difference that in th
nonlinear case both of the diagonal components of the re
tivity tensor, which are in general different, depend not o
on the the current density and temperature but also on
anglea ~and also, as will be seen below, on the respec
concentrations of pinning centers!: rxx5ny(FLy ,T̃), ryy

5nx(FLx ,T̃).
The dimensionless functionsnx(FLx ,T̃) and ny(FLyT̃)

in the casesFLx→0, FLy→0 are the same as the analogo
quantities introduced in Ref. 14, and one of them, v
nx(FLx ,T̃), in view of the asymmetry of the problem o
vortex dynamics in the presence of a uniaxial anisotro
pinning, was originally used in Ref. 16 for describing t
dynamics of the vortices over the entire interval of the c
responding external force component perpendicular to
pinning center~and, hence, in the entire interval of curre
x
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densities!. They have the physical meaning of the probabil
of a vortex overcoming the potential barriersU0x and U0y

~their characteristic value is denotedU0 and the indicesx
andy will be dropped, since the analysis will pertain equa
to the functionsnx andny!. This can be seen by considerin
the limiting cases of high (T̃@U0) and low (T̃!U0) tem-
peratures. In the case of high temperatures one hasn'1, and
expressions~11! correspond to the regime of free flux flow
~the FF regime!. Indeed, in this case the effect of pinning ca
be neglected. In the case of low temperatures,n is a function
of the current density. At high currents (Fa@U0) the poten-
tial barrier vanishes,n'1, and the FF regime is again rea
ized. In low currents (Fa!U0) one hasn} exp(2U0 /T̃),
which corresponds to the TAFF regime.19 The transition
from the TAFF to the FF regime is due to a lowering of t
potential barrier with increasing current. In Ref. 16 it
shown that for a periodic potential having the property
evenness (Up(2x)5Up(x)), the functionn(F) is even with
respect toF, i.e., n(2F)5n(F).

We know that it is generally necessary to separate
magnetoresistivity components which are even and odd
the magnetic field. Clearly, as a consequence of our hav
neglected the Hall effect the components which are odd w
respect to the magnetic field,r i

2 and r'
2 , are identically

equal to zero. The magnetoresistivity components which
even with respect to the magnetic field and longitudinal (r i

1)
and transverse (r'

1) with respect to the current are direct
measurable quantities. From formulas~14! and ~17! we ob-
tain for them the following expressions:

H r i
1[r i5ny~FLy!sin2 a1nx~FLx!cos2 a

r'
1[r'5@nx~FLx!2ny~FLy!#sina cosa

. ~18!

We introduce theX and Y geometries, in whichj ix(a
5p/2) and j iy(a50). In both cases only longitudina
magnetoresistivities exist,r i

x( j ,T̃)5rxx5ny( j ,T̃), r i
y( j ,T̃)

5ryy5nx( j ,T̃), while r'
x 5r'

y [0. Thus, measurements o
the longitudinal magnetoresistivities in theXY geometries,
corresponding to the diagonal components of the magnet
sistivity tensor, will yield the current dependence and te
perature dependence of the functionsnx,y , which are the
main nonlinear components of the problem. Knowledge
the dependencesr i

x,y( j ,T̃) is sufficient for obtaining the re-
sistivitiesr i ,'( j ,T̃) at arbitrary anglesa, since the functions
nx,y appearing in formula~18! can be written asnx( j y ,T̃)
5r i

y( j y ,T̃) andny( j x ,T̃)5r i
x( j x ,T̃).

We note that the probability functionsnx and ny are
inversely proportional to the effective nonlinear pinning v
cosities introduced in Ref. 12, where a phenomenolog
approach was developed. In regions of nonlinearity of
functionsnx andny with respect to current and temperatu
~or, in other words, in regions of nonlinearity of the pinnin
viscosities! a pronounced nonlinearity can appear in the c
rent dependence and temperature dependence of the m
toresistivities~18!, and, on account of the anisotropy of th
pinning viscosity, a nonlinear G effect with respect to bo
current and temperature can appear in the dynamics of
vortex system. In the nonlinear case the functionsnx,y cor-
respond to a smoothed steplike resistive transition~see be-
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low!, and the resistivitiesr i ,'( j ,T̃) are combinations of the
corresponding functions. We see from formula~18! that the
magnetoresistivityr i is always positive, while the sign ofr'

can vary.
We also note that, in contrast to the anisotropic pinn

with asymmetricxy dynamics,16 in the case of bianisotropic
pinning thex andy directions are symmetric in the sense th
now they are, in principle, equivalent.

4. DISCUSSION OF THE MODEL AND ANALYSIS OF THE
NONLINEAR BEHAVIOR OF THE PROBABILITIES
nx ,y „ j ,t,a,p ,«,K …

OF OVERCOMING PERIODIC PINNING
POTENTIALS

The nonlinear properties of the magnetoresistivity ten
r̂, as is seen from formula~14!, are completely determine
by the behavior of the functionsnx(FLx ,T̃) andny(FLy ,T̃),
which, according to formulas~11!, depend on the form of the
pinning potential. We particularize this potential to HTSCs
the YBaCuO type, for which the experimental realizations
the anisotropic pinning centers might be twins, nanocrac
or gaps between planes of the layered superconductor.1,10,18

For each of these cases the order parameter is depress
the region of the pinning center, and, consequently, it is
ergetically favorable for the vortices to be localized in th
region.

Our analysis of the resistive properties is done on
basis of pinning potentials of the following form~Fig. 2!:

Upa5H 2Fpxx, 0<x<d

Fpx~x22d!, d<x<2d

0, 2d<x<a

,

~19!

Upb5H 2Fpyy, 0<y<d

Fpy~y22d!, d<y<2d

0, 2d<y<b,

,

whereU0x andU0y are the depths of the potential wells
the pinning potentials, andFpx5U0x /d, Fpy5U0y /d are the
pinning forces at the pinning centers along the directions
the vectorsx andy, respectively. The regions of the pinnin

FIG. 2. Pinning potentials of two mutually orthogonal systems of pinn
centersUpi(j i), i 5x,y, j i↔ i , U0i are the depths of the potential wells o
the pinning centers,pi are the periods of the respective potentials, and 2d is
the width of the potential wells of both potentials. The concentration
pinning centers of each system is specified by the parameter« i52d/pi .
g

t

r

f
f
s,

d in
-

e

f

centers in potentials~19! correspond to wells of width 2d,
and the regions between pinning centers, to zero pinn
potential. As parameters characterizing the concentratio
pinning centers, we use the quantities«x52d/a and «y

52d/b ~more precisely, these are the fractions of the volu
occupied by the pinning centers!.

Substituting potentials~19! into formulas ~11! for the
probability functionsnx andny for a vortex to overcome the
potential barriers of the pinning centers, we obtain t
expression16

n~ f ,t,«!5
2 f ~ f 221!2

2 f ~ f 221!~ f 2211«!2«tG
, ~20!

where

G5@~3 f 211!cosh~ f /~t«!!1~ f 221!cosh~ f ~1

22«!/~t«!!22 f ~ f 21!cosh~ f ~12«!/~t«!

2~1/t!!22 f ~ f 11!cosh~ f ~12«!/t«!

1~1/t!#/sinh~ f /~t«!!.

Here and below we have for the time being dropped
indicesx andy from the physical quantities pertaining to th
pinning potentialsUpa andUpb , and formula~20! describes
equally the pinning on both potentials~i.e., the indices are
understood!. Dimensionless quantities have been introduc
for convenience of qualitative analysis of the formulas.

In formula~20! the effective external forceF acting on a
vortex in the direction perpendicular to the pinning cen
and causing the vortices to overcome the potential barrier
the pinning center~slipping! is characterized by the dimen
sionless parameterf 5Fd/U0 , which specifies its ratio to the
pinning forceFp5U0 /d, while the temperature is characte
ized by the dimensionless parametert5T̃/U0 . The effect of
the external forceF acting on the vortices consists in a low
ering of the potential barrier for vortices localized at pinni
centers and, hence, an increase in their probability of esc
from them. Increasing the temperature also leads to an
crease in the probability of escape of the vortices from
pinning centers through an increase in the energy of ther
fluctuations of the vortices. Thus the pinning potential o
pinning center, which forF,T̃→0 leads to localization of the
vortices, can be suppressed by both an external force an
temperature.

A quantitative and qualitative analysis of the behavior
n( f ,t,«) as a function of all the parameters and
asymptotic behavior as a function of each are describe
detail in Ref. 16. We will pay particular attention only to th
typical curves ofn( f ,t,«) as a function of the parametersf
and t, which describe the nonlinear dynamics of the vort
system as a function of the external force acting on the v
tices in the direction perpendicular to the pinning center a
as a function of temperature~see Figs. 4 and 5 in Ref. 16!.
As we see from those figures, the form of then( f ) andn~t!
curves is determined by the values of the fixed parametet
and f . The monotonically increasing functionn( f ) reflects
the nonlinear transition of the vortex motion from the TAF
to the FF regime with increasing external force at low te
peratures (T̃!U0), while at high temperatures (T̃>U0) the
FF regime is realized in the entire range of variation of t

f
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external force, at small forces because of the effect of th
mal fluctuations on the vortices. The monotonically incre
ing functionn~t! reflects the nonlinear transition from a d
namical state corresponding to the value of the external fo
at zero temperature to the FF saturation regime. The cha
ter of the transition from the TAFF to the FF regime on t
n( f ) andn~t! curves is substantially different. With increa
ing t the function n( f ) shifts leftward and becomes les
steep~see Fig. 4 of Ref. 16!. That is, the higher the tempera
ture, the smoother the transition from the TAFF to the
regime and the lower the values of the external force
which it occurs. With increasingf the n~t! curve also shifts
leftward, but it becomes steeper~see Fig. 5 of Ref. 16!. Con-
sequently, the greater the suppression of the potential ba
of the pinning center by the external force, the sharper
transition from the TAFF to the FF regime and the lower t
temperatures at which it occurs. These graphs will be nee
later on when we discuss the physical interpretation of
observed resistive and G-effect-related dependences. We
note that the dependence of the probability functionn~«! on
the concentration of pinning centers decreases monotonic
from the valuen(0)[1, which corresponds to the absence
pinning centers, and that it becomes steeper with decrea
fixed parametersf and t, owing to the growth of the prob
ability density for finding the vortices at the pinning cente
with decreasing temperature and external force.

Let us now turn to the dimensionless parameters
which one can in the general case take into account the
ference of the potentialsUpa andUpb—specifically, the dif-
ference of their periodsa, b and the potential well depth
Ux0 , Uy0 . We introduce some new parameters:«
5(«x«y)

1/2 is the average concentration of pinning cente
U05(Ux0Uy0)1/2 is the average depth of the potential we
k5(«y /«x)

1/25(a/b)1/2, and p5(Ux0 /Uy0)1/2, where the
parametersk and p are measures of the correspondi
anisotropies. The temperature will be characterized by a
parametert5T̃/U0 , which specifies the ratio of the energ
of thermal fluctuations of the vortices to the average pot
tial well depthU0 . The current density will be measured
units of j c5cU0 /(F0d). Then the dimensionless paramete
f x and f y , which specify the ratio of the external force
perpendicular to the pinning centers,FLx and FLy , to the
pinning forcesFpx5U0x /d andFpy5U0y /d ~nx,y are even
functions of their respective arguments!, have the formf x

5FLx /Fpx5p21 j cosa and f y5FLy /Fpy52p j sina. The
values of the external forceF5Fpx andF5Fpy at which the
heights of the potential barriers of potentialsUpa and Upb

vanish atT̃50 correspond to the dimensionless critical cu
rents j c

x(a)51/(p sina) and j c
y(a)5p/cosa. In the general

case of nonzero temperature the critical currentsj c
x(a) and

j y(a) correspond, at a specified anglea, to the change in the
vortex dynamics from the TAFF regime to a nonlinear
gime with respect to the systems of pinning centers w
pinning anisotropy vectorsx andy. The condition that deter
mines the temperature region in which the concept of crit
currents is physically meaningful is 0,T̃!U0 ~for T̃>U0

the transition from the TAFF to the nonlinear regime
smeared, and the concept of critical current loses phys
meaning!.

Let us also determine the principal critical curren
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~along the pinning anisotropy vectorsx and y!, which are
given by j c

x[ j c
x(p/2)5p21, j c

y[ j c
y(0)5p ~for T̃50!. In

analogy to the critical currentsj c
x(a) and j c

y(a) we introduce
the saturation currentsj s

x(a) and j s
y(a) at which the nonlin-

ear regimes of the vortex dynamics goes over to the FF
gime at the respective systems of pinning centers~j s

x

5 j s
x(p/2), j s

y5 j s
y(0) are the principal saturation curren

along the pinning anisotropy vectorsx and y, and j s
x(a)

5 j s
x/sina, j s

y(a)5 j s
y/cosa).

The main observable effects of the model investiga
here are considered in Part II of this paper. A comprehens
study of the nonlinear G effect is made, and the observa
magnetoresistivitiesr i andr' are analyzed in the framewor
of this model. The polar diagramsr(a) of the total magne-
toresistivity of the sample are investigated, and the m
conclusions of the two Parts of the paper are stated.

*E-mail: Valerij.A.Shklovskij@univer.kharkov.ua
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For the first time we present direct evidence for superconductivity in the ternary magnetic
compound YFe4Al8 with the ThMn12 type structure, found via point-contact~PC! experiments on
contacts between a silver needle and single-crystal YFe4Al8 , which reveal a distinct Andreev-
reflection current. The spectra measured prove the existence of a normal–superconducting interface
and exhibit a triangular-like shape in the vicinity of zero bias voltage, implying an
unconventional type of superconductivity. The derived dependences of the order parameter versus
temperatureD(T) and magnetic fieldD(H) are presented.D(T) follows BCS theory,
whereasD(H) does not satisfy any theoretical predictions. In some cases there exists noticeable
superconductivity enhancement by a weak magnetic field. The data obtained imply a very
inhomogeneous distribution of superconductivity over the sample volume in spite of its single-
crystal structure. We assume that the reason is associated with inherent magnetic
inhomogeneities of this material. The highest values for the critical temperatureTc , upper
critical magnetic fieldHc2 , and ratio 2D(0)/kTc are 7.4 K, 5 T, and 7.2, respectively. ©2002
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1477359#
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So far many materials have been discovered in wh
superconductivity and magnetism coexist in a wide tempe
ture range. Among them, for example, are the ternary Ch
rel phase and related systems,1 borocarbide and boronitride
compounds,2 and the ruthenate cuprate family.3 In this work
we give, for the first time, direct evidence for the existen
of superconductivity in the rare-earth ternary magnetic co
pound YFe4Al8 in an Andreev-reflection experiment.

The family of ternary magnetic compounds ReM4Al8

~Re is a rare earth, M is a transition metal! with the ThMn12

type structure has been known for about two decades,
their physical properties have been investiga
extensively.4–6 However, weak signs of superconductivity
2601063-777X/2002/28(4)/3/$22.00
h
a-
v-

e
-

nd
d

some of the compounds belonging to this family were d
covered only recently in radio-frequency impedance and h
capacity experiments.7,8 This is very surprising, because th
compounds of this type have a complicated magnetic st
ture and their magnetic ordering is far from a complete
compensated antiferromagnetic~AFM! order, for which su-
perconductivity may coexist with magnetism. For com
pounds with a nonmagnetic Re element, like YFe4Al8 , the
incommensurate AFM structure consists of Fe moments
the ~001! plane forming a rotating spiral structure. Besides
migration of Fe atoms can create locally a noticeable exc
of magnetic moments leading to the formation of a ferrima
netic state or a spin-glass state.4–6 These factors give rise to
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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significant uncompensated magnetic moments which in g
eral prevent the possible occurrence of superconductivit
such systems.

For a more direct proof of superconductivity
YFe4Al8 , we have undertaken an Andreev-reflection stu
using pressure-type point contacts~PC!. As is well known,
the Andreev reflection of the quasiparticles, passing
normal-metal/superconductor interface, leads to the lowe
of the contact resistance for an applied voltage smaller t
the superconducting order parameterD ~i.e., eV,D!.9 The
measurements of the PC differential resistance charact
tics, dV/dI(V), were performed on contacts of the need
anvil geometry with a silver needle as the normal electro
and freshly fractured surfaces of the YFe4Al8 single crystal
as the superconducting counterelectrode. The contact s
varied within 10–100 nm. The standard modulation te
niques were used for the registration ofdV/dI(V) character-
istics.

In some parts of fractured Y-compound surfaces~about
5%!, we have found evident signatures of superconductiv
In Figs. 1 and 2 we present the typical spectra measu
respectively, at different temperatures and magnetic fie
which can be seen as the first direct evidence for super
ductivity in this material. As one can see in Fig. 1, the we
zero-bias minimum, arising first on the 6.8 K curve a
growing in amplitude with decreasing temperature, is a cl
sign of probing the superconducting area. The relativ
small reduction ofdV/dI(V) nearV50 implies that only a
small part of the PC area goes to the superconducting s
Meanwhile, in some cases this reduction could reach ab
30%, which indicates a very nonuniform distribution of s
perconductivity over the sample volume. It is seen that
triangular shape of thedV/dI(V) minimum observed in the
vicinity of zero voltage deviates strongly from the standa
shape, i.e., that expected from BTK9 theory for contacts with

FIG. 1. dV/dI(V) spectra at the different indicated temperatures for a po
contact between an Ag needle and YFe4Al8 single crystal with normal con-
tact resistanceRn527V. For clarity the curves are shifted vertically. Th
zero-bias structure disappears at a critical temperatureTc56.84 K.
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s-wave superconductors. In the latter case, the shape of
reduction should look like a double minimum characterist
if electron scattering at theN–S boundary occurs, or should
have a flat bottom when this scattering is absent. The tr
gular shape of spectrum may be caused by a magnetic
breaking scattering intrinsic to the given compound or mig
reflect unconventional Cooper-pairing, like in UPt3 ~Ref.
10!.

All the spectra are also characterized by the promin
horn structure which is often observed in low-Ohmic co
tacts. The reason for their appearance may be associated
the fast decrease of the Andreev-reflection current neareV
5D and charge-imbalance processes. Besides, the supe
ducting clusters situated at the contact area periphery
result such horns.11 In some measurements the spectra
not symmetrical, as is seen in Figs. 1 and 2. The reason
this phenomenon is not considered in the present paper.

Because of the unusual type of spectra measured,
standard BTK9 theory for the description of the current
voltage characteristics cannot be used for finding the
values. For qualitative estimation of the order parameteD
and its temperature and magnetic dependences we defi
as the half-width of the zero-bias minimum at the half-dep
of the minimum. Apparently, the depth of this minimum al
correlates with the order parameter and reflects its temp
ture and magnetic field dependences. Therefore, we also
timated theR05Rn2Rs value, whereRn and Rs are the
resistances atV50 in the normal and superconducting state
respectively. The temperature dependencesD(T) obtained in
this manner for four series of PC spectra measured coin
well with BCS theoretical curve, as is seen from Fig. 3. T
correspondingTc are 5.85, 6.15, 6.84, and 7.40 K. The r
lated 2D(0)/kTc ratios are 3.5, 4.0, 7.2, and 5.7, respe
tively.

tFIG. 2. dV/dI(V) spectra at the different indicated magnetic fields for
point contact between an Ag needle and YFe4Al8 single crystal with normal
contact resistanceRn55 V and critical temperatureTc56.15 K. Tempera-
ture T54.2 K. For clarity the curves are shifted vertically. The zero-b
structure disappears at a critical magnetic fieldHc250.87 T.
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In Fig. 2 one can see that both the width and depth of
minimum in the differential contact resistance decrease
the applied magnetic field increases, and they gradually
appear upon approaching about 0.9 T. In contrast to the t
perature dependences, the magnetic field dependences f
the spectra measured do not follow any theoretical pre
tions. We have met two typical situations which are shown
Fig. 4. It is clearly seen that at field values higher th
H/Hc2;0.5 the experimental curves practically coincid
But at lower fields they are different. The curve represen
by open triangles demonstrates noticeable~about 20%! en-
hancement of superconductivity by a weak magnetic field
higher fields both curves deviate from the pair-breaking t
oretical prediction12 and indicate a much stronger pai
breaking influence of the field. The solid triangular poin
reflect theR0(H) dependence and correlate fairly well wi
the open triangles reflecting theD(H) dependence. Both
types of data, obtained in the same experiment, unamb

FIG. 3. The order parameter temperature dependencesD(T) at zero mag-
netic fieldH50 for four series of Ag-YFe4Al8 point contact measurement
on different areas of the YFe4Al8 single-crystal surface. The correspondin
critical temperaturesTc for different series are: 5.85 K~d!, 6.15 K~n!, 6.84
K ~h!, and 7.40 K~s!. The related 2D(0)/kTc ratios are: 3.5~d!, 4.0 ~n!,
7.2 ~h!, and 5.7~s!. The corresponding critical magnetic fieldsHc2 are: 5
T ~d!, 0.87 T~n!, 0.45 T~h!, and 0.4 T~s!. The solid line shows the BCS
theoretical prediction.

FIG. 4. The magnetic-field dependences of the order parameterD(H) at
temperatureT54.2 K for two series of Ag-YFe4Al8 point-contact measure
ments. The corresponding parametersTc , Hc2 , and 2D(0)/kTc ratios for
data marked by solid circles and open triangles are the same as in F
The solid triangles show the magnetic-field dependence of the depth o
minimum R05Rn2Rs and correlate well with the open triangles, reflectin
the D(H) estimate for the same run of measurements. The solid line sh
the pair-breaking-theory prediction of Skalskiet al.
e
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ously confirm the occurrence of the superconductivity e
hancement effect. Earlier, enhancement of superconduct
in magnetic field was detected in the magnetic superc
ductor HoNi2B2C~Ref. 13! and in high-Tc materials contain-
ing magnetic impurities.14 Probably all of these results ar
attributable to the reduction of the spin-disorder scatter
due to the spin alignment improvement in an applied we
magnetic field, as was discussed in Ref. 13. Moreover,
existence of the negative magnetoresistance in ReM4Al8

compounds in weak magnetic fields at temperatures just
fore the superconducting transition7,8 supports this sugges
tion.

It was found that the superconductivity in YFe4Al8 can
survive in rather high magnetic fields. The range ofHc2 val-
ues measured atT54.2 K lay within 0.4–5 T. The highes
value Hc255 T measured at temperatureT54.2 K for the
sample withTc55.85 K results in a coherence length
about 80 Å. We suppose that significant diversity in theTc ,
Hc2 , andD values obtained in our experiments is caused
variation of the magnetic states over the sample volume
other words, magnetic inhomogeneities are inherent for s
materials even in the single-crystal state.

In summary, we have presented the first direct evide
for the existence of superconductivity in the magnetic co
pound YFe4Al8 from measurements of Andreev reflection
point contacts of theN-S type. The anomalous shape of th
Andreev-reflection spectra could point to an unconventio
character of superconductivity in this compound or to ma
netic pair-breaking resulting in quasiparticle states within
energy gap.
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Magnetostriction of the antiferromagnet NiCl 2 in the homogeneous and multidomain
states

V. M. Kalita, A. F. Lozenko,* and P. A. Trotsenko
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Experimental data from measurements of the induced magnetostriction of the easy-plane two-
sublattice layered antiferromagnet NiCl2 in the homogeneous and multidomain states at
T54.2 K are analyzed. It is shown that the intersublattice magnetoelastic interactions are dominant
in NiCl2 . The induced magnetostriction of the crystal in the single-domain state is due to
canting of the spins of the sublattices toward the magnetic field direction. The induced
magnetostriction in the multidomain state is due to a rearrangement of the domain structure
and is independent of the small in-plane anisotropy. In both cases the values of the induced
magnetostriction are directly proportional to the square of the value of the external
magnetic field. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1477360#
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The magnetostriction of antiferromagnets~AFs! is due to
processes of rearrangement of the multidomain state, ch
ing of the orientation of the sublattice spins and of the m
nitudes of the spins upon ordering, and the action of
magnetic field. In the NiCl2 crystal the antiferromagnetic or
dering is realized at temperatures belowTN549.6 K.1 In the
antiferromagnetic state the crystal separates into doma
with the antiferromagnetic vector being uniform within a d
main and having different directions in different domain2

NiCl2 is an easy-plane two-sublattice AF with a layer
structure and a small antiferromagnetic intersublattice~inter-
layer! exchange.1 For T54.2 K the spin-flip field of the sub-
lattices in NiCl2 is 129 kOe.3

In Refs. 4 and 5 the induced magnetostriction was inv
tigated in the AF CoCl2 , the properties of which are close t
those of NiCl2 . The value of the induced magnetostriction
CoCl2 in the multidomain state is directly proportional to th
square of the external magnetic field. This result was in
preted with the use of a magnetoelastic mechanism of
multidomain state.4 The induced magnetostriction of CoC2
in the homogeneous state depends linearly on the squa
the magnetic field5 and was described in a model with ma
netoelastic interactions, written with the use of the direct
cosines of the sublattice spins.

According to the neutron-scattering data,6 the spins in
these AFs in the multidomain state are predominantly rota
by 120° in the different domains. In view of the symmetry
the crystals, the formation of this sort of multidomain sta
may be due to the presence of two sets of three twofold a
in the easy plane. The directions along the axes of one
these sets may be preferred by the spins. These prefe
directions for the spins in the easy plane are an effect of
in-plane anisotropy. In Ref. 4 the magnetostriction of CoC2

in the multidomain state was described in the approxima
of a continuous distribution of domains. In an antiferroma
netic resonance study reported in Ref. 7 it was noted that
2631063-777X/2002/28(4)/4/$22.00
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in-plane anisotropy in CoCl2 is small, and it was not taken
into consideration in a description of the field dependence
the low-frequency branch of the antiferromagnetic re
nance. According to the neutron diffraction data6 and the
domain structure proposed in Ref. 8, the effect of the
aplane anisotropy cannot be ruled out.

In this paper we present and analyze observations of
induced magnetostriction of NiCl2 in multidomain and ho-
mogeneous states in external magnetic fields up to 60 kO
T54.2 K. In analyzing the magnetostriction of the AF in th
multidomain state the effect of a small in-plane anisotro
was examined; it was found that such an anisotropy co
not affect the average value of the magnetostriction by ac
on the distribution of the domains but left it independent
the magnetic field direction in the easy plane.

EXPERIMENTAL DEPENDENCE OF THE
MAGNETOSTRICTION ON THE VALUE OF THE MAGNETIC
FIELD

To eliminate the influence of the remanent striction,9 we
shall analyze the data from measurements of the indu
magnetostriction of NiCl2 during the first imposition of the
magnetic fieldH. Figure 1 shows the relative elongation
D l / l of the crystal alongH. The magnetic field was oriente
in the easy plane. In fields up to 10 kOe one is dealing w
the magnetostriction of the multidomain state, and at hig
fields, with the magnetostriction of the homogeneous sta

Figure 2 shows the dependence of NiCl2 in the magne-
tostriction of the multidomain state of on the square of t
external magnetic fieldH2. In the multidomain state the
magnetostriction is directly proportional toH2. This depen-
dence, as in the case of the CoCl2 crystal,4 can be repre-
sented in the form:
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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«5«s

H2

Hd
2 , ~1!

whereHd
2 is a parameter having the valueHd

2'13 kOe2. A
plot of relation~1! is shown by the solid line in Fig. 2.

The dependence of the magnetostriction of NiCl2 on H2

in the homogeneous state is presented in Fig. 3. The ma
tostriction of the AF in the homogeneous state is descri
by the expression

«5«s@12j~H/H f f !
2#, ~2!

wherej is an experimentally determined parameter hav
the value'0.3, andH f f is the spin-flip field of the sublat
tices. A plot of relation~2! is shown by the solid line in Fig
3. The parameter«s in Eqs.~1! and~2! is equal to the spon
taneous anisotropic magnetostriction in the homogene
state atH50, which is determined by extrapolating th
«(H2) curve in the homogeneous state toH→0.

INDUCED STRICTION OF THE CRYSTAL IN THE SINGLE-
DOMAIN STATE

In describing the induced magnetostriction of the hom
geneous state we specify the magnetoelastic contributio
the energy with the aid of the direction cosines of the s
lattice spins.5 We limit consideration to the planar problem

FIG. 1. Field dependence of the relative elongation of the NiCl2 crystal,
measured atT54.2 K along the magnetic field, which was oriented in t
easy plane.

FIG. 2. Induced magnetostriction of NiCl2 in the multidomain state versu
the square of the magnetic field.
e-
d
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-

The equilibrium striction is determined by minimizing th
sum of the magnetoelastic and elastic contributions to
energy:

E5(
ab

gab~naxnbx2naynby!~Uxx2Uyy!

1(
ab

lab~naxnby1nbxnay!Uxy1(
ab

dab~nax
2

1nay
2 !~Uxx1Uyy!1

1

2
C11~Uxx

2 1Uyy
2 !1C12UxxUyy

1~C112C12!Uxy
2 , ~3!

wherea,b51,2 is the number of the sublattice,a>b; g, l,
and d are magnetoelastic interaction parameters;nax , hay

andnbx , nby are the direction cosines of the sublattice sp
vectorss1 ands2 , respectively. Thex andy axes are oriented
in the easy plane. The first and second terms in~3! describe
the anisotropic magnetoelastic interaction, and the third te
describes the isotropic interaction in the layer. Fora5b the
parametersg, l, andd specify the intralayer magnetoelasti
ity. When aÞb one is talking about the interlayer~intersu-
blattice! magnetoelasticity. In Eq.~3! the small in-plane an-
isotropy is not taken into account.

In a single-domain stateL'H, and the spins of the sub
lattices are symmetric with respect to the magnetic field
rection. The spin vectorss1 ands2 are at an anglew to H, the
value of this angle being specified by the relation cow
5H/Hff ~Ref. 10!. From Eq.~3! we obtain an expression fo
the strainUyy whenH is oriented along they or x axis:

Uyy~Hiy,x!5A07A121~Ar6A11!F122S H

H f f
D 2G , ~4!

where we have adopted the notation

A052
2d11

C111C12
, Ar5

d12

C111C12
,

A125
g12

C112C12
, A115

2g11

C112C12
. ~5!

In Eq. ~4! the upper sign corresponds to orientation ofH
along they axis, the lower sign to orientation alongx. The
terms containingA12 and A11 describe anisotropic striction

FIG. 3. Induced magnetostriction of the NiCl2 crystal in the single-domain
state versus the square of the magnetic field.
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that depends on the direction ofH. It changes sign when th
field direction changes from thex axis to they axis. The
contribution to the spontaneous striction fromAr andA0 is
isotropic. It follows from a comparison of~4! with the ex-
perimental magnetostriction curves forH applied alongx
and then alongy ~Ref. 9! that the contribution to the magne
tostriction from the terms containingAr and A0 can be ne-
glected in NiCl2 . Then the expression for the striction in th
homogeneous state can be written in the form

Uyy57~A122A11!F11
2A11

A122A11
S H

H f f
D 2G . ~6!

Comparing~6! with ~2!, we find that«s5A122A11 and j
52A11/(A122A11). The modulusuA11u is less thanA12, so
that uA11u'0.13A12, and we haveA12.0 and A11,0. In
NiCl2 the main contribution to the induced magnetostricti
is given by the intersublattice magnetoelasticity, wherea
CoCl2 ~Ref. 5! the main contribution is from the intrasubla
tice magnetoelasticity.

INDUCED STRICTION OF THE CRYSTAL IN THE
MULTIDOMAIN STATE

We give a description of the induced magnetostriction
an AF in the multidomain state in accordance with the mi
mum free energy principle developed in Ref. 11, accord
to which the equilibrium multidomain state should corr
spond to a minimum of the free energy of the crystal. As
Ref. 4, we shall assume that the distribution of the doma
is continuous. We find an expression for the free energy
the multidomain state, which we present in the form of a s
of the contributions from the reaction of the spin system
the introduction of a field with allowance for the in-plan
anisotropy and the term characterizing the contribution to
free energy from the source of the multidomain characte

The spin energy per unit cell of a domain is written
the form of a sum of the intersublattice exchange, the
plane anisotropy, and the Zeeman term:

e5zI12s1s21AL6 cos 6u2H•~s11s2!, ~8!

wheres1 ands2 are the sublattice spins,z is the number of
nearest neighbors,I 12 is the intersublattice exchange co
stant, L is the modulus of the antiferromagnetic vectorL
5s12s2 , A is the anisotropy constant,u is the angle be-
tween L and the crystallographic axis, which in Fig. 4
indicated by a dotted line. We write the angleu in the form
u5p/21c2w, where c is the angle betweenH and the
anisotropy axis, andw is the angle betweenH and the mag-
netization vectorM5s11s2 . Assuming that the moduli o
the vectorss1 and s2 are identical (s5us1u5us2u), that the
angles betweens1 andM ands2 andM are equal tob, and
that the vectorM is perpendicular toL , we write the energy
~8! in the form

e5zI12s
2~2 cos2 b21!2AL6 cos 6~w2c!

22Hs cosb cosw. ~9!

By minimizing ~9! with respect tob, we determine the en
ergy of a domain with orientationw:
in

f
-
g

s
f

o

e

-

e52
H2 cos2 w

2zI12
2AL6 cos 6~w2c!. ~10!

Taking ~10! into account, we write the spin energy of the A
in the multidomain state in the form:

E52
V

V0
(

i
PiFH2 cos2 w i

2zI12
1AL6 cos 6~w i2c!G , ~11!

whereV andV0 are the volume of the crystal and the volum
of the unit cell. In Eq.~11! the summation is over domain
with different orientation anglesw i , the probability of which
is denoted byPi , wherePi5Vi /V, whereVi is the volume
of domains of this orientation. The spin energy~11! can be
written as an integral overw:

E52
1

p

V

V0
E

2p/2

p/2 H p~w!FH2 cos2 w

2zI12

1AL6 cos 6~w2c!G J dw, ~12!

wherep(w) is the density of the distribution of the domain
The expression for the free energy is written in the fo

a sum of the spin energyE and the contribution from the
source of the multidomain character,4

F5
1

p

V

V0
E

2p/2

p/2 Fp~w!S H2 cos2 w

2zI12
1AL6 cos 6~w2c! D

1 f ~p~w!!Gdw, ~13!

wheref specifies the contribution to the free energy from t
source of the multidomain character.

At H50 and in the absence of anisotropy the doma
are distributed equiprobably.4 At low fields we introduce the

FIG. 4. Orientations of the sublattice spinss1 and s2 , the magnetization
vectorM , and the antiferromagnetic vectorL relative to the magnetic field
H.
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small deviationDp(w) from the equiprobable domain distr
bution: p(w)511Dp(w). With this deviation, Eq.~13!
takes the form

F5
1

p

V

V0
E

2p/2

p/2 H 2Dp~w!FH2 cos2 w

2zI12
1AL6

3cos 6~w2c!G1
1

2
h~Dp~w!!2J dw, ~14!

whereh is a positive parameter equal to the second der
tive h5d2f /dp2 evaluated atp51. In view of ~13! and~14!,
anisotropy is not a necessary condition for the formation o
multidomain state. It is treated as an additional condit
under which a rearrangement of the multidomain state
curs. By minimizingF, we find an expression for the densi
of the domain distribution forHÞ0:

p~w!511
H2

2zI12h
S cos2 w2

1

2D
1

AL6

h S cos 6~w2c!1
sin 6c

3p D . ~15!

The in-plane anisotropy and the external magnetic field l
to anisotropy of the domain distribution. ForH50 the prob-
ability density has the form

p~w!511
AL6

h
cos 6w. ~16!

Such anisotropy in the distribution of domains atH50
agrees with the data of neutron-diffraction observations.6

The rearrangement of the domain structure occurs
fields for which the contribution to the striction of a doma
from the canting of the spins toward the field can be
glected. In this case the relative elongation« along H of a
domain withL not perpendicular toH in a multidomain state
is given by

«5«s~cos2 w2sin2 w!5«s cos 2w. ~17!

Averaging ~17!, we determine the average magnetostrict
of the AF in the multidomain state:

«̄5
1

p E
2p/2

p/2

«s cos 2wp~w!dw. ~18!

Substituting into~18! the expression for the probability den
sity ~15!, we obtain an expression for the average magne
striction of the crystal along the fieldH as a function of the
field strength:

«̄5«s

H2

8zI12h
. ~19!

In the rearrangement of the multidomain state the magn
striction is directly proportional to the square of the appli
-

a
n
c-

d

at

-

n

o-

o-

field, in agreement with the experimental data presented
Fig. 2. The value of the magnetostriction~19! does not de-
pend on the value of the anglec, i.e., it is independent of the
field orientation in the easy plane and of the value of
in-plane anisotropy.

CONCLUSION

The experimental relations~1! and ~2! for the induced
magnetostriction of the NiCl2 crystal as a function of mag
netic field are similar to those for the CoCl2 crystal.4,5 In the
uniform region the induced magnetostriction of both cryst
is determined by the orientation of the sublattice spins. T
similarity of the magnetostriction in the crystals NiCl2 and
CoCl2 upon rearrangement of the multidomain state is
dicative of a common nature of the multidomain character
these crystals.

Because of the in-plane anisotropy the domain distri
tion in the multidomain state is anisotropic. This agrees w
the data of neutron diffraction observations for the orien
tions of the domains. The induced magnetostriction of
crystal in the multidomain state~19! is independent of the
orientation of the field in the easy plane.
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Photoinduced magnetic linear dichroism in a YIG:Co film
O. V. Miloslavska,* Yu. N. Kharchenko, N. F. Kharchenko, and V. G. Yurko

B. Verkin Institute for Low Temperature Physics and Engineering of the National Academy of Science
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A. Stupakiewicz and A. Maziewski
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~Submitted November 12, 2001!
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The spectra of linear dichroism induced by a magnetic field are observed in a cobalt-doped
yttrium iron garnet~YIG:Co! film grown in the ~001! plane. The linear dichroism spectra are
highly sensitive to the orientation of the magnetic field. The spectrum measured with the
magnetic field directed along the crystallographic axis@100# turned out to have a form identical
to the spectrum of the ‘‘rigid’’ photoinduced linear dichroism, known from earlier
experiments. The similarity of these spectra may be regarded as evidence of the magnetic origin
of the major part of the optical anisotropy induced by light with polarizationEi@100# in
the nonmagnetized YIG:Co film. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1477361#
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1. INTRODUCTION

Yttrium iron garnets Y3Fe5O12 ~YIG! doped with Co
ions are interesting and promising objects for investigati
and applications.1–6 Substitution of the isotropic Fe31 ions,
which have zero orbital moment, by strongly anisotropic
ions results in noticeable changes of the magnetic prope
of the material, including the magnetic anisotropy, magne
estriction, and the temperature behavior of the mag
tization.1,2 These substances are important as sensitive p
tomagnetic materials. Illumination of doped YIG films b
visible or near-IR light often results in changes of their ma
netic and nonmagnetic properties.3–8 The appearance o
light-induced anisotropic properties of the films is caused
the creation of highly anisotropic photosensitive cent
when certain ions with valences different from the host io
are implanted in the YIG crystal lattice.3,4 In films of yttrium
iron garnet doped with cobalt~YIG:Co!, especially strong
photoinduced changes of the magnetic anisotropy and
magnetic hysteresis loops as well as switching of the m
netic domains by light have been revealed and studied
different methods.3,5,6 The photoinduced effects in YIG:C
were stronger than in YIG crystals doped with Si atoms.4,8 In
Refs. 5 and 6 the photoinduced polarization-sensit
changes of the domain structure in epitaxial YIG:Co film
have been investigated even at room temperature.

The light-induced optical linear dichroism was also o
served in this film in Ref. 7. The spectra of linear dichrois
induced by polarized light in a nonmagnetized epitax
YIG:Co film were studied in the visible region. A dichroism
spectrum with a prominent structure has been observed
irradiating the film by light with the plane of polarizatio
along the@100# crystallographic axis of the film. No spectra
features were observed when the irradiating light was po
ized along @110#. The photoinduced dichroism spectru
could be considered as consisting of two components.
component called ‘‘soft’’ dichroism changes its sign wh
2671063-777X/2002/28(4)/3/$22.00
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the plane of polarization of the irradiating light is rotated
90°. The dichroism spectral bands, which do not change s
when the polarization axis of inducing light is rotated by 90
compose the ‘‘rigid’’ component. The bands of the ‘‘rigid
LD spectrum could be observed after irradiation by@100#- or
@010#-polarized light. The characteristic feature is the r
vealed memory phenomenon of the ‘‘rigid’’ dichroism: th
photoinduced spectrum, which vanishes on heating up to
K through a change of magnetic order, is restored again a
cooling back to 28 K without irradiation. The authors of Re
7 supposed that the ‘‘rigid’’ dichroism is a result of th
photoinduced reorientation of the magnetic moments of
photoactive ions in the YIG:Co film and that the emergen
of the photoinduced dichroism may actually be presented
a manifestation of the magnetooptic Voigt effect which
observed when the magnetic moments are oriented in
plane of the film in a definite way.

The aim of the present work was to verify the assum
tion about the magnetic origin of the changes of photo
duced optical anisotropy7 by means of experimental studie
of the magnetic dichroism spectra in a YIG:Co film in Voi
the geometryH'kis, wherek is the light propagation vecto
ands is the normal to the surface of the film.

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The garnet film of Y2CaFe3.9Co0.1GeO12 ~YIG:Co! was
grown by the method of liquid-phase epitaxy on a@001#-
oriented substrate of Gd3Ga5O12. The thickness of the
YIG:Co film is 5.8mm. The easy axis of YIG:Co changes i
orientation with temperature.9 In the temperature range be
tween 125 K and 10 K three magnetic states can exist, w
easy axis along@001#, @100#, and @110#, either in stable or
metastable form,10 and at the temperature of the present e
periment,T530 K, the magnetic state with easy axis alo
@001# can be assumed to be dominant. The measuremen
the magnetic linear dichroism spectra of YIG:Co were c
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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ried out in the spectral region 500–800 nm. We used a m
netooptical setup which comprised a monochromator, ph
elastic modulator, cryogenic equipment, and superconduc
solenoids. The spectral dependence of the quantityI 1

2I 2)/(I 11I 2) was measured using the modulation meth
I 1 and I 2 being the intensities of light with the orthogon
orientations of the plane of polarization. The spectral m
surements were performed with the electric vectors of
light oriented parallel to the magnetic fieldH for I 1 and
perpendicular toH for I 2. The light coming from the mono
chromator had a rather low intensity and did not gener
any noticeable photoinduced effect. The cryogenic techni
allowed us to obtain temperatures as low as 10 K. The
plane magnetic field was applied perpendicularly to the li
propagation vector. The angle between the magnetic fi
vector and the cubic crystallographic axis@100# of the
sample could be varied by rotation of the sample-hol
around the normal to the YIG:Co film surface coincidin
with the crystallographic axis@001#.

A series of spectra of linear dichroism~LD! measured at
different orientations of the magnetic field was obtained a
temperature near 30 K. The magnetic field was switched
after zero-field cooling~ZFC!. The applied magnetic field
strength was;8.8 kOe. This value of the in-plane magne
field was sufficient for uniform magnetization of the film
The orientation of the magnetic field was changed by ro
ing the sample around its@001# axis, that is, normal to the
film surface, at the constant temperature. The LD spe
measured with the magnetic field oriented along the@100#
and @110# axes and the spectrum at The magnetic field w
switched on after zero-field cooling~ZFC!. The applied mag-
netic field strength was;8.8 kOe. This value of the in-plan
magnetic field was sufficient for uniform magnetization
the film. The orientation of the magnetic field was chang
by rotating the sample around its@001# axis, that is, normal
to the film surface, at the constant temperature. The LD sp
tra measured with the magnetic field oriented along the@100#
and @110# axes and the spectrum at zero magnetic field
shown in Fig. 1. The forms of the spectra are distinctly d
ferent for different orientations of magnetic field. The L
spectrum measured with the magnetic field directed al
the @100# axis ~Fig. 1a! has a well-defined structure, and th

FIG. 1. Magnetic linear dichroism spectra measured after ZFC atH58.8
kOe ~T530 K! for different orientations of the magnetic field:Hi@100# ~a!;
Hi@110# ~b!; and at zero field,H50 ~c!.
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highest value of the magnetic linear dichroism is attain
We have not noticed any diversity in the spectra obtained
the @100#- and @010#- oriented magnetic fields. Howeve
when the magnetic field was directed along an axis of
@110# type, the LD spectrum was quite different, and t
linear dichroism value was lowered over almost all of t
spectral region studied~Fig. 1b!. At zero field, when the
sample is not magnetically homogeneous, the LD is sm
~Fig. 1c!.

A comparison of the spectrum of magnetic linear dich
ism induced byHi@100# with the LD spectrum induced by
the action of polarized light withEi@100# observed in Ref. 7
is shown in Fig. 2. The sample has been irradiated with
early polarized light coming either from a white light sour
through a filter withl.640 nm or from a helium–neon lase
with l5632 nm. The illumination was carried out for abo
20 min, at a power about 0.4 W/cm2 ~Ref. 7!.

The forms of both spectra are practically identical, b
the value of the photoinduced LD is nearly 5 times sma
than that of the magnetic one.

The most noticeable changes of the magnetic LD at
ferent orientations of the inducing magnetic field~Fig. 1!
were observed in the region of the spectrum at waveleng
higher than 600 nm. The absorption spectra investigatio11

showed the presence of Co of both valences, Co21 and Co31,
in YIG:Co. The exact assignment of the experimentally o
served spectral features to certain transitions in Co ions w
a definite valence and in either a tetrahedral or octahe
crystallographic site is not an easy task, because in this
gion of the spectrum the Co bands are rather wide
overlapping.11,12 Besides, the transitions in octahedral C
have an oscillator strength weaker than those for the tetra
dral ones, and in the spectral region under study the tra
tions in the Fe ions also contribute to the spectrum
YIG:Co.13 The most prominent features originating fro
transitions in tetrahedral Co21, in octahedral Co of both va
lences, and in Fe31 ions were determined using the resu
and analysis of Faraday rotation spectral studies in Refs
and 13. For example, in Ref. 12 the bands near 590 nm
630 nm were identified as arising from transitions in tetra
dral Co21 and the spectral region near 700 nm as formed

FIG. 2. The spectra of magnetic linear dichroism atH58.8 kOe without
irradiation ~open circles! at T530 K ~the present experiment! and of the
photoinduced LD after irradiation withEi@100# ~solid symbols! at T528
K.7 The latter has been multiplied by five. The line without symbols sho
the LD atH50 and without irradiation.
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transitions in octahedral Co21 and Co31. The analysis of ab-
sorption and Faraday rotation spectra of pure YIG crys
and films, performed in Ref. 13, as well as magnetic circu
dichroism spectra analysis in Ref. 14, allowed attribution
the band near 543 nm to a transition of tetrahedral Fe31 and
the band in the region of 625 nm to a transition in octahed
Fe31.

The coincidence of the photoinduced dichroism sp
trum with the magnetic dichroism spectrum indicates t
photoinduced LD, like its rigid component, is actually ma
netic dichroism. The light-induced linear dichroism arises
a result of reorientation of magnetic moments after a pho
induced change of magnetic anisotropy.

As has already been proposed in many earlier paper5–7

light polarized along a certain direction acts on the Co c
ters in the definite crystallographic positions and causes
fective electron transfer between Co ions. This process
turn, results in a change of Co valences and further redi
bution of the Co ions with definite valences among crys
lographic sites5–7 involving the centers in a preferred dire
tion. The process of rearrangement of Co ions then lead
changing magnetic anisotropy in the film. AtT;30 K the
easy axis of the sample is near the@001# crystallographic
axis,9,10 whereas under the action of the@100#- and @010#-
polarized light the easy axis turns into a hard axis. The e
axis now becomes directed close to any of the@100# or @010#
crystallographic axes which are slightly nonequivalent in
real film. As a result, after irradiation the magnetic mome
of the magnetic sublattice become oriented along a direc
close to any of the cubic axes of the@100# type. The same
orientation of magnetic moments results from the action o
magnetic field directed along@100#. It looks quite natural to
expect the dichroism spectra to be similar in the two cas
and that is proved by the present experimental observati

The effect of light with a definite polarization may b
therefore presented as the action of an effective magn
field, with a definite direction, on the YIG:Co film.

It should be noted that the proposed mechanism of
duced anisotropy could be considered as rather local
cesses. It is shown that the photoinduced linear dichroism
five times less than that induced by magnetic field, and
fact may be due to the reason that the action of the li
could be nonuniform, and its effect will be determined by t
same factors that make the@100# and @010# directions non-
equivalent in the film. Inhomogeneously distributed Co io
as well as impurities, deformations, and elastic stresses
manifest themselves in such a way that in different region
the sample the easiest axes could take the direction@100# or
ls
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@010#. This will result in a nonuniform orientation of mag
netic moments in the irradiated film and in the formation
small domains in which the preferred dichroism axes will
oriented perpendicularly. This fact will result in the effectiv
compensation of the dichroism, which in the experiment is
be measured in a region much larger than the character
size of the inhomogeneities. In the case of the action o
magnetic field, the magnetic moments are oriented ra
uniformly, if the magnetic field is of a sufficiently high value

3. CONCLUSION

Spectra of magnetic linear dichroism sensitive to the o
entation of the external magnetic field has been observed
YIG:Co film. The form of the magnetic LD spectrum for a
orientation of the magnetic field along the@100# axis turned
out to be similar to the LD spectrum induced by linear
polarized light with polarization along the@100# axis. This
similarity of the induced LD spectra leads to the conclus
that the so-called ‘‘rigid’’ component of the photoinduce
optical anisotropy in YIG:Co films is of a magnetic origin
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Features of the x-ray bremsstrahlung in the scattering of intermediate-energy electrons
on atoms of inert elements
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The results of experimental and theoretical studies of the differential x-ray bremsstrahlung
spectra emitted in the scattering of intermediate-energy electrons on atoms of inert elements are
presented in generalized form. The experimental studies were done using the low-
temperature gas-jet method of generation of electromagnetic radiation. The features of the
bremsstrahlung and the relationships governing the novel form of bremsstrahlung due to
polarization effects are established. It is shown that the Born approximation is inapplicable
for considering the bremsstrahlung cross sections in the scattering of electrons of intermediate
energies on atoms of inert elements. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
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INTRODUCTION

In recent years the low-temperature gas-jet method
generating electromagnetic radiation has been actively
ployed in the physics of electron–atom collisions. In th
method an electron-beam-excited supersonic jet in vacuu
used as a dense gaseous target.1–3 Thanks to the formation o
a jet with a large Mach number (M'10) and the low tem-
perature of the gas in the jet~around 10 K!, due to its isen-
tropic expansion into vacuum, the velocity of directed m
tion of the particles of the jet in the axial direction is mu
greater than the radial velocities of the random thermal m
tion. As a result, a dense gas jet–target with sharp bounda
with the vacuum is obtained in the vacuum chamber, mak
it possible to study subtle effects in the interaction of t
electron beam with the particles of the jet target. The use
this low-temperature method has led to substantial prog
in the physics of bremsstrahlung as a result of the obse
tion of a novel type of bremsstrahlung—polarization brem
strahlung~PB!.2,3

According to current theoretical ideas,4 bremsstrahlung,
which arises in the scattering of a charged particle by a ta
particle ~an atom or ion!, is formed by two mechanisms. I
the first case the photons are emitted by the incom
charged particle as it is braked in the static field of the tar
particle; this is ordinary bremsstrahlung~OB!. It was discov-
ered around 80 years ago in connection with the discover
x rays. OB is characterized by a smooth spectral distribu
of the photons and is well described by the Bethe–Heit
Sauter~BHS! theory,5,6 which is based on a screening a
proximation. According to that approximation, the electr
shell of the atom or ion is replaced by the electrostatic fi
that it creates. The BHS theory was generally accepted u
recently, and numerous calculations of the radiation spe
of fast particles passing through matter, the emission
2701063-777X/2002/28(4)/9/$22.00
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absorption spectra of plasmas, etc., have been done in
framework of that theory.

In the period of 1970–1980, however, the physics
bremsstrahlung was reborn. A group of theorists7–10 pre-
dicted another mechanism of bremsstrahlung formati
which was observed in specially designed experiments.2,3 Es-
sentially, in this mechanism the photons of the continuum
emitted not by the scattered particle, as in the first mec
nism, but by electrons of the target particle as a result of
dynamic polarization by the field of the incoming particl
The bremsstrahlung formed by this mechanism has b
given the name polarization bremsstrahlung~PB!. Unlike the
process described by the BHS theory, the electrons of
target are now treated as a dynamical system having inte
degrees of freedom. Theoretical studies4 have established
that taking the influence of the electron shell of the atoms
ions into account will in a number of cases lead to subst
tially different results. The difference lies in different fre
quency and angular characteristics of the radiation and
in the a radiation probability that is independent of the m
of the incoming particle.

Thus the traditional BHS theory is strictly applicab
only to individual ‘‘structureless’’ particles~e.g., the radia-
tion emitted by an electron scattered on a proton! or to par-
ticles that emit at extremely high frequencies. In the tech
logically important optical and x-ray frequency region
polarization effects have a substantial influence and
sometimes even play the governing role.

The important role of the polarization mechanism
bremsstrahlung is attested to by the fact that taking it i
account makes it possible to explain a number of experim
tal facts that could not be explained in the framework of t
BHS theory. These facts include, e.g., the breakdown of
kali metal vapor by laser radiation,11 the appearance of ‘‘gi-
ant’’ maxima in the spectra of photons emitted in the bo
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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barding of rare-earth and transuranic metals by f
electrons,12–14the high x-ray intensity produced when a so
target is irradiated by fast protons,15 the appearance of a ban
of continuum radiation above the band gap when cryocr
tals of inert elements are irradiated by fast electrons,16 etc.

Direct observation of PB was first achieved in the ult
soft x-ray region of photon energies 70–220 eV in the sc
tering of 0.6-keV electrons on Xe atoms.2,3 The PB was
manifested as a wide band with a structure close to tha
the ‘‘giant’’ resonance in the photoabsorption spectrum of
atoms. The successful completion of experiments on the
servation of PB was made possible by the development
low-temperature gas-jet method of generating electrom
netic radiation17 and the creation of a unique low
temperature experimental apparatus utilizing that metho18

It should be noted that the gas-jet method can be use
study PB in electron-scattering processes not only on at
but also on clusters, which occupy an intermediate posi
between atoms and solids. The proposed program of rese
on PB therefore includes investigation of the spectra in
scattering of electrons both on atoms and on clusters of i
elements.

In this paper we present generalized results of exp
mental and theoretical research on the differential spectr
PB in the ultrasoft x-ray region in the scattering of electro
of intermediate energies on atoms of inert elements.

GAS-JET METHOD OF GENERATING ELECTROMAGNETIC
RADIATION

In the gas-jet method of generating electromagnetic
diation, a spatially bounded supersonic gas jet formed i
vacuum chamber and pumped out by cryogenic pump
excited by an electron beam. The crossing region where
jet and electron beam intersect is a source of electromagn
radiation in a wide range of wavelengths, including the
trasoft x-ray ~USX!, vacuum ultraviolet ~VUV ! (l
,200 nm), near ultraviolet~200–400 nm!, visible, and in-
frared regions of the spectrum.

The gas-jet method has several important features.
first is that the gas flow in the subsonic part of the nozzle
at close to room temperature and essentially contains
atoms of the gas, but after passing into the supersonic pa
the nozzle the gas expands isentropically and is cooled
temperature of;10 K and is found in a supersaturated sta
For this reason, in certain regimes of flow the homogene
condensation of the gas in the jet will be accompanied by
formation of clusters~aggregations of atoms bound by va
der Waals forces!.19

At low pressuresP0 and high temperaturesT0 of the gas
at the entrance to the nozzle, conditions can be create
which the jet has a purely atomic composition. Howev
with increasing pressureP0 ~at T05const! or with decreas-
ing gas temperatureT0 ~at P05const! the formation of clus-
ters containing from two to hundreds of thousands of ato
will occur.20 Thus the gas-jet method offers a real oppor
nity for studying PB in qualitatively new processes, spec
cally, in collisions of electrons with clusters of differen
sizes.

The second important feature of the gas-jet method c
sists in the following. Thanks to the relatively sharp boun
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aries of the jet with the vacuum, placing the electron g
close to the supersonic jet will make it possible to obtain
emission spectra of atoms and clusters as the electron b
successively probes the electron shells of the atom from
valence to the innermostK shell. By varying the electron
energy, one can create favorable experimental conditions
studying bremsstrahlung, specifically, to study a region
bremsstrahlung photon energies in which the bremsstrah
spectrum does not have any atomic emission lines supe
posed on it.

Finally, the third feature of the gas-jet method is t
possibility of delivering the generated radiation into a hig
vacuum chamber at a pressure of 1025– 1026 Pa in a large
solid angle without the use of optical windows. This pos
bility is particularly important for the relatively inaccessib
VUV and USX regions of spectroscopy, for which there a
no mechanically tough transparent materials and the syst
along the propagation path of the radiation must be eva
ated. And it is in those regions where polarization effects
most clearly manifested.4

These features have brought the gas-jet method of g
erating electromagnetic radiation into wide use for solvi
some pressing scientific problems in the fields of gas dyn
ics, cluster physics, the physics of atomic and electron co
sions, and VUV and USX spectroscopy.3,20–23

CHOICE OF OBJECTS FOR STUDYING POLARIZATION
BREMSSTRAHLUNG

In the scattering of a fast electron on an atom, the sp
tral distribution of bremsstrahlung photonsds(v) in the
logarithmic approximation has the form (e5\5m51):10

ds~v!5
16

3
S z2

c3p2v
ln

2p

z1/31
v3ua~v!u2

c3p2 ln
p

vt0
D dv,

~1!

wherep is the momentum of the incoming electron,v is the
photon energy,a~v! is the dynamic polarizability of the
atom, z is the nuclear charge, andt0 is the radius of the
subshell giving the largest contribution to the polarizabil
of the atom. The first term in~1! describes ordinary brems
strahlung, i.e., the emission of a photon by a fast electron
it is braked in the static field of the atom. OB is characteriz
by a smooth spectral distribution of photons, proportiona
1/v. The intensity of the spectrum of OB, proportional
vds(v)/dv, is independent of the energy of the emitte
photon. The second term in~1! describes polarization brems
strahlung, i.e., the emission of a photon by the atom on
count of its dynamic polarization by the field of the incomin
electron. According to Eq.~1!, PB, unlike OB, is character
ized by a nonmonotonic frequency dependence, which b
cally repeats the trend of the frequency dependence of
dynamic polarizability of the atom and gives the largest co
tribution in those parts of the spectrum where the dynam
polarizability of the atom is large. On the other hand, t
imaginary part of the dynamic polarizability of an atom
Im a(v), can be expressed, according to the optical theor
as24

Im a~v!5
c

4pv
s j~v!. ~2!
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Heres j (v) is the photoabsorption cross section, whi
for many atoms has a ‘‘giant’’ resonance in the USX regi
of the spectrum above the threshold for ionization of thed
subshell.25–27 From an analysis of~1! and ~2!, even before
calculating Rea(v), we can conclude that a powerful res
nance in the photoabsorption cross section will correspon
an analogous structure in the bremsstrahlung spectrum in
same region of photon energies. On this basis we have
sen Xe from among the inert elements as the main objec
studying PB, as it has a ‘‘giant’’ resonance in the photoa
sorption spectrum in the region of photon energies 70–
eV.25

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND MEASUREMENT
TECHNIQUE

A diagram of the experimental apparatus for study
bremsstrahlung is shown in Fig. 1. It consists of an x-
tube with a supersonic gas jet as the anode and an RSM
spectrometer–monochromator.18 The working principle of
the apparatus is as follows. The gas to be studied flows ou
a high-pressure cylinder into a heat exchanger1. Having
acquired the specified temperature of the heat exchange
gas is formed by a conical nozzle2 into a jet9 flowing into
the vacuum chamber. The diameter of the nozzle throa
0.38 mm, and the ratio of the area of the exit section to
area of the throat is 35.4. A liquid-hydrogen-cooled cry
genic pump4 is used to pump out the gas brought in by t
jet. Thanks to the sharp boundaries of the supersonic
flow with the vacuum (1023 Pa), the electron gun3 is
placed only 40 mm from the jet, forming a beam with ener
from 100 to 2000 eV and current density from 0.1
1 A/cm2. The electron beam crosses the jet at a distance
mm from the exit section of the nozzle, perpendicular to
axis. The radiation that arises is focused by a spherical
ror 8 onto the entrance slit7 of the RSM-500 spectrometer
monochromator and is then dispersed into a spectrum b
gold-coated diffraction grating5 having 600 lines/mm. Be-
yond the exit slit of the RSM-500 spectromete

FIG. 1. Diagram of the experimental apparatus:1—heat exchanger,
2—supersonic conical nozzle,3—electron gun, 4—cryogenic pump,
5—diffraction grating, 6—proportional counter,7—entrance slit of the
spectrometer–monochromator,8—mirror, 9—supersonic gas jet.
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monochromator the radiation is registered by a proportio
counter6 of the SRPP-203 type, filled with methane to
pressure of 1.53104 Pa. A nitrocellulose film is used as th
window on the counter.

The bremsstrahlung experiments were done in
single-collision region, as is attested to by the linear trend
the dependence of the bremsstrahlung intensity on the
rent density of the electron beam. The experiments w
done under the following conditions.

1. The range of photon energies studied was 60–220
2. The spectral resolution was 1 Å.
3. The range of variation of the energy of the excit

electrons was 0.3–0.9 keV, which made it possible to av
ionization of the 3d subshell of Xe and the consequent a
pearance of multiple-line spectra in the investigated reg
of photon energies.28

4. The gas pressure (P0533104 Pa) and the tempera
ture at the entrance to the nozzle (T05650 K) ensured:

—a monatomic composition of the jet;
—a density of atoms equal to 831015 cm23 at the cross-

ing region of the jet and electron beam;
—not more than 5% self-absorption of the radiation

the Xe atoms.
5. Solid angle of collection of the radiation equal

dV51.731023 sr.
It should be noted that there are both bremsstrahl

spectra integrated over emission directions and differen
spectra specified by the angle between the direction of
tion of the electron and the direction of the emitted photo4

In the present studies we measured the differential spectr
the bremsstrahlung. Here the angle between the directio
motion of the incoming electrons and the direction of t
analyzed photons wasx597°.

For comparison of the experimental and theoretical sp
tra it is important to know the true shape of the spectru
Here we took into account the distortions introduced in
spectrum by the efficiency of the RSM-500 spectrometer
the method described in Ref. 28. In converting from t
number of photons measured in the wavelength inter
Nldl to the number of photons in the frequency interv
Nvdv we introduced a normalizing coefficientNv5l2Nl .

Two series of experiments were done. In the first ser
the profile of the bremsstrahlung spectra was investigated
different electron energies. This was done by measuring
spectral distribution of the bremsstrahlung intensity in t
scattering of electrons with energies of 0.3, 0.6, and 0.9 k
on Xe atoms~at different electron beam currents!. The spec-
tra obtained were averaged over 8–10 measurements.
energy position of the maximum of the intensity of the spe
tra was determined to an error of62 eV. The error of deter-
mination of the relative intensity of the bremsstrahlung sp
tra, including the random and systematic errors
measurement, was 10%.

In the second series of experiments we studied the
pendence of the intensity of the bremsstrahlung spectrum
the energy of the electrons scattered on Xe and Ar ato
This was done by measuring the spectral distribution of
bremsstrahlung intensity in the scattering of electrons w
energies of from 0.3 to 0.9 keV on Xe atoms and with en
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gies of 0.3 to 2 keV on Ar atoms~at a constant electron bea
current!.

RESULTS OF THE INVESTIGATIONS

Differential bremsstrahlung spectra in the scattering
of electrons of intermediate energies on Xe atoms

Figure 2 shows the photoabsorption spectrum of Xe
the region of the 4d ionization threshold and the bremsstra
lung spectra obtained in the scattering of electrons with
ergies of 0.3, 0.6, and 0.9 keV on Xe atoms. It follows fro
an analysis of the results that the bremsstrahlung spec
recorded at a fixed electron beam energy is significantly
ferent from the spectrum of ordinary bremsstrahlung
scribed by the BHS theory. In fact, as we have said,
intensity of the OB spectrum is independent of the pho
energy, i.e., the spectral distribution of the intensity sho
be a straight horizontal line. However, instead of a horizon
line one observes a broad emission band with a pronoun
maximum, the profile of which in its general features is sim
lar to the profile of the ‘‘giant’’ resonance in the photoa
sorption spectrum~see Fig. 2!. The observed band is pola

FIG. 2. Photoabsorption spectrum of Xe from Ref. 25~a!; bremsstrahlung
spectra obtained in the scattering, on Xe atoms, of electrons of var
energiesE @keV#: 0.3 ~1!, 0.6 ~2!, and 0.9~3!. Each spectrum is normalize
to its maximum~b!.
n

-

m
f-
-
e
n
d
l

ed
-

ization bremsstrahlung and is formed by virtual transitions
electrons of the Xe atom to states of the continuum above
4d ionization threshold.3

The clearest feature of the spectra is the shift of
spectral curve of the bremsstrahlung to lower photon en
gies as the electron energy increases, i.e., the bremsstrah
curve approaches that of the resonance in the photoabs
tion spectrum.

To explain the cause of the shift of the bremsstrahlu
spectrum with changing electron energy, Zon and co-work
investigated the differential bremsstrahlung spec
theoretically1 for the conditions of our experiments as to th
energies of the incoming electrons and the anglex. The stud-
ies were done in the Born approximation. Calculations of
atomic characteristics were done by the method of the r
tivistic local electron density functional29 ~with all the atomic
electrons taken into account!, in which the correlation effects
are treated phenomenologically.30,31 Calculation of the OB
cross sectiondse shows that it is a smooth function of th
emitted photon frequency and varies by not more than 101

Therefore the shift of the bremsstrahlung spectrum w
changing electron energy cannot be due to the BO cross
tion. For this reason only the PB cross sectiondsa was ana-
lyzed in Ref. 1.

The differential cross section of PB in the Born appro
mation has the form1

dsa~x,v!

sinxdx
5

a

py2c2 uv2a~v!u2

3H @« sin2 x12~11«!cos2 x#L22~12«!

3S cos2 x2
1

2
sin2 x D J dv

v
. ~3!

In particular, forx5p/2 ~close to the experimental valu
x597°! it was found in Ref. 1 that

dsa~p/2,v!

dx
5

a

py2c2 uv2a~v!u2~11«L !
dv

v
, ~4!

where the parameters«[m\v/p2!1, and L[ ln(gv2/
(v2Ra

2)). Herea5e2/\c'1/137, Ra'\/mva is the charac-
teristic size of the electron shell of the atom,g is a factor of
the order of unity, the indeterminacy of which is due to t
indeterminacy of the scattering angleQa'va /v ~v is the
velocity of the incoming electron, andva is the velocity of
the electrons of the atom!. Sinceua(v)u2 is a rather symmet-
ric curve in the neighborhood of the maximum, we can d
scribe it by a Lorentzian function:

ua~v!u25a0
2

v0
2

~v2v0!21G2 , ~5!

wherev0 determines the position of the maximum andG is
the half-width of the curve ofua(v)u2.

The position of the frequencyvmax corresponding to the
maximum of the cross sectionvdsa /(dxdv) is easily ob-
tained after substituting~5! into ~4!.

us
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Neglecting the frequency dependence of the parametL
and assuming thatvmax5v01q, q!v0 , the authors in Ref. 1
obtained a simple expression forq:

q5
2G2

v0

115«L/4

11@125~G/v0!2/2#«L
. ~6!

In calculating the parameterL it was assumed thatv
5v0 , g51, andRa50.231028 cm ~the size of the 4d sub-
shell of Xe!, and for calculatingq the theoretical values o
v0 and G obtained in Ref. 1 were used:\v05100 eV, G
524 eV.

Table I gives the values of the positions of the maxima
the PB spectra as obtained experimentally and as calcu
with the use of formula~6!.

It is seen from the table that formula~6!, which contains
the parameter«[m\v/p2, correctly conveys the characte
and order of magnitude of the variation ofvmax with electron
energy:}p2. We note that according to expression~3!, the
formula~6! for the calculation ofq will have a different form
for different anglesx. This means that the position of th
maximum on the PB curve (vmax5v01q) will also depend
on the angle between the direction of motion of the electr
and the direction of the emitted photons.

On the basis of the given results of experimental a
theoretical studies of the differential spectra of the brem
strahlung emitted in the scattering of electrons of interme
ate energies on Xe atoms, one can draw the following c
clusions.

1. The maximum observed in the bremsstrahlung sp
trum in the region of the ‘‘giant’’ resonance in the photoa
sorption spectrum of the Xe atom is due to the polarizat
mechanism of bremsstrahlung.

2. The position of the maximum on the PB dispersi
curve depends on the energy of the incoming electrons
the angle between the direction of motion of the electro
and the direction of emission of the bremsstrahlung photo

3. In the asymptotic Born limit the dispersion curves
the photoabsorption and PB are qualitatively similar. Ho
ever, there is a slight difference in the positions of t
maxima of these spectra. This difference is mainly due to
fact that the photoabsorption is governed by the imagin
part of the dynamic polarizability of the atom, while the P
is governed by its absolute value.

4. The position of the maximum of the experimental d
persion curves of the bremsstrahlung is satisfactorily
scribed in the Born approximation and is consistent with
calculations of the atomic characteristics by the relativis
local electron density functional method.

TABLE I. Experimental and theoretical values of the positions of t
maxima on the polarization bremsstrahlung spectra.

Electron energy
E, keV

Position of the maximum,\vmax, eV

Experiment Calculation

0.3 123 126
0.6 115 114
0.9 105 113
ed
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Dependence of the intensity of the differential
bremsstrahlung spectra on the energy of the electrons
scattered on Xe atoms

The spectral distributions of the bremsstrahlung intens
for different energies of the scattered electrons are show
Fig. 3.

It should be noted that in these experiments the densin
of Xe atoms, the electron beam currenti , and the geometric
dimensionsL of the excitation region of the jet were th
same for all the electron energies studied.32 Therefore, the
changes of the spectral distribution of the intensity of t
differential bremsstrahlung spectraI (\v) for different val-
ues of the electron energyE reflect the changes of the spe
tral distribution of the differential bremsstrahlung cross s
tion ds/dvdV with electron energy according to th
equation

ds

dvdV
5

I ~\v!

n~ i /e!\v

1

L
. ~7!

It follows from Fig. 3 that in the region of photon ene
gies \v.160 eV, in which the contribution of the PB i
insignificant, the spectral distribution of the bremsstrahlu
intensity is independent of the photon energy, i.e., it has
same trend as the curve of the OB intensity. However, in
region of photon energies\v,160 eV, in which the dy-
namic polarizability of the Xe atom is large, a substant
contribution to the bremsstrahlung intensity is given by t
PB in addition to the OB. Indeed, if the intensity of the O
spectrum is extrapolated into the region of lower photon
ergies~the dashed straight lines in Fig. 3!, then the intensity
of the bremsstrahlung spectrum at the maximum is lar
than the intensity of OB by a factor of approximately 1.
The wide bands with pronounced peaks above the das
lines are the PB spectra for the different electron energie

An analysis of the results given in Figs. 3 and 4 reve
an important feature—the intensity of the bremsstrahlu
spectra increases with increasing electron energy, e
though, according to the Born approximation, the intensity
both the differential1 and integrated@formula ~1!# brems-

FIG. 3. Total bremsstrahlung spectra for different energies of the scatt
electronsE @keV#: 0.3 ~1!, 0.4 ~2!, 0.5 ~3!, 0.6 ~4!, and 0.9~5!. The arrows
indicate the position of the maxima of the dispersion curves of the polar
tion bremsstrahlung@eV#: 123 ~1!, 120 ~2!, 117 ~3!, 115 ~4!, 105 ~5!; the
dashed lines show the extrapolated intensity of the ordinary bremsstrah
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strahlung spectra should decrease with increasing elec
energy. Growth of the intensity is characteristic for both t
OB in the region of photon energies\v.160 eV and for the
PB in the region\v,160 eV~see Fig. 4!, but in contrast to
the OB theI (E) curve for PB has a maximum in the regio
0.6–0.8 keV.

Before turning to a discussion of the results, we sho
note that there are different types of collisions between
electron and an atom which can lead to the emission o
bremsstrahlung photon.4 The most highly radiative processe
are those in which the atom remains in the ground state a
the collision ~elastic bremsstrahlung!. However, other pro-
cesses, in which the atom changes its original state as a r
of the collision and emission of the bremsstrahlung phot
i.e., is excited or ionized~inelastic bremsstrahlung!, are also
possible. It should be emphasized that the well-known
pressions for the bremsstrahlung cross sections, describ
decrease of the cross sections with increasing energy o
scattered electrons, were obtained for elastic bremsstrah
processes.4 There have as yet been no consistent calculati
of the cross sections for the inelastic bremsstrahlung p
cesses.

From what we have just said, the growth of the brem
strahlung intensity in the scattering of electrons of interm
diate energies on Xe atoms may be due to an increase in
number of opened excitation or ionization channels acco
panying the braking effect. This was the point of view e
pressed in Ref. 33, where the low-energy theorem34 was used
to explain the experimentally observed growth of the inte
sity of OB as the electron energy increases from 0.3 to
keV ~see Fig. 4!. According to the low-energy theorem, fo
photons whose energy energy is significantly less than
energy of the incoming electron, the bremsstrahlung cr
sections is expressed in terms of the ‘‘non-braking’’ scatte
ing cross sections0

e as33,34

FIG. 4. Intensity at the maxima of the bremsstrahlung~1!, ordinary brems-
strahlung with a photon energy of 117.1 eV~2!, and polarization bremsstrah
lung ~3! versus the energy of the scattered electrons.
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ds

dvdV
'

ay2

4p2c2v
F11

2

3
S 12

1

2
cos2 x D Gs0

e , ~8!

wherea is the fine structure constant,v is the velocity of the
incoming electron,v and V are the frequency and soli
angle of the emitted bremsstrahlung photon, andx is the
polar angle of emission of the photon with respect to
incident electron. For the geometry of our experiment~with
the anglex close to 90°!, expression~8! assumes the simple
form33

ds

dvdV
'

5ay2

12p2c2v
s0

e . ~9!

To take into account the contributions of both the elas
and inelastic bremsstrahlung, Zon33 calculated the differen-
tial cross sections according to formula~9! using the experi-
mental values of the total cross sections for the scatterin
electrons on Xe atoms from Ref. 35, which take into acco
the contributions of all elastic and inelastic ‘‘non-braking
scattering processes.

Figure 5 shows the theoretical dependence of the dif
ential cross section of ordinary bremsstrahlung~with a pho-
ton energy 177.1 eV! on the energy of the incoming electron
according to formula~9!. We see that a smooth growth of th
bremsstrahlung cross section~and, hence, of the intensity! is
observed as the electron energy increases from 0.3 to
keV. It is of interest here to ascertain the behavior ofI (E) for
bremsstrahlung in a wider range of electron energies. H
ever, to do such experiments by the scattering of electron
Xe atoms is impossible, since increasing the electron ene
E above 0.9 keV leads to the efficient ionization of the 3d
subshell of the Xe atom and to the appearance of a multi
line spectrum in the investigated region of photon energ
60–220 eV.28 Therefore, in these experiments we used arg
as the working substance of the jet. This made it possibl
measure theI (E) curve in a broader range of electron ene
gies, 0.3–2 keV, and thereby to obtain information about
dependence of the energy of the bremsstrahlung spectr
the electron energy.

FIG. 5. Theoretical dependence of the differential bremsstrahlung cross
tion (\v5177.1 eV) on the energy of the incoming electron.33
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Dependence of the intensity of the differential
bremsstrahlung spectra on the energy of the electrons
scattered on Ar atoms

Experiments were done on an argon jet of atomic co
position with a particle density of 2.331016 cm23 for ener-
gies of the scattered electrons in the interval 0.3–2 keV
photon energies in the range 124–191 eV~10–6.5 nm!,
where the dynamic polarizability of the Ar atom is small36

In this region of photon energies the spectrum is free
superimposed characteristic emission lines of the Ar at
The remaining experimental conditions are the same as
the scattering of electrons on Xe atoms.

As an example, in Fig. 6 we show the bremsstrahlu
spectrum obtained in the wavelength interval 6.5–10 nm
an electron energy of 1 keV. Analogous spectra are obta
for the other electron energies in the range 0.3–2 keV.
spectrum shown is characterized by a smooth distribution
intensity, which varies with wavelength in proportion
1/l2. This result agrees with the data37 for the OB of a thin
anode.

The dependence of the OB intensity on the electron
ergy E is shown in Fig. 7 for several wavelengths in th
interval 6.5–10 nm. We see that the bremsstrahlung inten
I increases}E1/2 as the electron energy increases from 0.3
0.7 eV, and upon further increase of the electron energy
keV it decreases}1/E1/2.

It should be noted that theI (E) curves of the brems
strahlung spectra obtained in the scattering of electron
intermediate energies on the Ar and Xe atoms are in g
agreement with each other in the electron energy region 0
0.7 keV: in both cases one observes a growth of the bre
strahlung intensity with increasing electron energy, in d
agreement with theI (E) curve obtained in the Born
approximation.1,10

The observed increase in the bremsstrahlung intensit
the electron energy increases from 0.3 to 0.7 keV is ap
ently due to an increase in the number of opened excita
or ionization channels accompanying the braking effect,
to an increase in the contribution of inelastic bremsstrahl
processes. To take the contributions of both the elastic
inelastic processes to the formation of the bremsstrahl
into account we calculated the differential bremsstrahlu

FIG. 6. Bremsstrahlung spectrum at an energy of the incoming electron
1 keV. For convenience of comparison with the data of Ref. 37 the curv
plotted versus 1/l2.
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cross sections using Eq.~9!. In the calculations we used th
experimental values of the total cross sections for elect
scattering on Ar atoms from Ref. 38, which take into acco
the contributions of all the elastic and inelastic process
‘‘non-braking’’ scattering.

Figure 8 shows the experimental curve of the emiss
intensity at a photon energy of 177.1 eV as a function of
electron energy, normalized to the maximum intensity at
ergy E50.7 keV. Also shown on the same figure is the th
oretical curve of the differential bremsstrahlung cross sec
for a photon energy of 177.1 eV, normalized to the value
the cross section atE50.7 keV. Since under the condition
of our experiments the intensity of the bremsstrahlung sp
trum is proportional to the bremsstrahlung cross section@see
Eq. ~7!#, the normalized intensity curveI (E)/I max is the ex-
perimental dependence of the normalized bremsstrah
cross section

v~ds/dvdV!@v~ds/dvdV!#E50.7 keV
21 ,

of
is

FIG. 7. Dependence of the bremsstrahlung intensity on the electron en
for different wavelengths:1—10 nm ~124 eV!, 2—9 nm ~137.8 eV!, 3—8
nm ~155 eV!, 4—7 nm ~177.1 eV!, 5—6.5 nm~190.8 eV! ~a!. The experi-
mental dependence of the intensity at a wavelength of 8 nm on the elec
energy. The dashed curves vary asAE and 1/AE ~b!.
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on the electron energy.
It follows from the data shown that the low-energy the

rem @Eq. ~9!# describes well that part of the experimen
curve that reflects the growth of the bremsstrahlung inten
with increasing electron energy. This fact confirms the po
of view that inelastic processes contribute to the increas
the bremsstrahlung intensity. We attribute the subsequen
cline of the intensity with increasing electron energy fro
0.8 to 2 keV to the decreasing number of excitation or io
ization channels accompanying the braking effect. Her
should be noted that the decay of the intensityI (E)}1/AE
does not agree with the corresponding decay of the bre
strahlung intensity obtained in the Born approximation.1 It
follows that the Born approximation is inapplicable to t
description of the bremsstrahlung cross sections in the s
tering of electrons of intermediate energies on Ar atom
Therefore additional theoretical studies are needed in o
to achieve good agreement of the theory with experimen

CONCLUSION

Analysis of the differential spectra of bremsstrahlu
emitted in the USX region of the spectrum in the scatter
of electrons of intermediate energies on atoms of inert
ments have permitted us to observe experimentally an
elucidate the behavior of a novel type of bremsstrahlu
which is due to polarization effects. We have shown that
contribution of the polarization bremsstrahlung to the to
bremsstrahlung spectrum is substantial in parts of the s
trum where the dynamic polarizability of the target atom
large. Studies of the differential PB spectra in the neighb
hood of the ‘‘giant’’ resonance in the 4d photoabsorption
spectrum of xenon show that the position of the maxim
on the dispersion curve of the PB depends on the energ
the scattered electrons and on the angle between the dire
of motion of the electrons and the direction of emission

FIG. 8. Experimental dependence ofI /I max on the electron energy~1! and
the theoretical dependence ofv(ds/dvdV)@v(ds/dvdV)#E50.7 keV

21 on
the electron energy~2!.
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the x rays. In the asymptotic Born limit the dispersion curv
of the photoabsorption and PB of xenon match up with e
other in a qualitative way.

Our studies have revealed an important feature—gro
of the intensity of the differential bremsstrahlung spec
with increasing electron energy, due to the contributions
inelastic bremsstrahlung processes.

We have also established that the Born approximat
used together with calculations of the atomic characteris
satisfactorily describes the experimentally observed posi
of the maximum of the bremsstrahlung dispersion curv
However, this approximation is inapplicable for describi
the cross section~and, hence, the bremsstrahlung intensi!
in the scattering of electrons of intermediate energies on
oms of Ar and Xe.

Based on what we have said, it is urgent and timely to
a theoretical investigation of bremsstrahlung in the scatte
of intermediate-energy electrons on atoms and other
ticles, taking both elastic and inelastic bremsstrahlung p
cesses into consideration. In addition, as we know, the sp
trum of PB emission is governed by the internal structure
the colliding particles, and its study can yield additional an
at present time, unique information about this structure.
this connection it is important to study the influence~and
manifestations! of the internal structure of atoms on the P
spectra arising in the interaction of electrons with polyatom
formations~clusters!.

In closing we express our gratitude to Prof. V.
Eremenko for his steady interest in and support of this wo
and to Prof. B. A. Zon and Dr. V. N. Samovarov for fruitfu
discussions.
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Field emission microscopy of the cluster and subcluster structure of a Zr–Ti–Cu–Ni–Be
bulk metallic glass

A. S. Baka ,* I. M. Mikhailovskij, and T. I. Mazilova

Kharkov Physicotechnical Institute National Research Center, ul. Akademicheskaya 1, 61108 Kharkov,
Ukraine

N. Wanderka

Hahn-Meitner Institut, Glienickerstrasse 100, D-14109 Berlin, Germany
~Submitted February 7, 2002!
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The cluster structure of a Zr–Ti–Cu–Ni–Be bulk metallic glass is investigated by the methods
of high-resolution field emission microscopy. Internal interfaces are revealed, having a
density of;106 cm21 and a width of approximately 1 nm. It is shown that the binding energy
of the atoms at the intercluster boundaries is lower by 0.13–0.43 eV than in the interior
of a cluster. Subcluster heterogeneities of the structure of the bulk amorphous alloy are observed,
with a characteristic scale of the short-range order equal to 1.5–3 nm, attesting to the
diversity of the short-range order in glassy melts. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1477363#
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INTRODUCTION

Questions of the structure and structural defects of m
tallic glasses are widely discussed in the literature. The
perimental data on the structure and properties of meta
glasses are usually interpreted using the two most hig
developed models of the structure—the model of rand
close packings of spheres,1 and the polycluster model.2,3

These models have the following important difference: In
model of random close packing of spheres it is assumed
a homogeneous topological and compositional disorde
present, and numerical simulations indicate that both p
and extended defects are unstable in these structures.
polycluster structures are formed by locally regular noncr
talline clusters, and the intercluster boundaries are sta
these structures contain coincident and noncoincident site
in high-angle intercrystallite boundaries.4 According to the
estimates obtained in Refs. 2 and 3, the average bin
energy of the atoms in the boundary layers is, in order
magnitude, 0.1 eV lower than in the interior of a cluster.

The question of the existence of internal interfaces
metallic glasses is important because defects of that k
determine the mechanical properties, low-temperat
anomalies of the specific heat and thermal conductivity,
the kinetics of diffusion and crystallization of metall
glasses. A number of previous studies5–7 by the methods of
field emission microscopy have revealed internal interfa
in rapidly quenched amorphous alloys of the metal–me
and metal–metalloid type, the characteristic sizes of the c
ter being of the order of 10 nm. Structural heterogeneities
subcluster sizes, 1–2 nm, have been observed in rap
quenched amorphous alloys and identified as paracrysta
regions of medium-range order.3,6,8

Of particular interest are the observation and study
internal interfaces in bulk alloys9,10 obtained by slow cooling
of multicomponent melts. With a comparatively homog
neous compositional and topological disorder, one exp
2791063-777X/2002/28(4)/5/$22.00
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that the bulk alloys obtained by slow cooling will be hav
fewer defects and that the characteristic sizes of the clus
in them will be much larger than in rapidly quenched alloy
If the sizes of the cluster in a bulk glass and a rapid
quenched alloy turn out to be comparable, that would m
that the melts are appreciably inhomogeneous and that
heterogeneities are preserved upon glass formation, inde
dently of the rate of cooling, and their scales do not depe
strongly on the composition of the melt. The internal inte
faces in highly disordered systems have not yet been in
tigated experimentally, primarily because of the complex
of deciphering the microdiffractograms. In this paper we
port the application of high-resolution methods of combin
field emission microscopy7,11 to the study of the internal in-
terfaces in the bulk of an amorphous alloy with the comp
sition Zr41Ti14Cu12.5Ni10Be22.5.

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

We studied knifelike and axisymmetric tips prepared
electrochemical etching of amorphous foils and rods o
quenched bulk amorphous alloy with the compositi
Zr41Ti14Cu12.5Ni10Be22.5. The alloy was prepared by induc
tion melting of the pure components in a levitation device
an argon atmosphere with a subsequent quenching to r
temperature. The alloy was quenched at a rate of the orde
10 K/s by placing it in contact with a water-cooled copp
surface. The material was remelted in a quartz crucible
poured under pressure into a copper mold. The rods obta
had a length of 60 mm and diameters from 3 to 15 mm a
according to x-ray diffraction data, were amorphous with
macroscopically uniform structure. Examination by tran
mission electron microscopy revealed that the alloy c
tained a small number of primary crystals formed duri
quenching, with transverse sizes of the order of 10mm. The
composition of the primary crystals, which had an orth
rhombic structure, corresponded to the phase ZrBe2 with
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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small admixtures of Ti, Cu, and Ni.12 However, in our analy-
sis with a field ion microscope no such crystallites were
tected, possibly because of their preferential etching du
the electrochemical preparation of the sharpened sample

Shafts with a length of 10–15 mm and a cross section
0.230.2 mm were cut from the rods using a diamond cut
Needlelike tips with a radius of curvature of 10–200 n
were prepared by electrochemical polishing with a dc vo
age of 5–15 V in a 10% solution of perchloric acid in eth
alcohol. In experiments on anodic oxidation of the surfa
layers we used sharp-tip samples that had been addition
etched in this same electrolyte at a voltage of 2–3 V.

Studies were done in a two-chamber field emission~ion
and electron! microscope.13 As the imaging gas we used hy
drogen and a mixture of 90% helium and 10% hydrogen
pressure of (4 – 8)31023 Pa. In the experiments on decor
tion of the interfaces by anodic oxidation the imaging g
used was nitrogen at a pressure of 231023 Pa. The surface
of the samples after mounting in the microscope w
cleaned by field desorption. Then a forming of the surface
field evaporation was carried out at 78 K to a depth of 10–
nm. During the evaporation process a surface microtopo
phy corresponding to the distribution of local threshold v
ues of the evaporating electric field was formed.

To detect the internal interfaces in the amorphous a
we used the techniques of band contrast of ion microsc
images of knifelike samples,5,6 prepared by field etching
stimulated by active gases,14 and decoration of the interface
in anodic oxidation of the surface layers. The bands of c
trast were formed on the emission ion microscope image
regions where the interface comes out to the surface
result of the formation of a specific microrelief~localized
saddle-shaped depressions with negative curvature of
surface! and the corresponding ion-optical effects. Th
method can be used to study the size distribution of str
tural heterogeneities in nonaxisymmetric samples prepa
from thin foils. The technique of selective field etching w
used to reveal the configuration of the interfaces, which w
characterized by a lowered stability against evapora
stimulated by active gases.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Field emission images of knifelike samples of the ord
of 10 nm thick were characterized by the presence of dist
bands of contrast which were preserved in the proces
field evaporation~Fig. 1!. In analyzing the band contrast w
took into account the dependence of the local linear ma
fication on the angle coordinates. In particular, a preferen
orientation of the contrast bands along the normal to
surface of the foil, which can be seen in Fig. 1, is due to
substantial difference of the local magnifications in t
planes of the principal sections of the surface near the tip
nonaxisymmetric samples. The distances between band
from 5 to 15 nm. The thickness of the evaporated layer w
estimated from the change of the working voltage with
accuracy of up to 50%. Within these limits it agrees with t
average distance between contrast bands. A study of the
contrast at the interfaces in knifelike samples by the meth
of field ion microscopy of thin foils5,6 showed that their ori-
gin lies in a developed network of internal two-dimension
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interfaces in the rapidly quenched amorphous alloys. T
presence of distinct contrast bands is due to local variati
of the magnification around places where the internal in
faces come out to the surface. Analysis of the band cont
and its evolution in the course of field evaporation sho
that the investigated Zr41Ti14Cu12.5Ni10Be22.5 bulk alloy con-
tains internal interfaces~intercluster boundaries! having an
average density equal in order of magnitude to 106 cm21.

During the electropolishing of the sharpened samples
the alloy at low voltages~up to 2 V! we observed oxidation
of the tips with the formation of an insulating surface film
This is indicated by the fact that increasing the voltage
not result in a smooth increase in the field emission curr
in accordance with the Fowler–Nordheim relation:15 the
emission increased in a jump, and, as a rule, vacuum br
down was initiated. Analysis of the composition of the film
on the surfaces of the electropolished tips of t
Zr41Ti14Cu12.5Ni10Be22.5 amorphous alloy by the atomi
probe method showed that they are oxide layers. The m
phology of these surface layers is characterized by a cell
structure~Fig. 2!. The inhomogeneity of the structure of th
film shows up with the highest contrast when nitrogen
used as the imaging gas. The cells had an irregular polyg
shape with transverse dimensions ranging from 2 to 15
edged by boundaries with a high emission contrast. Wit
the error of determination of the linear dimensions~around
30%!, the size distribution of the cells was the same

FIG. 1. Bands of bright contrast in the field ion microscope image of a b
amorphous alloy with the composition Zr41Ti14Cu12.5Ni10Be22.5.

FIG. 2. Ion microscope image of intercluster boundaries, decorated by
odic oxidation, in a bulk metallic glass.
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FIG. 3. Field ion microscopic image of the surface of a Zr–Ti–Cu–Ni–Be bulk amorphous alloy, obtained as a result of pulsed field evaporatio~a! and
stimulated field etching~b! in hydrogen.
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the distribution of distances between contrast bands on
ion microscope images of the knifelike samples of t
Zr–Ti–Cu–Ni–Be amorphous alloy. The observed pictu
attests to the fact that oxidation of the surface occurs pre
entially at places where the intercluster boundaries eme
on the surface.

Typical ion microscopic images of axisymmetr
samples prepared from amorphous alloys and formed
low-temperature field evaporation in high vacuum are ch
acterized by an isotropic distribution of bright emitting ce
ters, corresponding to irregularly distributed surface atom6,7

In the case of pulsed field evaporation in a medium of ac
gases at a rate above 1 nm/s the ion image of the amorp
alloy is also an irregular set of emission centers~Fig. 3a!.
When the rate of field evaporation is decreased and hydro
is used as the imaging gas, a selective field etching oc
which reveals the structural heterogeneities of the amorph
alloy ~Fig. 3b!. One observes compact nanometer atom
complexes—subclusters—surrounded by regions with a
duced image brightness. The high packing density of
atoms in these complexes is manifested, in particular, in
absence of point contrast, as is typical for ion microsco
images of the most densely packed groups of atoms on
surface of the object under examination.14 The observed re-
duction of the image brightness of the material at the peri
ery of subclusters indicates a lowering of the threshold v
ues of the electric field for stimulated evaporation, which
accompanied by the formation of nanogroves of preferen
field etching. The size distribution of the subclusters
shown in Fig. 4. Here we see the smeared maximum in
interval of 1.5–3 nm. We note that the previously observ
regions of medium-range ordering in metallic glasses~see
Refs. 3 and 8! have the same sizes. We see that the struc
of the clusters which are separated by boundaries is inho
geneous. The clusters consist of subclusters with diffe
degrees of ordering of the atoms, as is attested to by
presence of selective field etching stimulated by active ga

Analysis of the structure of the Zr–Ti–Cu–Ni–Be amo
phous alloy by the method of field emission microscop11

revealed local variations of the energy of evaporation, wit
characteristic scale of the order of 10 nm, which indicates
presence of structural heterogeneities. Figure 5b show
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typical field-emission image of a surface that has be
formed by low-temperature field evaporation for a needlel
sample of a Zr41Ti14Cu12.5Ni10Be22.5 bulk metallic glass with
a polycluster structure. It is of particular interest to find t
quantitative energy parameters characterizing these struc
heterogeneities. The method of determining the field eva
ration energyQ of a material from the result of a study of th
morphology of needlelike samples formed by low
temperature field evaporation is as follows. In the framew
of the field-evaporation model proposed in Ref. 14, one
tains the following expression forQ:

Q5~ne!3/2F1/2, ~1!

where n is the ionization~charge! state of the evaporate
atom,F is the electric field of activationless evaporation, a
e is the charge of the electron. For a sample surface that
been preliminarily formed by field evaporation, the vari
tions of the local electric field on the surface when the m
croscope is operated in a field-emission mode are determ
by the inhomogeneity of the distribution of the field
evaporation energy. Thus for calculating the local variatio
of the field-evaporation energy one can use the Fowl
Nordheim relation, which describes the dependence of
field-emission current densityj on the strength of the electri
field.15 It follows directly from the Fowler–Nordheim rela
tion that the logarithmic derivative ofj with respect to the

FIG. 4. Size distribution of subclusters in the bulk metallic glass.
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reciprocal of the electric field is constant to within 5–7%
the interval 2.5 V/nm,F,4 V/nm used in field-emission
microscopy. With allowance for this circumstance it is eas
shown that

DQ

Q
5

1

2x

D j

j
, ~2!

wherex is the field-sensitivity factor of the field emission
equal to (1763). Upon exponentiation of the field-emissio
image on photographic film in the linear region of optic
blackening density the quantityD j / j can be obtained by a
microphotometric method. Figure 5a shows the curve ca
lated according to formula~2! for the variation of the field-
evaporation energy of an amorphous sample,DQ/Q, in a
cross section passing through three clusters~Fig. 5b!. It fol-
lows from Figs. 5a and 5b that the minimum field evapo
tion energy corresponds to the boundaries of the cluster

It is difficult to determine the absolute value of the e
ergy of activationless field evaporation from formula~1! be-
cause of the complexity of the field evaporation spectrum
an alloy. Analysis of the evaporation spectrum with the aid
a field ion microscope—the atomic probe described in R
12—showed that beryllium, copper, titanium, and nick
evaporated predominantly in the form of doubly charg
ions, while zirconium evaporated as doubly and trip
charged ions. The average value of the charge staten of the
evaporated ions is close to two. The absolute value of
electric field for evaporation of the central part of the clust
can be determined by comparing the voltage for activati

FIG. 5. Variation of the field evaporation energy of a polycluster meta
glass~a! in the cross section indicated by arrows on the field emission im
of this surface~b!.
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less evaporation of the alloy~at 78 K! with the best-image
voltage in neon, which corresponds to a field of 35 V/nm14

The electric field determined by this method turns out to
equal to (3965) V/nm, and, accordingly, the field evapora
tion energyQ533 eV. The lowering of the evaporation en
ergy in the region of the intercluster boundaries in t
quenched amorphous Zr–Ti–Cu–Ni–Be alloy studied w
from 0.13 to 0.43 eV. The values obtained for the differen
of the binding energy of atoms to the intercluster bounda
and in the interior of the cluster are comparable in magnitu
to the difference of the binding energies of atoms at hig
angle intercrystallite boundaries and in the interior of t
grains of metallic alloys.4

CONCLUSION

By a number of methods of high-resolution field em
sion microscopy we have observed internal interfaces wit
density of 106 cm21 in a Zr–Ti–Cu–Ni–Be bulk metallic
glass. Since similar structures with the same dimensions
density are observed in rapidly quenched amorphous all
the glass-forming melts must be compositionally and str
turally inhomogeneous, and the heterogeneities are prese
in the glasses, their scales depending weakly on the com
sition and rate of cooling.

The atoms in the intercluster boundaries layers hav
binding energy that is 0.13–0.43 eV lower than in the in
rior of the cluster. Since this value is comparable to the bi
ing energy deficit of atoms in intercrystallite boundaries,
can be concluded that the microscopic structures of the
tercluster and intercrystallite boundaries are similar, in sp
of the lack of translational invariance of the noncrystalli
structure of the clusters.

It is natural to assume that the two-level systems resp
sible for the low-temperature anomalies of the thermal c
ductivity, specific heat, sound absorption, etc. are locate
the intercluster boundaries, i.e., belong to two-dimensio
extended defects. The presence of subcluster heterogen
of the structure of the bulk amorphous alloy attests to
diversity of short-range order in the melts and indicates t
the characteristic scale of the short-range order is 1.5–3

This study was supported in part by the NATO Intern
tional Program No. SA~PST.CLG.976376!5437 and the
NTTsU, Project Nos. 1804 and 655.
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QUANTUM EFFECTS IN SEMICONDUCTORS AND DIELECTRICS

Excitons in the layered insulators ZnI 2 and CdI 2 :Zn

O. N. Yunakova and V. K. Miloslavsky*

N. V. Karazin Kharkov National University, pl. Svobody 4, 61077 Kharkov, Ukraine

E. N. Kovalenko

Physicotechnical Research Center of the Ministry of Education and Science and National Academy
of Sciences of Ukraine, ul. Novgorodskaya 1, 61145 Kharkov, Ukraine
~Submitted November 20, 2001!
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The fundamental electronic absorption spectra in the layered compounds ZnI2 and Zn-doped
CdI2 are investigated in the spectral interval 3–5.9 eV. The samples are thin grain-oriented films
deposited on quartz substrates. It is found that ZnI2 , unlike CdI2 , is a direct-gap insulator,
despite the similarity of the crystal structures of these compounds. The introduction of Zn atoms
into the cation sublattice of CdI2 at concentrationsx>1% leads to the vanishing of the
absorption from indirect transitions and to the appearance of a strong exciton band at the
fundamental absorption band edge. The parameters of the exciton bands~spectral position, half-
width G, oscillator strengthf ! are measured in the temperature interval 80–330 K. The
measured temperature dependence ofG in both compounds is typical for three-dimensional
excitons. In ZnI2 the oscillator strength decreases with increasingT because of the Debye–Waller
factor, while in CdI2 :Zn it increases. This last result is evidence of the forbidden character
of the direct optical transition at the interband absorption edge in CdI2 , which is partially allowed
because of the exciton–phonon interaction. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1477364#
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INTRODUCTION

The compounds CdI2 and ZnI2 are layered insulators
consisting of close-packed I–Me–I ‘‘packets’’ within whic
the ionic bonding predominates, coupled to other packets
a weak van der Waals interaction. The layered structure
the compounds is responsible for many of their physical
chemical properties: strong anisotropy of the mechani
thermal, and optical properties, and the capacity for inter
lation of various atoms and molecules. The crystal struct
of CdI2 has been studied repeatedly. It has been establis
that this compound has a tendency toward the formation
polytypes owing to the weak bonding between packets.
most common polytypes are 2H and 4H.1 the most stable
polytype is 4H; all the other polytypes are transformed in
4H when the crystals are annealed. Both polytypes hav
hexagonal unit cell witha54.24 Å, with c56.24 Å for the
2H polytype andc513.68 Å for the 4H polytype ~with 2
molecules per unit cell!. The structure of ZnI2 is less studied.
According to the data of Ref. 2, ZnI2 has the structure of the
2H polytype of CdI2 , with a54.25 Å and c56.54 Å,
while, according to Ref. 3, ZnI2 forms in a crystal lattice of
the CdCl2 type with three molecules per unit cell.

In a number of studies4–7 the fundamental electroni
spectrum of CdI2 has been investigated by the methods
optical spectroscopy. It has been established that CdI2 is an
indirect-gap insulator,5,7 with a wide gapEg53.473 eV~1.7
K!, while the energy gap corresponding to direct transitio
between the valence and conduction bands is close to 4
2841063-777X/2002/28(4)/6/$22.00
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The electronic spectrum of CdI2 has been calculated theoret
cally by the tight-binding method8,9 and by the augmented
spherical waves method with the relativistic corrections a
the spin–orbit interaction taken into account.10 The calcula-
tions show that the upper valence band of CdI2 is formed by
the 5p states of iodine, and the lower conduction band by
5s states of cadmium. A calculation of the optical consta
and the complex dielectric permittivity in the spectral inte
val 4–10 eV is given in Ref. 11. By virtue of the differenc
of the coordination numbers for the cation and anion,
width of the 4s conduction band of cadmium is narrowe
~around 2.5 eV!6 than the 5p valence band ofI ~4.9 eV!. The
calculations predict, in agreement with experiment, that
minimum of the conduction band and the maximum of t
valence band lie at different points of the Brillouin zone a
thus that the optical spectrum will have an indirect-transit
region. The data of different authors place the smallest
ergy gap corresponding to direct transitions at differe
points of the Brillouin zone: atG ~Refs. 9 and 11!, A ~Ref. 8!
andL ~Refs. 6 and 10!. According to the data of Refs. 6 an
10, the transition at theL point is forbidden by parity and is
partially allowed on account of the electron–phonon inter
tion.

The influence of isoelectronic impurities on the abso
tion spectrum of CdI2 has been little studied. In Refs. 12 an
13 the impurity band of Pb1 in CdI2 was observed at 3.23
eV.

In contrast to CdI2 , the fundamental electronic spectru
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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and optical absorption in ZnI2 , as a consequence of the h
groscopic nature of the compound, have hardly been stud
In Ref. 14 the spectral position of the exciton band was
dicated~Eex54.5 eV, 77 K!, but there was no other infor
mation about the electronic spectrum of the compound.

The goal of the present study was to investigate the e
tronic spectrum and excitons in ZnI2 and in CdI2 doped with
Zn21 ions. The objects of study were thin films of the com
pounds. The absorption spectra were measured in the s
tral interval 3–6 eV. The excitonic absorption bands a
their parameters were studied in the temperature interval
330 K.

THIN FILMS OF ZnI2 AND CdI2 :Zn, THEIR PREPARATION,
AND MEASUREMENT OF THE SPECTRA

Thin films of ZnI2 were prepared by the vacuum dep
sition of ZnI2 powder on quartz substrates heated to 80 °
Because of the high hygroscopicity of ZnI2 , strong light
scattering arises in films removed from the vacuum cham
and cooled to room temperature. To avoid this, the sam
were transferred in the heated state to a vacuum optical
ostat, the copper finger of which had been heated beforeh
to 70 °C. After the cryostat was pumped down and flood
with nitrogen, the films remained transparent and suitable
spectral measurements. The absence of light scattering in
films was monitored from their transmission spectra in
transparency region. After flooding with nitrogen the te
perature of the sample~80–90 K!, monitored by a copper–
Constantan thermocouple, was maintained for a long tim
permit measuring the absorption spectra in a wide freque
interval. The thickness of the films was determined from
transmission spectra in their transparency region by the
tical interference method described in Ref. 15. The cho
film thickness~around 100 nm! was dictated by the necessi
of measuring the spectrum in the region of large absorp
coefficients. The intermediate temperatures were achieve
using baths of liquids that freeze atT,273 K and mixtures
of these liquids with small amounts of nitrogen and we
maintained to within62 K for 20 min; in this case the ab
sorption spectrum was measured in a narrower freque
interval which encompassed the low-frequency exciton ba

In measuring the absorption spectrum of ZnI2 we unex-
pectedly encountered the following difficulty. AtT>195 K
the exciton band is strongly shifted to higher frequencies
is weakened, although the sample remains non-scatte
The reason for this shift was found to be release of CO2 from
the carbon adsorption pump of the cryostat~the sublimation
temperature of CO2 is 194.5 K!. We attribute the shift of the
exciton band by 0.5 eV to the intercalation of carbon diox
molecules into the layered compound ZnI2 . A similar shift of
the exciton band has been observed in PbI2 upon its interca-
lation by pyridine.16 For this reason the ZnI2 spectrum was
measured in the temperature interval 285–330 K, and t
the sample was cooled to nitrogen temperature and the m
surements were made in the interval 80–195 K.

Thin films of CdI2 :Zn were obtained by evaporation of
mixture of CdI2 and ZnI2 powders of specified molar com
position on quartz substrates heated to 80 °C. The Zn c
centration varied from 0.5% to 10%. This method of prep
ration apparently ensures the formation of the 4H polytype
d.
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of CdI2 ~Ref. 1!. Since the method of preparation of the Cd2

films is similar to that described in Ref. 17, where structu
studies were done, the films have a high structural perfect
The crystallites, several microns in size, were oriented w
their c axis perpendicular to the substrate. The CdI2 :Zn films
are not hygroscopic in the concentration range indicated,
no intercalation effects were observed in the measurem
of the absorption spectra.

ABSORPTION SPECTRA OF ZnI 2 AND CdI2 :Zn FILMS AND
THEIR DISCUSSION

The absorption spectra of impurity-free ZnI2 and CdI2
films are presented in Fig. 1. The absorption spectrum
ZnI2 has a strong exciton bandX1 at 4.48 eV~80 K! and a
more smeared bandX2 with a maximum at 5.02 eV. Both
bands were smeared out and shifted to lower frequencie
the temperature was raised to room temperature. A broaC
band, located at 5.7 eV, is less sensitive to the chang
temperature. The slight increase in the optical density at
eV is due to optical interference in the thin film in the tran
parency region. The absorption spectrum of CdI2 also exhib-
its theX1 ~4.03 eV!, X2 ~4.62 eV!, andC ~5.48 eV! bands, in
agreement with the data of other authors.17 We see that to a
first approximation the absorption spectrum of ZnI2 is simi-
lar to that of CdI2 and is shifted to higher energies. Howeve
there is a substantial difference in the spectra: in ZnI2 the
exciton bandX1 is strong and has a steeply falling long
wavelength edge, while in CdI2 the X1 band is considerably
weaker and has a smeared edge atE,4.03 eV. This smear-
ing of the long-wavelength edge of the absorption band
caused by the well-established existence of indirect tra
tions in the interval 3.5–4 eV.5,7

The appearance of a strong and comparatively nar
exciton band in the absorption spectrum of ZnI2 indicates
that this compound is a direct-gap insulator, i.e., the exci
bandX2 is adjacent to the edge of direct allowed interba
transitions. Evidently, in ZnI2 , as in CdI2 , the upper valence

FIG. 1. Absorption spectra of ZnI2 at 290 K~1! and 90 K~2! and of CdI2 at
90 K ~3!. The dot-and-dash curve shows the absorption edge after the
ton bandX1 has been subtracted off.
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band is formed by the 5p states of iodine, while the lowe
conduction band is formed by the 4s states of zinc. The
maximum of the valence band and the minimum of the c
duction band lie at the same point of the Brillouin zone.
determine the parameters of theX1 band~the spectral posi-
tion, half-width, and oscillator strength! we approximated it
by a symmetric contour in the form of a linear combinati
of a Lorentzian and a Gaussian by the method propose
Ref. 18. After the exciton bandX1 at 4.6 eV was substracte
off, a step~the X18 band! was observed, which we ascribe
the superimposition of a weaker 2s exciton band on the
edge. From the spectral position of the 1s and 2s exciton
bands we can determine the exciton binding energy using
model of a Wannier–Mott exciton:

EB5k~Eex,n522Eex,n51!, ~1!

whereEex,n is the spectral position of theX1 andX18 bands,
andk is a coefficient in the range 9/8<k<4/3; the valuek
54/3 corresponds to an isotropic three-dimensional exci
and k59/8 corresponds to a two-dimensional exciton. F
layered crystals of the ZnI2 type the Bohr radius of the ex
citons is small, with a size close to the width of an I–Me
packet, i.e., the excitons in them exhibit more of a thr
dimensional character.4 As will be shown below, the three
dimensional character of the excitons in ZnI2 is confirmed by
the temperature dependence of the half-width of the exc
band. Assuming thatk54/3, we findEB50.16 eV, and from
the formula

Eg5Eex,n511EB ~2!

we obtain a value ofEg54.62 eV for the band gap of ZnI2 .
As in CdI2 , the appearance of theX2 band in ZnI2 is due to
the spin–orbit splitting of the valence band. The value of
splitting DLS5EX2

2EX1
'0.54 eV and is close to the corre

sponding value in CdI2 (DLS50.59 eV). This value is some
what lower than DLS for a free iodine atom (DLS

50.67 eV),10 possibly because of a small admixture of t
4d state of Cd in the valence band of the compound. Assu
ing that in both crystals the width of theC band, with a
maximum atEC , corresponds to optical transitions betwe
centers of the upper valence band and the 5s conduction
band, we find the total width of the allowed bands adjac
to the forbidden band as

DE52~EC2Eh!, ~3!

which givesDE52.16 eV for ZnI2 and, with allowance for
the indirect transitions,DE54.02 eV for CdI2 . The consid-
erably smaller value ofDE in ZnI2 correlates with the large
value ofEg in that compound. The decrease ofDE in ZnI2 in
comparison with CdI2 is apparently due to the ‘‘flattening
out’’ of the lower cationic 4s conduction band. The decreas
in the width of the 4s band is indicated by the fact that th
ionic radius of Zn21 ~1.31 Å! is smaller than that of Cd21

~1.48 Å!, while the lattice parametera of the two compounds
is only slightly different.

Judging from the method used to prepare the thin fil
of CdI2 :Zn and the closeness of the crystal structure of
two compounds, the introduction of Zn to CdI2 leads to the
formation of solid solutions of substitution Cd12xZnzI2 , with
the Zn21 ions substituting for Cd21 in the cation sublattice
-
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As is seen in Fig. 2, the introduction of Zn21 ions in CdI2
leads to a fundamental rearrangement of the absorption e
an exciton band with a maximum at 3.965 eV (x50.05)
appears at the long-wavelength edge of the fundamenta
sorption band of CdI2 , and the gradual tail due to indirec
transitions disappears. In the concentration interval inve
gated (0.005,x,0.1) the newX1 band exists down tox
50.01; for x,0.01 the strong band vanishes, and the
sorption spectrum acquires the typical form for pure Cd2

~Fig. 1!. The X1 absorption band in CdI2 :Zn is shifted to
longer wavelengths relative to theX1 band in CdI2 (Em

54.03 eV). With increasingx the exciton bandX1 shifts
weakly to higher energies by the linear law:

Eex~x!5~3.931ax! eV, ~4!

wherea5(0.560.05) eV. It follows from Eq.~4! that in the
indicated concentration interval the new band occupie
lower-frequency position than theX1 band in pure CdI2 ~4.03
eV!. The shift of the exciton bands in the absorption spec
of solid solutions is typical for many insulators. For examp
in the layered insulator PbI2 , where the absorption edge co
responds to direct transitions, one also observes a shift o
exciton band to shorter wavelengths when the Pb21 ions are
substituted by Cd21 ~Ref. 12!, but in contrast to CdI2 :Zn,
the shift of the exciton band in PbI2 :Cd is accompanied by a
weakening of the band.

According to the data of Refs. 6 and 10, direct optic
transitions in CdI2 occur between the top of the valenc
band, located at theG point, and the bottom of the conduc
tion band, at theL point of the Brillouin zone. On the othe
hand, the smallest energy gap corresponding to direct tra
tions (>3.8 eV) is also located at theL point. Apparently,
the introduction of Zn21 ions in CdI2 leads to a shift of the
bottom of the conduction band to higher energies, and
increasing the Zn21 concentration causes the absorpti

FIG. 2. Absorption spectrum of CdI2 activated by Zn21 ions (x50.05) at
290 K ~dashed curve! and 90 K~solid curve!; the dot-and-dash line show
the absorption edge after the exciton bandX1 has been subtracted off.
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edge due to indirect transitions to be shifted to higher f
quencies, and forx>0.01 the energy gap corresponding
the indirect transitions becomes larger than the gap for di
transitions. Consequently, forx>0.01, CdI2 becomes a
direct-gap insulator.

It should be mentioned that in accordance with the
ergy band calculations,9,10 the direct transition at theL point
is forbidden by the selection rules forE'c ~L3

1/L4
1

→L3
1/L4

1 transition, 2H polytype, band calculation with the
LS coupling taken into account!. The CdI2 :Zn films appar-
ently belong to the 4H polytype. If it is assumed that in th
4H polytype, the top of the valence band, as in the 2H
polytype, is formed at theL point by the 5pz atomic orbitals
of iodine, then the direct optical transition in 4H-CdI2
should remain forbidden. However, in spite of its being fo
bidden by the selection rules, optical absorption occurs
this point for a number of reasons. First, the forbiddennes
partially lifted when vibrations of the crystal lattice are tak
into account. The lifting of the forbiddenness on the opti
transition for Ag1 and Cu1 impurity centers in alkali halide
crystals, which affects the temperature dependence of
oscillator strength of the bands, has long been known.19 Sec-
ond, the Zn21 ions, because of their smaller radius, lead t
displacement of the iodine atoms in their nearest neighb
hood, and for this reason the Cd21 ions in the neighboring
octahedra acquire an off-center position, which also lead
a growing oscillator strength of the band.20 It is also possible
that the shift to lower energies of theX1 band, which lies at
4.03 eV in the spectrum of pure CdI2 , is due to an increase
in the Cd–I interatomic distance in neighboring octahed
However, it is hard to follow the dynamic shift of theX1

band in the concentration interval 0.005,x,0.01 because o
the unavoidable scattering in the concentration over
thickness of the film.

As in ZnI2 , in CdI2 :Zn a weakX18 band~at 4.12 eV! is
observed on the short-wavelength side of theX1 band. At-
tributing this band to to a 2s exciton, we find, using Eq.~1!,
an exciton binding energyEB50.2 eV and, using Eq.~2!, a
band gapEg54.17 eV for CdI2 containing 5% Zn. The tota
width of the allowed bands adjacent to the gap is estima
from Eq. ~3! as 2.62 eV, considerably less than the value
DE in pure CdI2 .

TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF THE PARAMETERS
OF THE LONG-WAVELENGTH EXCITONIC ABSORPTION
BANDS IN ZnI 2 AND CdI2 :Zn

In referring to the parameters of the exciton bands
mean the position of the maximumEm , the half-widthG,
and the oscillator strengthf of the band. All three of these
characteristics depend on the temperature. In ionic crys
of which ZnI2 and CdI2 are examples, the temperature d
pendence of the parameters is determined mainly by the
teraction of the excitons with longitudinal optical~LO!
phonons, and the strongest temperature dependence o
parameters occurs for\vLO<kT. The energy of the LO
phonons in CdI2 is equal to 21.7 meV, while the value o
\vLO in ZnI2 is unknown. However, if we assume that th
ratio of the frequenciesvLO for the ZnI2 and CdI2 crystals is
-
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the same as the ratio of the frequencies of the asymme
stretching vibrations of the molecules (r51.28),21 then we
can find\vLO527.8 meV.

The exciton–phonon interaction leads to a temperat
shift of theX1 band to longer wavelengths by the linear la

for ZnI2 dEm /dT527.731024 eV/k

for CdI2 :Zn dEm /dT526.231024 eV/k

In order of magnitude such a shift of the bands is typi
for the majority of ionic crystals. The value ofdEm /dT ob-
tained for CdI2 :Zn is somewhat larger than the valu
dEm /dT52431024 eV/K found from the shift of the ab-
sorption edge at 4 eV in CdI2 films.22

At the same time, the temperature dependence of
half-width G in the two compounds is nonlinear~Fig. 3a!.
Analysis of the temperature dependence ofG yields addi-
tional information about the dimensionality of the excitons
layered crystals. In Ref. 23 the temperature depende
G(T) was investigated theoretically for excitons of differe
dimensionalityd (d51,2,3):

G~T!'F pD2

g~d/2!~2pB!d/2G2/42d

, ~5!

where g(d/2) is the d-dependent gamma function,D2

50.5C2\vLO coth(\vLO /kT), where C2/2 is the energy of
relaxation of the lattice upon excitation of an exciton, andB
is the width of the exciton band. In processing the expe
mentalG(T) curves one should take into account the sha
of the contour of the exciton band and the contribution toG
from the residual broadeningG(0) due to lattice defects. Fo
ZnI2 at nitrogen temperature the shape of the band, fo
from its long-wavelength edge, is a linear combination o
Lorentzian and a Gaussian, but the Gaussian componen
comes stronger with increasing temperature. For CdI1 :Zn the

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the half-widthG of ZnI2 and CdI2 :Zn
~a!; temperature dependence ofG in the coordinates G2 versus
coth2(\vLO)/kT) in ZnI2 and CdI2 :Zn ~b!.
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shape of the band is Gaussian in the entire temperature
terval studied. In the case of a Gaussian contour the t
half-width is given by the relation

G5@G2~0!1G2~T!#1/2, ~6!

where G(T) obeys Eq.~5! with an unknown temperature
independent factorA. A processing of the experimental de
pendence ofG on T showed that the best agreement w
formula ~5! is achieved for d53. Then G(T)
5A coth2(\vLO /kT), and a plot ofG(T) in coordinates ofG2

versus coth4(\vLO /kT) is linear ~Fig. 3b!. A least-squares
processing of this dependence gives:

in ZnI2 G1~0!5~0.21460.002! eV,

A15~4.3660.07!31022 eV,

in CdI2 :Zn G2~0!5~0.12560.002! eV,

A25~1.960.05!31022 eV.

The width of the exciton band in these compounds
unknown. However, if the energy of the lattice relaxati
upon excitation of an exciton is assumed to be the sam
ZnI2 and CdI2 :Zn, then the value ofA is proportional to
(\vLO)2B23. Using the ratio of the values obtained forA1

and A2 and the corresponding energies of the LO phono
we find for the ratio of the exciton bandwidths of the tw
compoundsB1 /B250.89, i.e., the exciton band in ZnI2 is
10% narrower than in CdI2 :Zn. This value of the ratio
B1 /B2 is in fair agreement with the ratio of the total width
of the electronic bands adjacent to the band gap,DE1 /DE2

50.82, in view of the error of determination ofDE andA.
In the temperature interval from 90 to 330 K the osc

lator strength of the exciton bands in ZnI2 and CdI2 :Zn was
determined with allowance for the mixing of the Gauss
and Lorentzian contours according to the formula

f 5~my/4pe2h2!«2mEmG@12a~12p ln 2!21/2!], ~7!

wherev is the volume per molecule in the lattice;«2m is the
imaginary part of the complex dielectric permittivity at th
maximum of the band,«2m[«2(Em); the value of«2m was
found by calculating the optical constants of the film by t
method proposed in Ref. 18;a is the Gaussian-componen
fraction of the total contour of the exciton band. A numeric
analysis shows that replacing the Voigt contour~which is a
convolution of a Lorentzian contour with a Gaussian dis
bution! by a mixed contour with same parameters gives
error of determination off of not more than 1%. It is found
that the value off (T) calculated according to Eq.~7! is a
decreasing function ofT in ZnI2 , while in CdI2 :Zn an ap-
preciable growth of the oscillator strength with temperat
is observed.

The decrease off (T) with increasingT is a hallmark of
the temperature behavior of a zero-phonon band. In the
sence of noticeable dispersion of the frequencyvLO the os-
cillator strength of a zero-phonon band decreases on acc
of the Debye–Waller factor according to the law24

f ~T!5 f 0 exp@2g0~2nph11!#, ~8!

where nph is the distribution function of the LO phonons
nph5@exp(\vLO /kBT)21#21, andg0 determines the Debye–
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Waller factor at 0 K. A least-squares processing of the cu
of ln f(T) versus 2nph11 ~Fig. 4a! gives f 050.2260.003
andg050.1760.01.

In CdI2 :Zn the oscillator strength increases with increa
ing T, from 0.038 at 90 K to 0.046 at 330 K by a linear la
~Fig. 4b!. The growth off with temperature for the exciton
band in CdI2 :Zn is a sign that the direct optical transitio
between the valence band edge and the conduction b
edge adjacent to the exciton band is partially forbidden, si
for excitons of the Wannier–Mott type the oscillator streng
of the exciton band is proportional to the square of the ma
element of the momentum operator,uPcv(k0)u2, constructed
on the wave functions of the conduction band and vale
band at the given point of the Brillouin zone. The forbidde
ness is lifted on account of the exciton–phonon interacti
which increases with increasingT. This result agrees with
the conclusion of Refs. 6 and 10 that the minimum band g
for direct transitions lies at theL point of the Brillouin zone,
where the optical transition for the polarization«0'c is for-
bidden by the selection rules. That the transitions in CdI2 :Zn
are partially forbidden is also indicated by the oscillat
strength of the exciton band, which at 90 K is substantia
smaller ~by a factor of 5! than that in ZnI2 , where f
50.182 at that same temperature.

CONCLUSION

In summary, a study of the absorption spectra of th
films of ZnI2 has established that the exciton band in t
compound is adjacent to the edge of direct interband allow
transitions, i.e., unlike CdI2 , the compound ZnI2 is a direct-
gap insulator. Studies of the temperature dependence o
parameters of the exciton band indicate that the exciton
this compound have a three-dimensional character. It is
established that the introduction of Zn21 ions in the crystal

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the oscillator strength in ZnI2 , in the
coordinates lnf(T) versus 2nph11 ~a!, and in CdI2 :Zn ~b!.
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lattice of CdI2 transforms that compound to a direct-gap
sulator, as is attested to by the appearance of a strong, na
exciton band at edge of the fundamental electronic abs
tion band of CdI2 . The exciton band in CdI2 :Zn is adjacent
to the edge of direct interband transitions at theL point of
the Brillouin zone, where the optical transition is forbidde
The forbiddenness is lifted on account of the excito
phonon interaction and the distortion of the crystal lattice
CdI2 in the nearest neighborhood of the Zn21 impurity ions.
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IR spectra of cryocondensates of an isotopic water mixture on thermocycling
A. Aldijarov, A. S. Drobyshev,* and S. S. Sarsembinov
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The IR spectra are measured for thin films of vacuum condensates of an isotopic water mixture
in the proportions H2O ~10%!, HDO ~50%!, and D2O ~40%!. The condensation was done
on an Invar metal mirror in the temperature interval 30–130 K at a pressure of the gas phase during
cryocondensation of 6.731024 Pa. Warming of these cryocondensates is accompanied by
structural transformations which lead to a change of the energy of the hydrogen bonds between
molecules. Calculations for the various types of stretching vibrations of the mixture show
that this corresponds to a decrease of the enthalpy of the hydrogen bond with increasing
temperature. Increasing the temperature of the cryocondensates formed at 30 K leads to a
significant decrease of the frequencies of the absorption bands corresponding to deformation
vibrations of the D2O and HDO molecules. In the frequency range of the librational
vibrations a substantial change of the spectrum of the cryocondensate of the isotopic water
mixture is observed with increasing temperature. The cause of this is apparently thermally
stimulated proton–proton and deuteron–deuteron exchange between the D2O and HDO
molecules. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1477365#
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INTRODUCTION

One of the fundamental problems of modern physics
the problem of self-organization and evolution of open s
tems, in which metastable intermediate states can exist.
degree of stability of these states is largely determined by
thermodynamic conditions of phase formation and the
tramolecular structure of the investigated substance. A
the thermodynamic conditions, the region of low
temperature gas–solid transformations is the most suit
for studying these systems. Low rates of condensation
substantial supercoolings with respect to the equilibrium
rameters significantly shorten the lifetime of the molecules
the adsorbed layer, and that leads the formation of real
ocrystals. This is particularly characteristic for substan
whose molecules have some sort of features such as a
trinsic dipole moment. Water and heavy water are typi
representatives of that class of molecules. Moreover,
presence of a long-range intermolecular interaction, due
the hydrogen bond, stimulates processes of formation
polyaggregates of water molecules, and that in large mea
determines the macroscopic characteristics of the solid p
formed during cryocondensation. Thus a determination of
influence of the parameters of the intramolecular struct
and the forces of intermolecular interaction, in particular,
hydrogen bond, on the formation of vacuum condensate
water can promote our understanding of the mechanism
formation and the principles of behavior of open unsta
systems.

From what we have said it becomes clear that the te
perature of formation and the existence of cryocrystals is
most important factor determining the structure of the so
phase that forms. The studies reported in Ref. 1 reveale
2901063-777X/2002/28(4)/5/$22.00
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substantial temperature dependence of the IR spectra of
ter and heavy water. Those studies were done on rather t
samples~more than 3mm thick!. In that case the fine struc
ture of the characteristic absorption bands correspondin
the main intramolecular vibrations were not analyzed. Me
while, it is known2 that processes such as cluster format
and the interaction via hydrogen bonds can be manifeste
the spectra in the form overtones against the backgroun
the fundamental frequencies. Moreover, the presence
static field due to the formation of hydrogen bonds in t
crystal leads to a perturbation of the fundamental intram
lecular and lattice vibrations, and that affects their frequen
shifts and the absorption amplitudes. Thus analysis of the
spectra of cryovacuum condensates formed at different t
modynamic parameters can yield information about
change in the character of the intermolecular interaction
the crystal. The presence of stable isotopes of water~D2O
and HDO! makes it possible to obtain more-complete info
mation about the problem, since it becomes possible to
termine experimentally the influence of the features of
intramolecular structure on the properties of cryocrysta
With this goal, in the present study we have investigated
influence of temperature on the IR spectra of thin layers
cryocondensates of an isotopic water mixture.

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND MEASUREMENT
TECHNIQUES

The measurements were made on the experimental
paratus described in detail in Ref. 3. The object of study w
water consisting mainly of HDO and D2O. The isotopic
composition of the water was monitored by mas
spectrometric measurements with the use of an IPD
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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meter for measuring the partial pressures of the resid
gases. On the basis of the mass spectra obtained, the
composition of the water was calculated to be 10% H2O,
50% HDO, and 40% D2O. The error of measurement wa
3–5%.

The temperature-stabilizing system used previously
not allow us to achieve the desired precision of tempera
regulation. We therefore upgraded the temperature stabi
tion system of the cryostat of the device described in Ref
Additional heaters controlled by a computer made it poss
to maintain the temperature of the condensation surface
precision of 0.05 K or better. The cryostat used in the ap
ratus was mounted on the upper low-temperature fla
of the microcryogenic machine of a Gifford–MacMaho
system.

The IR reflection spectra were measured on an IKS
spectrometer. In the updating of the apparatus we mou
an optical bypass channel that made it possible to opera
a double-beam mode. As a result, the quality of the IR sp
tra was improved and their processing was simplified. T
measurement accuracy was 0.75 cm21, with a resolutionR
5850, according to the documentation for the spectrome
At the same time, some of the results presented here w
obtained in the single-beam mode prior to the updating of
apparatus; special note of this is made in the discussion

The measurements were made by the following pro
dure. A sample of thicknessd50.12mm was condensed at
substrate temperature of 30 K and a pressure of
31024 Pa. Then the IR reflection spectrum of th
cryocrystal–substrate system was taken. The curves obta
correspond to the absorption spectra recorded in a do
passage of the optical signal through the cryocrystal fi
After the measurement of the spectra at the condensa
temperature the substrate temperature was raised at a ra
not more than 0.05 K/s. When the specified temperature
reached, the temperature stabilization system was turned
and the IR spectrum was measured. Then the substrate
perature was again lowered to 30 K and the reflection ch
acteristics were measured.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Numerous spectral studies of ices have shown that
intramolecular vibrational frequencies of water are tempe
ture and pressure dependent. This is a consequence o
structural diversity of the solid phase of water. In the th
modynamic existence region of the so-called vacuum c
densates~low temperatures and pressures! the ground state o
water has the hexagonal structureIh. In the low-temperature
existence region ofIh ice, metastable forms of it can appea
At condensation temperatures below 100 K an amorph
phase forms, which with increasing temperature4 is irrevers-
ibly transformed to another metastable form of hexago
ice—the so-called cubic iceIc. This transition does not hav
a strictly defined temperature and is observed in an inte
from 120 to 160 K.5 Further increase of the temperature
cubic ice leads to its irreversible transformation to hexago
ice. This transition also has smeared temperature bounda
from 140 K ~Ref. 4! to 200 K ~Ref. 6!. The causes of this
indeterminacy of the temperature boundaries of the existe
regions of the structural modifications of vacuum cond
al
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sates of water have still not been conclusively establishe
has been conjectured7 that this is due not only to the differen
condensation temperature but also to the different rate
growth and heating of the films and also to the particu
temperature pre-history of the samples. In our view,
cause is much deeper and is due to the fundamental diso
of hexagonal increase in respect to the protons~deuterons!.
These considerations motivated us to do the studies wh
results are reported below.

The IR spectra of cryocondensates of our isotopic wa
mixture at temperatures of 30 and 130 K are presented
Figs. 1–5. For convenience of analysis the spectra have b
shifted along the vertical while preserving the scale. T
thickness of the samples in the majority of the experime
was 0.12mm. This was sufficient for the formation of th
main absorption bands, while still permitting analysis of t
fine structure of the spectra.

The general conclusion that can be drawn from an an
sis of the spectra shown is that changing the substrate
perature leads to significant transformations of the spectr
the regions of the characteristic frequencies. One observ
shift of the absorption bands and changes of their width
fine structure.

For detailed analysis below we shall consider narrow
parts of the spectra, corresponding to some particular ty
of vibrations.

1. The 3000– 3500 cm21 range. The absorption peak i
this range is formed mainly on account of the characteri
O–H stretching vibrations of the HDO molecule.8 As we see
in Fig. 2, warming the film leads to substantial changes in
spectrum, which becomes smoother and has a l
pronounced fine structure. In addition, the band narrows
warming and is shifted to lower frequencies by an amo
equal to the half-width of the absorption. It can be assum
that this process corresponds to structural transformat
during the annealing and the transition of the sample t
more stable state, which should lead to a change in the
ergy of the hydrogen bonds O–H...O between HDO m
ecules. According to Badger and Bauer,7 this frequency shift
is related to the energy of the hydrogen bonds by the sim
relation

FIG. 1. IR spectrum of 0.12-mm thick cryocondensates of an isotopic wat
mixture at different substrate temperatures. The curves have been sh
along the vertical by 0~1!, 10.06 ~2!, and10.07 ~3! ~R is the reflection
coefficient!.
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DnOH52
DH

0.024
,

where DH is the change in enthalpy of the O–H valen
bond in the static field of the hydrogen bond.

We used this relation to calculate the change in entha
of the hydrogen bond as a result of the increase in temp
ture of the film for frequencies corresponding to the value
the half-width of the absorption band, equal tonT530 K

53340 cm21 and nT5130 K53316 cm21. The value of the
frequency shift on warming from 30 to 130 K isDn
524 cm21, and the corresponding change in enthalpy of
hydrogen bond for O–H vibrations of the HDO molecule
DH523.96 J/mole. Thus, increasing the temperature le
to a decrease in the energy of the hydrogen bond for this
of vibration of the molecule.

2. The 2350– 2600 cm21 range. This is the range of th
stretching vibrations of D2O and of the D–O bond of the
HDO molecule. The absorption peak is clearly a superp
tion of these vibrations~Fig. 3!. We see that annealing th
sample leads to a smoothing of the spectrum and mak
significantly narrower than for the cryocondensate formed
30 K. We had previously obtained analogous results

FIG. 2. IR spectrum of 0.12-mm thick cryocondensates of an isotopic wat
mixture at different substrate temperatures. The curves have been s
along the vertical by 0~1! and20.013~2!.

FIG. 3. IR spectra of a crystal 0.12mm thick in the region of D–O stretch-
ing vibrations. The measurements were made at the condensation tem
ture 30 K~1! and after annealing to 130 K~2!. The curves are shifted alon
the vertical by 0~1! and20.025~2!.
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thicker films of D2O cryocondensates.1 The substantial nar-
rowing of the stretching band of absorption when the sam
is warmed was also observed in Ref. 1. These results a
qualitatively with those in Ref. 8, even though both the te
perature regimes and the sample preparation conditions w
substantially different.

In analogy with the calculations given above, we calc
lated the change in enthalpy of the hydrogen bond on wa
ing of the film for this type of vibrations also. The freque
cies corresponding to the different temperatures are equ
nT530 K52459 cm21 and nT5130 K52450 cm21. Thus the
value of the frequency shift on heating of the sample from
to 130 K is Dn59 cm21, and the corresponding change
enthalpy of the hydrogen bond for the O–D vibrations
DH522.58 J/mole. Consequently, as in the case of
O–H bond in the HDO molecule, increasing the temperat
leads to a decrease of the energy of the hydrogen bond
though the value of the change is considerably less. Thi
apparently due to the difference in the masses of the pro
and deuteron.

3. The 800– 1400 cm21 range. This range corresponds
the so-called ‘‘scissors’’ vibrations of the D2O and HDO
molecules. The results of the measurements of the IR spe
in this range are shown in Fig. 4~they were obtained in the
single-beam mode of the spectrometer!. The spectra shown
were measured at three temperatures: 30 K~condensation
temperature, spectrum1!, 90 K ~the first warming step, spec
trum 2!, and 130 K~the second warming step, spectrum3!.

As we see in the figure, annealing of the sample lead
significant changes in the character of the spectrum. Firs
the temperature is raised there is a substantial shift of
spectrum to lower frequencies of the absorption band co
sponding to the bond-angle vibration of the heavy-wa
molecule. The frequencies at the absorption maximum
n2(T530 K)51236 cm21, n2(T590 K)51229 cm21, and
n2(T5130 K)51227 cm21.

Such a frequency difference is indicative of structu
transformations occurring in the crystal during the tempe
ture evolution. It must be noted that these frequencies
found in good agreement with the data for ices with theIh
structure.8 Here the values are given for the deformation

FIG. 4. IR spectrum of 0.12-mm thick cryocondensates of an isotopic wat
mixture at different substrate temperatures. The curves have been sh
along the vertical by 0~1!, 0.03 ~2!, and 0.1~3!.
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brations n2(Ih)51210 cm21. The discrepancy between th
numerical values and our results is apparently due to both
difference in the methods of preparing the samples and
ferences in the temperature regimes. In Ref. 8 the sam
were obtained by pulverizing ordinary iceI , and the mea-
surements were made in the temperature interval 110–18
Nevertheless, our data show a tendency for the deforma
frequency to decrease with increasing temperature and
clearly drawing closer to data of Ref. 8.

The behavior of the absorption peak at frequencies n
1300 cm21 can serve as a manifestation of the temperat
dependence of the frequency of the deformation vibration
corresponds to the O–D deformation vibration of the HD
and D2O molecules and is also very sensitive to temperat
variations of the sample. Thus for different temperatures
types of vibrations the frequencies at the half-width of t
absorption band~Fig. 5! have the values:

n2~30K !
OH 51234 cm21, n2~130K !

OH 51231 cm21,

n2~30K !
OD 51313 cm21, n2~30K !

OD 51303 cm21,

At the same time, it should be noted that the effect s
here is somewhat at odds with the results of Refs. 9 and
where they speak of a weak dependence of the deforma
vibrations on temperature and on the change in energy o
hydrogen bond. In particular, the calculations of Pimen
and Zimmerman9 indicate a very weak decrease in the pe
frequency of the vibration with increasing temperature, wh
the lattice vibrations display a large dependence on temp
ture. This led the authors to conclude that the deforma
and translational vibrations in ices are not coupled, but
view is not universally accepted.8,11

In addition to the shift of the absorption band with i
creasing temperature of the film a substantial narrowing
this band~Fig. 5! and a decrease of the absorption amplitu
are observed. These facts can be interpreted fully as b
the result of structural transformations in the cryocondens
of the isotopic water mixture during warming.

4. The 400– 1200 cm21 range. Previously we obtaine
results attesting to the unusual behavior of the absorp
spectra in the frequency range of the lattice and libratio

FIG. 5. IR spectra of a 0.12-mm thick crystal of an isotopic water mixture
during thermocycling. The measurements were made at the condens
temperature 30 K~1! and after annealing to 130 K~1!. The curves are
shifted vertically by 0~1! and 0.04~2!.
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vibrations for samples of various thicknesses. These feat
are clearly manifested at relatively large sample thicknes
('1.5– 2mm). In this connection we measured the spec
of 2-mm thick cryocondensates of our isotopic water mixtu
at various temperatures~Fig. 6!. The measurements wer
made in the following order. At a substrate temperature of
K a sample was deposited and the reflection spectrum
taken ~curve 1!. Then the substrate temperature was
creased to 100 K and the IR spectrum was measured a
~curve2!. Curve3 is the spectrum of a sample directly co
densed at a temperature of 100 K. We see that during
warming of the sample its IR spectrum undergoes substa
changes~curves1 and2!. The broad absorption band with
maximum atn'600 cm21 splits into two bands. The mani
festations of fine structure are transformed into individu
peaks, as is especially noticeable in spectrum3. It is clear
that films found at the same temperature but having differ
temperature ‘‘biographies’’ are structurally different, and th
is reflected in the IR spectra.

The frequency range considered corresponds to the li
tional vibrations of the D2O molecule, and for the analogou
vibrations of the HDO molecule the frequency region
800– 950 cm21. In this range one also observes significa
transformations of the spectrum as the temperature is rai
The broad but low-intensity absorption band atT530 K is
accentuated as the temperature is increased to 100 K,
even in this range the spectra of samples at the same
perature but obtained under different conditions of cryoc
densation are substantially different.

The reason for this behavior of the IR spectra of
isotopic water mixture in the range of librational vibrations
most likely due to the interaction of the D2O and HDO mol-
ecules. The point is that the nature of librations lies in t
hopping of protons~deuterons! from one O...H–O bond to an
adjacent bond, which is analogous to a rotation of the m
ecule by 120°. This leads to the creation of so-calledL and
D defects, where, in the first case, there is no proton~deu-
teron! between oxygen atoms, and, in the second cas
bond with two protons~deuterons! is formed. A consequence
of this is the appearance of the negative ions OH2 and OD1

ion
FIG. 6. IR spectrum of a 2-mm thick crystal of an isotopic water mixture a
different temperatures: at the condensation temperature 30 K~1!, after an-
nealing to 100 K~2!, and directly after condensation at a temperature of 1
K ~3!. The curves are shifted vertically by 0~1!, 0.3 ~2!, and 0.7~3!.
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and also positive ions of the types D3O1, D2HO1, H2DO1,
and H3O1. Increasing the temperature of the sample fac
tates this type of hopping, and that ultimately leads to
change of the absorption spectra.

CONCLUSIONS

The main conclusion is that changing the substrate t
perature leads to significant transformations of the spectr
the regions of the characteristic frequencies. A shift of
absorption band and changes in its width and fine struc
are observed. These are expressed in the following typ
manifestations.

1. Warming of the cryocondensates of an isotopic wa
mixture is accompanied by structural transformations t
lead to a change in energy of the hydrogen bonds betw
molecules. This is indicated by the change in the bandw
of the stretching vibrations and by a shift of these vibratio
to lower frequencies. Calculations done for different types
stretching vibrations of the mixture showed that this cor
sponds to a decrease of the enthalpy of the hydrogen b
with increasing temperature.

2. Increasing the temperature of cryocondensates for
at T530 K leads to a substantial decrease of the frequen
of the absorption bands corresponding to deformation vib
tions of the D2O and HDO molecules. This can serve as
indication of structural transformations occurring in the cry
tal during the temperature evolution.

3. Annealing of the sample leads to significant smoo
ing out of the fine structure of the stretching vibrations.
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addition, increasing the temperature decreases the ampl
of the absorption in the regions of the stretching and de
mation vibrations.

4. In the frequency range of librational vibrations on
observes a change of the spectra of cryocondensates o
isotopic water mixture with changing temperature. The r
son is apparently the thermally stimulated proton–proton
deuteron–deuteron exchange between D2O and HDO mol-
ecules, giving rise toL andD defects in the samples.
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On the role of Jahn–Teller vibrations in the mechanism of high- Tc superconductivity
of intercalated C 60 fullerite films with p-type conductivity

V. M. Loktev*
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An attempt is made to explain the high values of the superconducting transition temperature
observed in intercalated fullerite films. The approach is based on the fact that charged C60

molecules in hexagonal lattices have degenerate electronic terms which are strongly
coupled to the Jahn–Teller intramolecular vibrations. Certain other effects leading to enhancement
of the superconductivity in molecular metals are also discussed. ©2002 American Institute
of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1477366#
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1. In a series of studies by Batlogget al.,1–3 by injecting
holes into thin films of C60 fullerite by means of an externa
electric field the critical temperatureTc of the superconduct
ing transition was raised fromTc552 K for the pure single-
crystal film toTc584, 117, and 146 K in films intercalate
with CHCl3 , CHBr3 , and CHI3 molecules, respectively. Th
highest valueTc5146 K is a record for all known high-Tc

superconductors, including the cuprates Bi–Sr–Ca–Cu–4

Tl–Ba–Ca–Cu–O,5 and Hg–Ba–Ca–Cu–O6 at normal pres-
sure.

The monotonic growth ofTc in C60 films with increasing
radius of the halogen atom G5Cl, Br, I, just as in the metal-
doped crystals A3C60 ~A5K, Rb, Cs, Tl!,7–11 finds a natural
explanation in the framework of the BCS theory,12 according
to which Tc is determined by the dimensionless electro
phonon coupling constantlph5N(«F)gph

2 , wheregph is the
matrix element of the electron–phonon interaction~EPI!, and
N(«) is the density of states at the Fermi level«F , which
depends on the degree of doping and also on either the w
Wc of a partially filled conduction band or~in the case of
p-type conductivity! the width Wv of the valence band. With
increasing size of the molecules CHG3 or atoms A, the lattice
constant of the C60 crystal increases and the overlap of thep
orbitals of adjacent molecules decreases, leading to a
rowing of the conduction band and an increase in the den
of states. The fact thatTc is higher inp-type fullerite films
than inn-type films2 is, we believe, simply explained by th
fact that Wv,Wc by virtue of the smaller overlap of th
wave functions of the deeper electronic states of
fullerene. This should be true in all such cases.

On the basis of the standard BCS model one can
however, understand the absence of superconductivity in
crystals A3C70 and A3(C60)y(C70)12y ~Ref. 13! and the low
Tc recently observed in C70 films,14 even though the phono
spectrum in these molecular systems is governed mainly
2951063-777X/2002/28(4)/3/$22.00
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intramolecular vibrations and in C70 is even richer than in
C60.

2. Previouly15 we have conjectured that in cubic A3C60

crystals with n-type conductivity the superconductivity i
due to the high symmetry of both the lattice itself and of t
C60 molecule~icosohedral groupYh!. The first excited state
t1u , which is degenerate in the molecule, creates three ba
in the crystal, the lowest of which is twofold degenerate a
has valleys at the symmetricL points of the Brillouin
zone.16,17

In A3C60 compounds all the C60 molecules are located
on average in a triply charged state, C60

32 , forming either a
spin doublet with Jahn–Teller deformations and a comp
splitting of all the levels or a spin quartet with the recover
symmetry of the free C60 fullerene.18 However, in the con-
ducting phase these molecules, which form a narrow-b
molecular metal with degenerate itinerant electrons,
found in indefinite~fluctuating! charge and spin states. Tran
sitions between different electronic terms of the C60 mol-
ecules are accompanied by Jahn–Teller deformations w
correspond to specified~as a rule, quadrupolar! intramolecu-
lar vibrations.1!

The electron–phonon interaction in a fullerite wi
Jahn–Teller intramolecular vibrations is described in the
representation by the Hamiltonian15

Hel-ph5(
n,s

(
l1 ,l2

xn
l1l2anl1s

1 anl2sQn
l1 ,l2, ~1!

wherexn
l1l2 is the electron–phonon coupling constant, a

anls
1 andanls are the Fermi creation and annihilation oper

tors for an electron in statel with spins at then-th site. An
important feature of the operator~1! is the one-site characte
of the EPI, which distinguishes it from its counterpart
ordinary metals. According to Ref. 15, the EPI with Jah
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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Teller intramolecular vibrations which are described by
generalized coordinate Qn

l1 ,l2 distinguishes the cubic crys
tals A3C60 from the systems A3C70, which have a lower
symmetry at low temperatures19 and which all the electronic
states are split and the Jahn–Teller effect is absent. In
second order of perturbation theory the EPI~1! can give rise
to a rather strong electron–electron attraction at the C60 sites
and to superconductivity characterized by valuesTc

'19– 48 K.7–11 This is also promoted by the many-valle
structure of the conduction band,16,17which enhances the EP
by a factor equal to at least the number of equival
valleys.15

3. In contrast to the cubic crystals A3C60 the lattice of
C60/CHG3 films belong to the hexagonal system.2 In this
case the crystalline field has a uniaxial character,20 so that all
of the electronic states of the fullerene conserve theLZ pro-
jection of the orbital angular momentumL onto the axis of
the C6 lattice, splitting into doublets6LZ ~except for the
state withLZ50!.

Then the Hamiltonian of the fullerene in the crystallin
field of the fullerite C60/CHG3, where the role of the ligand
for each molecule is played by the same, similarly charg
C60 molecules surrounding it,21 can be written in the form

Hmol5B2
0(

n
~Ln

Z!21B4
0(

n
~Ln

Z!4, ~2!

in which theBn
m are parameters of this field. The first excite

state of each of the molecules in the crystal is the dou
LZ561, which begins to be filled at hole concentrations p
moleculenh>2. The transition to this state is directly relate
to the quadrupolar intramolecular vibrations, which caus
rhombic Jahn–Teller deformation of the C60 molecules and
lift the degeneracy of the doublet. The Hamiltonian of t
corresponding EPI can be represented by the expression

Hel-ph5B2
2(

n
@~Ln

X!22~Ln
Y!2#Qn

rh , ~3!

in which Qn
rh is the normal coordinate of the intramolecul

vibrations of symmetryD2h . Here it is fundamental that, in
analogy to the EPI~2!, the coupling of the carriers with th
vibrations is also realized at the molecule, i.e., it has a o
site character. The only intermolecular~in other words, inter-
site! operator is

H tun5 (
n,r,s

(
l1 ,l2

tl1l2anl1s
1 an1rl2s ~4!

for the hopping~tunneling! of fermions between neighborin
C60 molecules separated by a vectorr and found in statesl1

andl2 , andtl1l2 specifies the amplitude of these hops.
It is readily seen that the operator of the crystal can

put in the form22

H5Hmol1H tun1Hel-ph,

Hmol5(
n,l

«lanls
1 anls1(

n
v rhbn

1bn , ~5!

Hel-ph5
1

AN
(

n,q,s
(

l1 ,l2

xn
l1l2~q!anl1s

1 anl2sw rh~q!,
e

he

t

d

et
r

a

e-

e

where«l is the energy of the molecular terms,xn
l1l2(q) is

the electron–phonon coupling constant with the Jahn–Te
modes,w rh(q) is the Fourier transform of the operator o
rhombic intramolecular displacement of the term prop
tional to bn

11bn , andbn
1 andbn are Bose creation and an

nihilation operators for quanta of the intramolecular vibr
tions.

It must be noted thatHel-ph in ~5! is formally the same as
the operator of the EPI in manganites~see Ref. 23!, where it
is also of a Jahn–Teller nature, and its main consequenc
polaron narrowing of the band of free motion of the carrie
in the undeformed lattice. It is known22 that the Hamiltonian
H with an EPI operatorHel-ph of the form ~5! admits diago-
nalization by a unitary transformation expŜ in which the
anti-Hermitian operatorŜ is determined from the condition
that the restructured HamiltonianH̃ not contain terms linear
in the Bose operators. Omitting the standard manipulati
~see Refs. 22 and 23!, we write the renormalized Hamil
tonian of fullerite as

H̃5 (
n,l,s

«lanls
1 anls1(

q
v rh~q!b1~q!b~q!

1(
n,r,

(
l1 ,l2

t̃ l1l2anl1s
1 an1rl2s

2
1

2 (
n,m

Vnm
l1l2anl1

1 ↑anl1
↑aml2

1 ↓aml2
↓. ~6!

In this expression

t̃ l1l25tl1l2 expS 2
1

N (
q

Uxl1l2~q!U2/v rh
2 ~q! D ~7!

is the renormalized~by the aforementioned effect! polaron
narrowing of the amplitude of the hops of holes betwe
molecules, and

Vnm
l1l25

1

N (
q

xn
l1l2~q!xm

l2l1/v rh~q! ~8!

is the effective interfermion attraction, which in the limit o
weak dispersion~or no dispersion! of the optical crystal
modes generated by the intramolecular vibrations, turns
to be practically local. As a result, unlike the kinetic terms
the Hamiltonian~6!, for example, it does not depend~or
depends relatively weakly! on the intermolecular distance.
also follows from~6!–~8! that the greatest contribution to th
significant~exponential! decrease of the ‘‘bare’’ width of the
conduction band~which in this case is just the valence ban!
and, hence, to the growth of the density of states and
increased tendency toward superconductivity is that due
the soft ‘‘shear’’ modesv rh(q) corresponding to the ordinar
low-frequency Jahn–Teller intramolecular vibrations.2!

Finally, in the hexagonal lattices of fullerite systems t
Jahn–Teller intramolecular vibrations should be manifes
at a number of holes per moleculenh.2. It is at such con-
centrations of the injected carriers that one observes the s
growth ofTc in both pure and intercalated C60 films.2 On the
other hand, the observation of superconductivity in hexa
nal C70 films,14 where the Jahn–Teller effect is also possib
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provides yet another argument in favor of the validity of t
‘‘molecular’’ approach proposed in Refs. 15 and 21 for t
description of the properties of fullerites.

4. Other effects also promote a highTc . One such effect
is the nonadiabaticity of the EPI in a narrow-band molecu
metal, when the actual frequenciesv rh of the intramolecular
vibrations are comparable to«F , violating the validity crite-
rion of the Migdal theorem24 as to the smallness of correc
tion to the zeroth phonon vertexGph

(0)51. In application to
A3C60 this question is discussed in Ref. 25, where only
first-order corrections to the normal and anomalous s
energy parts were taken into account, leading to a renorm
ization of the electron–phonon coupling constantslph→l̃ph

5lph(112lphP), wherelph is given in paragraph 1 above
andP is some integral characteristic of the electron and p
non spectra. In our casegph

2 ;uxn
l1l2u2/v rhncar ~ncar is the

density of carriers~electrons or holes! in the conduction or
valence band!.

However, the above renormalization oflph is insufficient
if the EPI is not small. In the general case it is necessar
take all of the diagrams into account, which leads to a m
tiplication of the electron–phonon coupling constant, wh
determinesTc , by Gph

2 ~where Gph.1!;26 here l̃ph5lph(1
1lphP)2. Ultimately, with allowance for strong couplin
effects,27 the value ofTc can be estimated from the formula28

Tc'v̄phexpH 2
11lph

l̃ph2mC~110.5lph!
J , ~9!

where v̄ph'v rh , and the dimensionless screening of t
Coulomb repulsion,mC5N(«F)V̄C /@112N(«F) v̄c# at ṽph

;«F and does not exceed its limiting valuemc'0.5 at
N(«F)V̄C@1 ~V̄C is the matrix element of the Coulomb in
teraction of the carriers!.

Expression~9! shows that the growth of the density o
states leads to an increase oflph and l̃ph, and the growth,
quadratic inlph, of the renormalized electron–phonon co
pling constantl̃ph ‘‘overpowers’’ the increase of the Cou
lomb repulsionmC(11lph) and, accordingly, brings about
monotonic increase ofTc . As a result, forlph@1 for Eq.~9!

we haveTc'vphexp(2lph/l̃ph), so that forP'1 we find
that Tc

max;v̄ph'v rh . This, in turn, gives a rather optimisti
estimate for the critical temperature:Tc

max'300– 400 K.
5. Thus in molecular metals of the C60/CHG3 type with

anomalously narrow~owing to phonon renormalization!
bands and substantial nonadiabatic effects of the ‘‘lo
field’’ for v̄ph;«F and lph@1 it is possible to achieve ex
tremely high superconducting transition temperaturesTc .
Here the observed dependence of the critical temperatur
the intermolecular distance is direct evidence of the lo
character of the attraction in these compounds, actually c
firming the pairing mechanism proposed above~and also in
Ref. 15!. The bell-shaped behavior ofTc as a function ofnh

may be due to effects of filling of the split term21 and, in
principle, to weakening of the Jahn–Teller effect asLZ in-
creases.
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1!For example, numerical calculations have shown18 that the transition be-

tween the aforementioned quartet and doublet states of C60
32 fullerene is

accompanied by distortion of the latter with an elliptical distortion
'9.2% and an average frequencyv̄ph'533 cm21 of the quadrupolar in-
termolecular vibration of symmetryHg ; the transition between the quarte
of C60

32 and the triplets of C60
22 or C60

42 corresponds to a distortion o
'5.3% and average frequenciesv̄ph'556– 559 cm21; the transition be-
tween the quartet of C60

32 and the singlet of C60
22 corresponds to a distortion

of 11.7% andv̄ph'498 cm21.
2!It is apropos to mention here that the frequencies of the completely s

metric intramolecular vibrations, as a rule, are much higher, and, co
quently, their role in the phenomenon of superconductivity in the fulle
should, generally speaking, be less important.
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